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Abstract

Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico, conducts the Energy Storage Systems Program, which
is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Power Technologies. The goal of this
program is to collaborate with industry in developing cost-effective electric energy storage systems
for many high-value stationary applications. Sandia National Laboratories is responsible for the
engineering analyses, contracted development and testing of energy storage components and sys-
tems. This report details the technical achievements realized during fiscal year 1998.
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ESS Program

Annual Progress Report for

October 1997 through September 1998

1, Executive Summary

Introduction

The U.S. electric utility industry is undergoing rev-
olutionary change as a result of deregulation and compe-
tition, limitations on installing new conventional genera-
tion and transmission and distribution (T&D)
equipment, and greatly reduced resources for research
and development (R&D). The United States Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE), through the Energy Storage
Systems (ESS) R&D Program at Sandia National Labo-
ratories (SNL), continues to work cooperatively with the
electricity supply industry and the manufacturing sector
to develop energy storage systems that will play a vital
role during and after this transition period. In doing so,
the ESS Program is furthering the goals of the DOE by
developing technology that can be used by industry to
(1) strengthen the nation’s energy security in terms of
electricity supply, (2) reduce the environmental impact
of electricity generation and T&D through the increased

use of renewable, and(3) increase the global economic
competitiveness of U.S. industry with more reliable,
higher quality, and cheaper electricity.

The ESS Program is conducting focused R&D, in
collaboration with U.S. industry, to make possible the
wide-spread use of energy storage systems for renew-
able generation and other electric system applications.
Its goal is the development of new energy storage sys-
tems with superior performance and higher energy den-
sities at competitive prices. The program includes
research on a portfolio of storage technologies such as
advanced batteries, flywheels, and superconducting
magnetic energy storage (SMES).

The ESS Program balances the R&D of promising
new systems and technologies with focused analytical
and educational tasks. The primary emphasis of ESS
hardware development projects in fiscal year @Y) 1998
was on the field evaluation of the Mobile PQ2000T and
on the continuation of utility field experiments such as
the storage project at the GNB Technologies, Inc.

(GNB) Lead Recycling Center in Vernon, California,
and that for the Metlakatla Indian Community. Program
initiatives in FY98 included the Advanced Battery
Energy Storage System (ABESS) development and test-
ing project and the Substation Power Quality project.
Scoping studies continued on the Renewable Generation
and Storage (RGS) projec~ which is envisioned as pos-
sibly including the design, fabrication, or operation at a
host utility site of a modular, integrated RGS system
capable of control by a utility. The program plan also
includes abroad spectrum of analytical activities such as
determining the value of storage to renewable and char-
acterizing advanced storage technologies. Finrdly, an
ESS Industry Users Group will continue to provide pro-
gram guidance and peer review in order to achieve
tighter integration of the program with utility and indus-
~ stakeholder needs.

The ESS Program

lated elements:

● Integration

is organized into three interre-

– System Development
– System Field Evaluation

● Components
– Component Development
– Component Evaluation

● Analysis
– System Studies
– Opportunities Analysis
– Technology Assessments

In keeping with ESS Program goals of maintaining
an information base on energy-related technologies and
initiatives, the ESS staff often attend meetings and pur-
sue collaborations that may not be associated with a spe-
cific projec4 but could potentially yield valuable infor-
mation and relationships. These peripheral activities are
detailed at the end of each section within this document.
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Highlights

The FY98 Annual Operating Plan (AOP) for the

ESS Program was implemented. The major hardware
project for FY98, the field evaluation of the TBESS,
completed initial testing at a utility site. Significant new
projects such as the Substation Power Quality System
(SPQS) and the ABESS continued to make progress;
however, the SPQS suffered a setback late in the year.
Data acquisition and analysis was completed on a study
aimed at quantifying the state of the art of flywheel and
SMES technologies. ESS Program representatives
attended several national and international meetings that
encompassed a range of energy storage technology
issues including energy storage for Remote Area Power
Supplies (RAPS) and telecommunications applica-
tions. Initiatives related to storage with renewable gen-
eration were in progress, including the completion of the
market assessment of batteries for photovoltaic (PV)
systems. The program continued to build its global rela-
tionships through Annex IX work on electric energy
storage with the International Energy Agency (IEA),
RAPS initiatives with the International Lead Zinc
Research Organization (ILZRO), and contact with other
international organizations that are pursuing similar

goals. Finally, continued active involvement in the ESS

Program by industry groups such as the Energy Storage
Association (ESA) helped focus the ESS Program on
relevant, critically important R&D projects that will
benefit the nation.

Integration

System Development

Renewable Generation and Storage and Related
Projects: The ESS Program at SNL placed three con-
tracts to investigate new technologies and design con-
cepts for next-generation RGS systems. These contracts
represented the fist step of a possible multiphase
research project to develop and/or test integrated sys-
tems. The overall plan of the RGS project was docu-
mented in a recent report jointly authored by ESS and
PV program personnel (SAND98-0591). The work
required in these contracts had two goals: (1) to define

the present and fiture needs of users of RGS systems,
and (2) to determine application requirements of RGS
systems that would meet these needs. The contracts
were a result of a Sandia request for proposal (RFP) for
focused, three-month studies to be concluded in FY98,
which was accomplished. The ESS received and is
reviewing the reports documenting the results from

these activities. A summary of the work is provided in
Chapter 2 of this report.

Advanced Battery Energy Storage Systems:
Under a second contract placed with ZBB Technologies,
Inc. (ZBB), work continued on the development and
demonstration of a 400-kWb zincibromine battery sys-
tem. The design was completed, and testing of the con-
trol systems is continuing. Detroit Edison has agreed to
be the host utility for the field test phase of the project,
as indicated by a letter of commitment received in the
fourth quarter of FY98.

Substation Power Quality: On September 15,
1998, Sandia received a formal letter from PNM stating
that they were unable to execute CRADA No. SC97/
1509, Electric Utility System Power Quality Demon-
stration. This ended the effort to construct a substation-
level power quality system at SNL’SSubstation No. 41.

The ESS program still sees value in this application
and is interested in constructing a system to address
power quality issues at a substation level. It will pursue
industry input on this matter.

System Evaluation

Mobile PQ2000T: The Mobile PQ2000T can pro-
vide 2 MW for 15 seconds and is used for power quality
applications. It was developed collaboratively by ESS
with Omnion and V@inia Power. Because of the confu-
sion generated by referring to the Sandia TBESS with
the same acronym that is used for the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI)/Salt River Project (SRP)
TBESS, a discussion led to the resolution that the San-
dia/Evantage TBESS be renamed to allow for highlight-
ing the true mobility of the unit. Pending general accep-
tance, it was proposed that the Sandia TBESS be
renamed the Mobile PQ2000T, which will highlight the
fact that the system is truly mobile and not just portable,
as is the EPRVSRP TBESS.

In late July, a new industrial test site, a printing
plant, was identified in the Richmond area. Modifica-
tions to the service entry were performed by V]rginia
Power engineers, and plans were finalized to install the
Mobile PQ2000T at the plant during the Labor Day
weekend, which would minimize impact to production

output during the final installation. The unit was suc-
cessfully installed, activated, and tested over the three-
day holiday weekend. On Monday evening, only hours
after activation, the Mobile PQ2000T serviced the first
power quality event that would have caused production
problems in the plant. During the following week, sev-
eral events were serviced with no interruption in plant
production.
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During the second week of operation, a catastrophic

fault downstream of the Mobile PQ2000T resulted in a

fire in a Virginia Power conduit that ultimately shut
down the part of the plant serviced by the Mobile
PQ2000T. A detailed investigation revealed that the
Mobile PQ2000T was in no way responsible for the fire.
It appeared that the cable was seriously damaged by
flaws in the conduit during installation. Although the
Mobile PQ2000T did not contribute to the outage, the
printing plant requested that it be removed to allow
access for repairs and that it not be reinstalled, as they
felt that they could nb longer tolerate the exposure of
trying a new technology. The unit was removed from
the site and temporarily stored at the Iron Bridge Facil-
ity for the remainder of the fiscal year. Evantage imme-
diately began the search for anew customer site.

AC Battery PM250 Field Evaluation: Following
the purchase of AC Battery Corporation by Omnion
Power Engineering, Inc., in the second quarter of FY98,
the PM250 was removed from temporary storage at the
AC Battery Facility and transferred to the Omnion facil-

hy in East Troy, Wisconsin. In late May, SNL placed a
contract with Omnion to perform final field testing of
the PM250 prototype at the Omnion facilities in order to
complete characterization testing and to retire the unit.

Early in the fourth quarter, it was determined that
the system retirement criteria had been met and further
testing was cancelled. The PM250 was decommis-
sioned and scrapped, and the battery complement was
recycled.

This ends along and productive testing program for
a first-of-its-kind utility-scale battery system. Testing at
the PG&E Modular Generation Test Facility (MGTF)
yielded a considerable amount of practical information
on the use of off-the-shelf batteries in utility applica-
tions. Information was gathered on the behavior of long
battery strings in cycling applications.

Field Test of Final GNB VRLA Battery Deliver-
able: SNL has cost-shared with GNB, a major manu-
facturer of valve-regulated, lead-acid (VRLA) battery
products, the development of improved lead-acid batter-
ies for energy storage systems. A field test at Vernon,
Califomi% using its ABSOL~ IIP cell completed a
third year of operation. The field test results have been

positive, The 3.5-MWh battery, into which the ESS Pro-

gram development deliverable was incorporated and
which makes up about 10% of the battery cells, has
proven capable of taking over the entire battery recy-
cling center plant load. This system is helping the Ver-
non battery recycling center avoid air emission viola-
tions in the event of a power interruption from the local
electric utility.

Testing in the secondary use of load peak shaving

has also continued during FY98. Long-term continuous

operation of the system is required to determine the eco-
nomic benefit provided by the secondary peak shaving
mode, but intermittent failures of the data acquisition
system and ground faults in the battery energy storage
system (BESS) prevented continuous operation and data
recording during much of the second quarter. In April,
the incidence of ground faults decreased enough that
continuous operation was again possible. The peak
shaving trigger level was reset to 3100 kW beginning in
May, and the BESS was successfully operated with that
setting for the remainder of the FY.

Overall in FY98, BESS operation showed success-
ful progress toward achieving optimal battery utilization
during summer peak shaving periods. The fourth quar-
ter data suggest that the optimum peak shaving trigger
level will likely be between 3000 and 3050 kW. Further
tests will be required to conform this estimate and to
determine how much seasonal variation occurs.

PV/Hybrid Evaluation Project: In the third quar-

ter, a cooperative project between SNL’S ESS and PV
Programs reached a milestone by completing testing of
a 30-kW Trace Technologies Power Processing Unit
(PPU) and Hybrid Controller at SNL. This controller is
a state-of-the-art hybrid control system that is expected
to improve system performance by better managing the
way batteries and other power sources are used in stand-
alone hybrid power systems. Since the delivery of the
PPU/controller, it has been undergoing testing and mod-
ification in preparation for testing at the Arizona Public
Service (Al%) Solar Test and Research (STAR) Center.
The objective of the STAR testing is to determine the
effectiveness of the PPU/controller and to investigate the
performance of a Yuasa Dynacel DGX battery in the
hybrid operating environment. It is anticipated that the
state-of-the-r@ tubular gel VRLA battery may prove to
be effective for this application. The system will oper-
ate as the primary power controller and source for the
STAR Center using a 30-kW genset, a 17-W PV array
and a 210-kWh battery.

Following final shakedown testing of the Trace
inverter at STM early in the fourth quarter, the system
was tested initially by using it to provide all the power
required by the test facility for instrumentation, lighting,

and air conditioning loads as well as to characterize sys-
tem performance. Following the initial testing period in
late September, the system was then connected to the
ST~ Center grid, thus powering the entire facility.

Metlakatla Monitoring Projecti The ESS Pro-
gram has been monitoring the i%el consumption of the
BESS in Metlakatl% Alash for three full years. The
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diesel fuel consumption at Metlakatla has significantly
declined since 1996 when there was no BESS to 1997
and 1998 when there was a BESS.

Components

Component Development

VRLA Reliability Improvement Project: VRLA
battery reliability has been questioned recently, particu-
larly by users of standby power systems. Because SNL
believes that this battery technology offers significant
advantages for utility and renewable energy applica-

tions, a VRLA reliability improvement project was for-

mulated. Phase 1 of the project, a survey of the industry
to objectively assess the status of the VRLA technology,
was initiated during FY98. Survey questionnaires for
both VRLA battery manufacturers and users were devel-
oped and distributed. The questions request information
on cell physical characteristics and electrical ratings,
cell performance and life characteristics, known
instances and modes of failure in the field, R&D data-
base availability, and market and sales data. Copies of
both questionnaires are provided in Chapter 3 of this
report.

Power Quality and Peak-Shaving Simulators
Projecti The ESS Program has initiated a collaborative
project with the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association (NRECA) to develop, validate, and demon-
strate simulators of power quality and peak-shaving sys-
tems. The simulators will provide technical and eco-
nomic data about peak shaving and power quali~
improvement at electric power suppliers. ESS Program
partners Energetic, Inc., and Orion Energy Corporation
began building the simulators in the first quarter of
FY98. In the second quater, system engineers were

faced with delays while they determined which voltage
sensor was best suited for the simulators. By the third
quarter, construction of a device that simulates a battery-
based integrated storage system for power quality
improvement was completed. Laboratory testing of this
device and another simulator device that mimics the
operation of a storage system to reduce customer
demand peaks began. The simulator for power quality
will be fielded in FY99 at a site in Slash Pine Electric
Membership Cooperative (EMC) (formerly part of
Ogletho~e) that has a power-quality device in service.
The peak-shaving simulator was fielded in August at a
site in Crescent EMC that has a peak-shaving energy-
storage system in service.

Component Evaluation

VRLA Battery Characterization

GNB and Yuasa-Exide Testing: Testing of deliv-
erables from the GNB VRLA battery development con-
tract continued at SNL in FY98. Two 18-V batteries, an
ABSOLYTE II and an ABSOLYTE IIP, have undergone
long-term cycle life tests, and these batteries have accu-
mulated more than 340 and 600 cycles, respectively.
Testing was temporarily suspended on these two units
because of tester malfunctions but resumed in the sec-
ond quarter and continued for the remainder of FY98.
Testing on the Yuasa-Exide VRLA battery ended in the
first quarter of the fiscal year.

SLI and Trojan Battery Testing: SNL completed

an in-house battery evaluation on both lead-acid start-
ing, lighting, and ignition (SLI) batteries for Commu-
nity Power Corporation and VRLA GEL for Trojan Bat-
tery Corporation. The SLI batteries are destined for use
in offshore domestic PV applications. In the beginning
of the second quarter of FY98, the battery was subjected
to a final capacity test, which yielded information that
the battery was at 58V0 of original measured capacity.
At the time the batte~ was taken off test, five to six
daily deficit cycles (10% of measured capacity removed,
990 returned using the Ah counting technique) were typ-
ical as the battery ratcheted down in state of charge to
the LVD point. Following the final capacity test, the
battery was fully charged and placed in temporary stor-
age.

Testing on four 12-V VRLA Trojan batteries, which
are designed for deep-cycling applications primarily in
the renewable energy arena, ended in the first quarter of
FY98. The last of the four Trojan batteries on test,
reached its defined end of life on November 30, 1997.

Intermediate State of Charge Testing: Two

modules of Yuasa Exide, Dynacel DGX Tubular GEL
VRLA cells were received at SNL. A test plan was
developed under the intermediate state of charge (ISOC)
test program. These modules will provide data to com-
pare to the Dynacel DGX battery at the APS STAR Cen-
ter, which will be tested in a hybrid operating environ-
ment. The test plan for the Yuasa Dynacell DGX 85-11
ISOC test program was completed in late March 1998.

To expand the ISOC test program to other battery
models, during April and May initial contact was made
with six battery manufacturers to inquire if they were
interested in participating in the ISOC test program. Let-
ters with information on how the manufacturers could
participate and details of the test program were distrib-
uted to each of the manufacturers in the third quarter.
Every manufacturer initially contacted expressed high
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interest in participating and promised to ship eight mod-
ules each, 100-Ah (75- to 125-Ah), 12-V VRLA mod-
ules to SNL. By early September, three manufacturers
had sent modules, two flat plate gels and one AGM, and
preparations got underway to begin testing early the first
quarter N99. Based on the cycling rate for the test,
preliminary findings should be available in the second
quarter of FY99. Information on the results will be pre-
sented at various battery conferences and in the ESS
Program quarterly and annual reports.

Zinc-Flow7M Battery Testing

In FY97,theESSPrograminitiated a contract with
Powercell Corporation to conduct testing on Power-
cell’s Zinc-Flow~ battery. The objective of this project
is to characterize the performance of a 9-kWh Zinc-
Flow battery. In the second quarter of FY98, the project
scope was expanded to include the characterization and
demonstration of a 100-kWh PowerBlock product in the
field. ESS Program staff met with Powercell and Trace
Technologies personnel in the third quarter. The pur-
pose of the meeting was to investigate the new advanced
energy storage system technology being developed by
Trace and Powercell. The meeting included a demon-
stration of a 50-kW, 100-kWh storage system, which
includes a zinc/bromine battery.

Analysis

The analytical tasks in the FY98 AOP expanded on
the scope of previous studies by including analyses of
SMES and flywheels as well as analyses of the value of
storage when used to support renewable generation

sources such as wind and W.

System Studies

Quantification of UtWy Cost Savings from
Using Batteries-University of M~souri-Rolls: The
University of Missouri-Rolls (UMR) is continuing to
use the DYNASTORE computer program to calculate
utility-generation, operating-cost savings that can be
realized with battery energy storage. A reanalysis of
calculations carried out in FY97 for a grid-connected
utility system at Kansas City Power and Light Co.
(KCPL) has provided data for a combined report com-
paring results for island and grid-connected utility sys-
tems. Work has concentrated on determining the
changes in KCPL operating costs/savings caused by
inadvertent outages in generation. Study and compari-
son of these results have been completed, and a report

comparing the island and grid-connected systems was
delivered in FY98. A new contract to focus on develop-
ing an approach for including a renewable generator in
DYNASTORE has been placed with UMR. Preliminary
findings from this task were received in the fourth quar-
ter of FY98.

Opportunities Analysis

ESA Activities: In November of FY98, staff from
the DOE/ESS Program and severrd contractors played
key roles in the fall meeting of the ESA in Rancho Cor-

dova, California. An ESS Program staff member, as an
elected member of the board, attended and had a leader-
ship role in the ESA Board of Directors meeting.
Attending were 52 participants representing industries
and organizations including battery manufacturers, gov-
ernment and nonprofit organizations (e.g., Electric
Power Research Institute, Solar Energy Industry Associ-
ation), and electric utilities. ESS staff and contractors
made seven presentations. At a special dinner session,
the DOE representative presented an overview of the
ESS Program. An open feedback session followed with
discussions on the storage community’s need for tech-
nology development, as proposed in an ESS project on
renewable generation and storage. A panel discussion,
which included an SNL staff member, considered
another new initiative, the Storage 2000 project. A wide
range of opinions were expressed on what Storage 2000
should be, but everyone agreed on the need for educa-
tion of the indush-y on the benefits and characteristics of
storage.

The ESA sponsored a PV Battery Storage Work-
shop at the SOLTECH 98 conference on April 27, 1998.

The workshop included seven panel members from the

battery industry, PV system integrators, inverter manu-
facture, and SNL, all of whom responded to questions
from the audience. The issues that were identified at
this meeting smongly reinforce the conclusions and
action plan identified in the SNL report titled Renewable
Generation and Storage Project Industry and Lubora-
?oryRecommendations (SAND98-0591).

The DOE/ESS Program Manager and the ESA
Executive Director were guests of the National Public
Radio (NPR) talk show Energy Matters. The show is
broadcast on NPR outlets as a weekly forum on energy
issues. Technology review and policy issues were dis-
cussed for a lay audience. This is part of ESA’s continu-
ing promotion of energy storage.

In the third quarter, the ESA’S spring meeting,
April 7 through 8, 1998, was held in Phoenix, Arizona.
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The meeting focused on customer service in competitive
markets. More than 50 delegates from the energy tech-
nology, research, and end-use sectors attended.

In 1997, the ESS contracted with the ESA to assist

in developing communications products that included

energy storage brochures with various themes. In FY98,
the ESA published four brochures (Appendix B) with
the support of the ESS Program.

ILZRO and RAPS Testing Activities: On
April 29, 1998, ESS Program staff visited ILZRO to
review several collaborative projects. The projects
reviewed included the IEA Annex on Electrical Energy
Storage, the VRLA battery reliability project, the RAPS
initiative, and the RAPS system test definition activity.
All projects are making good progress, and ILZRO and
ESS are continuing to build a strong working relation-
ship. A highlight of the meeting included a review of
the first draft of the RAPS test regimes document, and a
plan was developed for its review by a working group
and by standards panels.

By the fourth quarter, work by the RAPS Test Sub-
committee had encountered several obstacles, which led
them to consider previously recommended design prac-
tices as a first step for developing test practices and cer-

tification testing standards. This process would help to

resolve the many peripheral issues that would, if not
resolved, mar any certification standard that was devel-
oped without the intervening steps. Based on this
understanding, members of the committee used a rec-
ommended design practice published by Therrnie (Euro-
pean Union Energy Program) for solar home systems
(SHS) as a template to develop a document for RAPS.
Industry review of the SHS standard identified areas
where improvement is needed. Therefore, the authors of
the draft IL4PS report recommended that the design
practice team make every effort to address the indicated
changes in their new document as they develop it. The
draft report is near completion.

Industry Users Group: The second meeting of the
DOWESS Industry Users Group (IUG) was held in
Phoenix, Arizona, on April 9, 1998. The purpose of the
meeting was to update IUG members on the 1998 ESS
Program and to obtain feedback on how DOE can more
effectively respond to the needs of the energy storage
industry.

The ESS Program is evaluating T&D reliability,
which includes grid stability, asset utilization, and
increasing capacity factor, as opportunities resulting
from restructuring. Improved reliability is a priority at
DOE, and storage, as a contributor to reliability, could
give the ESS a more defined role at DOE. Such a focus,

though, should not divert attention from what the pro-
~~ already has under way.

One of the suggestions made by the IUG was that in
order to have nationwide impact, the program needed to

look at end-users rather than individual technologies.

Technology Assessments

International Energy Agency (IEA) Annex IX
Project Activities: Work on Annex IX, Phase 2 has
begun. Initial Phase 2 activities focused on conducting
the essential groundwork associated with the retrospec-
tive applications’ case studies, the forward-looking
project definitions, the collatiorddissemination of infor-
mation, and the identification and initiation of comple-
mentary R&D identified in Subtasks 1, 2, and 5 of the
Phase 2 proposal. Chapter 4 provides details of the
progress that was made in these subtasks in FY98. A
summary is provided below.

A full digest of systems that were candidates for
detailed case-study analysis (Subtask 1) was prepared
and circulated to individual national participants. Such
candidate case studies include a full range of applica-
tions and also span the majority of the technologies that

are of interest.

The case studies will focus on applications, the pri-
mary applications being:

● power qualitylquality of supplylvoltage regula-
tion

● peak shaving/Demand Side Management
(DSM)/distribution capacity deferrals

● integration with renewable

● load leveling/frequency regulation/stability

Project Definitions (Subtask 2) specifically aims to
place the program in a position that will allow it to ini-
tiate two applications demonstration schemes for real-
ization for the year 2000 and beyond. For initial plan-
ning purposes it maybe assumed that such schemes will
be located within Europe and North America.

A letter, structured as a pre-qualification document,
was circulated to alert potential suppliers of electrical
energy storage systems to the requirements for such sys-
tems and to provide them with a formal mechanism, for

the registration of their interest in the project. The
assessment, identification and definition of such demon-
stration schemes will take place in a number of stages,
outlined in Table 4-5 in Chapter 4 of this document.
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Identification and Initiation of Complementary
R&D Program Activities (Subtask 5) is the preparatory
groundwork that was put in place to launch this initia-
tive, in Session 14 (The Way Forward and Implementa-

tion) presented at the EESAT ’98 Storage Conference

held in Chester, UK. See Appendix C for a copy of the
proforma.

PCS Assessment Projecfi In FY97, the ESS Pro-
gram began evaluating state-of-the-art power conversion
system (PCS) technologies. FY98 plans include assess-
ing the design architecture of and providing cost struc-
tures for the various types of PCSS and the associated
devices required for storage utility applications. Based
on discussions with representatives from industry, aca-
demia, and the national laboratories, several recommen-
dations for an R&D plan on the PCS component and
subsystem development have been established. On the
basis of this R&D plan, two contracts were placed in the
third quarte~ one with Wrginia Polytechnic Institute
(Wginia Tech) on April 1, 1998, to begin development
on a high-power semiconductor switch; another contract
was placed with Electrochemical Engineering Consult-
ants, Inc. (EECI) on May 1, 1998, for the purpose of
devising alternative configurations for solar-hybrid sys-
tems that will allow more optimal charging of the lead-
acid batteries contained in these systems. By the end of
the fiscal year, SNL had received several draft reports on
this work. SNL is reviewing these reports. The report
findings are outlined in Chapter 4 of this report.

ETO Switch Development for PCS: The PCS
Assessment Project resulted in the Virginia Tech initia-
tive (contract placed April 1, 1998), which the ESS now
characterizes as the ETO Switch Development for PCS
Project. The Viginia Tech team delivered three major
reports (listed below) along with an ETO piece of hard-
ware in the fourth quarter of FY98. Summaries of the
reports are dkcussed in Chapter 4 of this document.

1. Preliminruy Design Report

2. Final Design and Test Report

3. ETO Analysis Report

The above three reports highlight the results of the
ETO tests performed under pulse (turn-on or turn-off)
conditions; hence, continuous power cycling has not
been demonstrated, and questions related to long- and
short-term reliability have not been answered. The
objective of the next phase of the ETO development
project is answer some of these reliability questions and

(o build and demonstrate the ETO in a high-power con-
verter, with thermal and electric control and reliability
all being demonstrated and tested in one unit.

Alternative System Configuration of Batteries
for RGS: Another initiative resulting from the PCS
project is the Alternative System Configuration of Bat-
teries for RGS Project. As a result of the PCS work, a

contract with Electrochemical Engineering Consultants,

Inc. (.EECI) was placed on May 1, 1998. The purpose of
this contract was to devise alternative configurations for
solar-hybrid systems that would allow more optimal
charging of the lead-acid batteries contained in them.

EECI conceived several practical alternative config-
urations based on discussions held with a selected group
of system integrators, users, component developers, and
SNL personnel. They then modeled some of the altern-
ativeconfigurations and made economic estimates that
indicated some of the configurations could be beneficial.
Because of the patentable nature of the alternative con-
figurations, detailed results will not be presented at this
time. Chapter 4 provides background information on
solar hybrids and the “smart” battery concept.

Performance and Economic Analysis of SMES,
l?lywheel, and Compressed Air Energy Storage Sys-
tems Project: During the third quarter, the flywheel
model advanced rapidly, paving ground for the subse-
quent development of the SMES model. The improve-
ments to the flywheel energy storage (FES) model
included the ability to model multiple-ring rotors of var-
ious materials or monolithic rotors. The model capabili-
ties also include various hub designs, types of bearings,
and rotor speeds. All of the parameters are cross-
checked to ensure practicality. For example, one check
ensures that the rotor material can withstand the selected
speed of operation, and notifies the user if the rotor is at
or beyond its design limit. In addition to improvements
in the technical parts of the model, analysts developed
the cost and revenue sections of the model to reflect the
applications under consideration for the near, mid, and
long term.

In the fourth quarter, a draft report from this project
was delivered to and is being reviewed by SNI.JESS
Program staff. A summary of the report is outlined in
Chapter 4 of this report.

EESAT ’98 Conference: ESS %OgH31n Stdf
attended the Elecrncal Energy Storage Systems Appli-
cations and Technologies (EESAT) ’98 Conference and
several meetings concerning the International Energy
Agency (JEA) activities on energy storage in Chester,
UK, from June 15 through 25,1998. More than 140 sci-
entists and engineem from 15 countries attended the
EESAT conference, which consisted of 45 presenta-
tions, 9 poster presentations, and an exhibition. The

ESS representative presented a paper and chaired a ses-
sion on behalf of the DOE(ESS Program Manager dur-
ing the conference. EESAT was the culmination of the
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first phase of an IEA annex focused on electrical energy
storage. Annex IX, Electrical Energy Storage Technolo-
gies for Utility Network Optimization, also held a Par-
ticipating Agents meeting, which the Sandia staff
attended, and the Operating Agent, EA Technology Ltd.,
conducted a tour of its facilities. In addition, tours and
technical interactions took place with Urenco, a devel-
oper of FES technology, Ionotec Ltd., a supplier of
advanced ceramics for electrochemical and other engi-
neering applications, and Ultralife Batteries Ltdl, a
supplier of advanced primary and secondary lithium bat-
teries. Finally, the IEA Implementing Agreement (IA)
for Energy Conservation Through Energy Storage
(ECES) held an executive committee meeting that was
attended by the Sandia staff for the DOE ESS Program
Manager, who is the U.S. delegate. This IA includes
Annex IX as well as several annexes working on thermal
energy storage. Sandia was selected as the site for the
fall meeting of this executive committee, to be held the
week of December 7, 1998.

BATTCON ’98 Conference: ESS Program staff

participated in the Second National Battery Conference,
called BA~CON ’98, in late April. Battery manufac-
turers, system inte=-tors, and users gathered from
throughout the country to discuss battery problems and
solutions. More than 300 persons attended, including
representatives from most major battery manufacturers.
More than 18 formal papers were presented, including
one from ESS staff entitled Battery Churging in Photo-
voltaic Applications.

Many open-forum discussions and substantial net-
working resulted in a better understanding of the prob-
lems and solutions for improved battery use in station-
ary applications. Of primary interest to conference
attendees was the progress being made on improving the
reliability and longevity of VRLA batteries. During the
question and answer forums, many questions were
brought up that indicated a widespread lack of knowl-
edge among users of the need to maintain and monitor
VRLA battery strings. It was also pointed out that the
battery manufacturers were less than forthright in pro-
viding specific information for unusual battery installa-
tions. Most manufacturers were reluctant to provide
information beyond the scope of a standard operation
and maintenance (O&M) manual. In addition, the bat-
tery manufacturers contended that integrators and users
could not be relied upon to properly interpret and use
the information provided in the O&M manuals. Conse-
quently, improper batte~ system management ulti-
mately leads to premature failures in many systems.

Office of Basic Energ Sciences. On April 13,
1998, the ESS Program staff met with Dr. Paul Maupin
during his visit to SNL. Dr. Maupin manages energy
storage and chemical sciences programs for the Office
of Basic Energy Sciences in the DOE. He was touring
Sandia to learn about programs and capabilities. His
fundamental work in electrochemical storage and con-
version contains several areas of long-tern interest to
the ESS Program, including research on room-tempera-
ture molten salts. An overview of the ESS Program was
presented and discussed. Dr. Maupin is also working
on fuel cells, photovohaics, and photochemistry. He
also reviewed other battery work at Sandia while visit-
ing SNL. He will monitor the ESS Program and con-
tinue to collaborate with Headquarters staff on areas of
common inter-est.

Industry, Academia, and Laboratory Interface-
Lucent Technologies: ESS Program staff participated
in the Lucent Technologies’ Premium Power Forum at
Bell Labs in Murray Hill, New Jersey, on January 13,
1998. Lucent has been organizing these meetings for

more than a year to bring together developers and manu-
facturers of advanced generation and storage technolo-
gies with their telecommunications users of these tech-
nologies. The ESS Program staff has participated and
has made numerous presentations at these meetings,
which are held about every two months. Lucent’s objec-
tives regarding premium power have many thhgs in
common with the objectives of the ESS Program,
namely, to develop advanced energy systems for renew-
able, power quality, and productivity applications.

On April 30, 1998, ESS Program staff presented a
paper on testing results for improved energy storage
technologies at Lucent Technologies’ Premium Power
Forum. The forum, held at Bell Labs, focused on dis-
tributed generation and storage technologies for tele-
communication applications. This forum was high-
lighted by talks on fuel cells, photovoltaics, and
microturbines, in addition to the ESS presentation.

On August 27, 1998, ESS Program staff presented
the results of research on power quality to the Lucent
Premium Power Forum at Bell Labs. The ESS Program
has been an active participant for several years, along
with photovoltaic, wind, flywheel, and many other
advanced technology companies. This forum focused
on power quality with the ESS presentation on its just-
completed study which estimated the impact of poor
power quality on the United States economy at $150 bil-
lion annually. In a surprise announcement, the Director
of Emon’s new Power Quality Solutions group pre-
sented a summary of its new business venture to market
advanced technologies for power quality applications.
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MIT Energy Lab: The ESS Program staff met
with several staff from the MIT energy laboratory on
February 20, 1998, to familiarize representatives of both
organizations with their respective activities related to
energy storage and the deregulation of the electric utility
industry. The energy laboratory is conducting numerous
analytical and policy studies on the different scenarios
for the future with a deregulated electric utility industry.
It has developed sophisticated codes and models with
which to carry out these assessments. Many of these
models relate to distributed resources such as renewable
generation, and could be used to evaluate storage as a
technology to address utili~ grid reliability and stabil-
ity. Other work is under way, including modeling
advanced integrated energy research, researching stor-
age technologies such as flywheels and Iithiurrdion bat-
teries, developing fiel cells, and continuing work on
geothermal energy.

PEPCO: ESS staff met with personnel from Poto-

mac Electric Power Company (PEPCO) on March 2,
1998, to discuss technologies and applications for utility
energy storage. PEPCO has developed exciting, propri-
etary concepts for state-of-the-art energy systems that

include storage. There is the potential for PEPCO and
the ESS Program to work as a team to fully develop,
evaluate, and monitor these concepts during the next
year. Successful implementation of these concepts
could result in novel new products in the electricity sup-
ply and storage technology area.

ORNL: ESS Program staff visited Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) to review the preliminary
analysis that has begun on utility T&D in a deregulated
market. ORNL has extensive experience in analyses of
deregulated utilities, having published a series of reports
on ancillary services and other emerging issues. One
member of the ORNL team has been involved with wind
analysis and is working with the DOIYHQ Wind Pro-
gram Manager at the National Renewable Energy Labo-
ratory. In addition, ORNL participated with the Sharp
task force on electric system reliability. The task force
is focusing on federal legislation and regulatory issues
and will address R&D issues at the some time in the

future. There is interest in studying spot market elec-
tricity prices and in reviewing how renewable and stor-
age could interact.
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2. Integration

Introduction
Under the Integration element, a strategy is being

pursued to reduce the inefficient, one-of-a-kind system
engineering historically required when an energy stor-
age system is designed and built. A modular approach
has been adopted as the prefemed method of achieving
system flexibility and the lowest possible cost. The
major subsystem components (storage, PCS, and con-
trols) are designed as separate modules. This allows
integration to take place either at the factory or at the
site. From a cost perspective, this modular approach
permits more efficient engineering, design, and manu-
facturing processes to be used. Finally, the large quan-
tity of on-site labor required to assemble and startup the
system at the user site is minimized.

System Development

Renewable Generation and Storage
and Related Projects

RGS Project

The RGS Project is a new initiative that began in
FY97. This project investigates modular, integrated
RGS systems capable of control by utilities and other
electricity suppliers. The RGS project includes wind
and PV generation options.

An integrated RGS system could provide a new
option for the utilization of renewable generation. At
present, renewable systems typically have been site-
integratd, that is, components have been specified and
purchased by a designer or an architect and engineering
firm and then assembled at the final site. System inte-
gration using this approach may not always result in the
lowest cost or most reliable system. In several recent
utility battery demonstrations, site integration caused
significant start-up problems because of control inter-
face mismatches, low-battery state of charge (SOC)
resulting from prolonged storage without a charge, and
power elechonics failures. There are several examples

of renewable systems that have been site-integrated that

have had similar experiences.

In addition, utilities traditionally have not given a
high-capacity credit to renewable systems. This is
because of the intermittent nature of most renewable
generation and the inherent inability to dispatch such
energy by the utility. An integrated, modular renewable
system with storage can address many of these issues
and thereby greatly increase the environmental and eco-
nomic benefits of renewable technologies. An RGS sys-
tem may be a cost-effective way to increase the stability
of power from intermittent and fluctuating renewable
resources and provide energy upon demand when the
utility needs it the mos~ regardless of the availability of
the renewable resource at that time.

Projects related to the RGS initiative include fur-
thering cooperative relationships with renewable (PV
and wind) programs at SNL and the National Renew-
able Energy Laboratory. These programs use batteries
in many of their laboratory and field experiments and
have expressed interest in having technical contact with
the ESS Program. One ESS staff member is partially
supported by the SNL PV program and contributes to

several PV projects involving batteries. All of these
interactions are leading to increased collaboration on
renewable technologies and storage among the national
laboratories and will reduce duplication of effort and
result in improved RGS systems.

status

The direction for the RGS initiative came primarily
from input made during meetings held with industry.
One, in conjunction with the IEEE PV Specialist Con-
ference, was described in the Energy Storage Systems
Program Report for FY97 (SAND98-1733). The feed-
back from this meeting and from a meeting with the
energy storage industry held in early FY98 was
reviewed by SNL’S ESS and PV Program staff who
made three recommendations concerning activities for
the RGS project that will be implemented in the near
term. These three efforts are as follows (in priority
order):

● Prepare an energy storage technology handbook,
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● Provide an analysis of existing field test data,
and

● Issue a request for proposal (RFP) for work to
define the present and future needs of existing
users and application requirements.

The PV and ESS Programs documented the conclu-
sions and recommendations from these meetings in
SAND98-0591, Renewable Generation and Storage
Project Indusny and Laboratory Recommendations,
March 1998. Progress during FY98 for each of the three
recommended activities is discussed below.

Energy StorageTechnology Handbook

The purpose of the handbook is to:

● Define renewable applications and the issues
involved with integrating storage technologies
with renewable,

● Provide a detailed characterization of a variety
of available batteries and other storage devices
in an unambiguous manner, and

● Function as a guide that can be used by system

integrators to assist in system design.

From the beginning of the information-gathering
process, there was general agreement that information
on all storage technologies should eventually be
included in the handbook but, because batteries are the
most common near-term solution for integrating Storage
with renewable, the handbook will initially focus on
providing information about batteries.

For the purposes of moving forward on this task in
a timely manner, it has been recommended that the
emphasis be on collecting and publishing battery data
that are currently available. Some of this information
exists in manufacturers’ marketing material and must be
restructured in a way that is useful for comparison. The
available da@ once collected, will be supplemented
with test data specific to renewable applications.

In the fourth quarter of FY98, SNLIESS received
and is reviewing a copy of the battery safety chapter
from the handbook.

Existing Field Test Data Analysis

The ESS Program tasked Sentech, Inc., to select a
renewable generation and storage site equipped with a
data acquisition system (DAS) and to analyze the data
recorded to determine battery performance. This is
expected to be the first task of a multiyear effort to
develop a state-of-the-art database capable of analyzing

battery system history and performance in RGS sys-
tems. SNL has received and is reviewing a preliminary

draft of the Analysis of Renewable Generation and Stor-

age Field Data–Rogers Peak, Death Valley National
Park report.

Initially, this task was to evaluate one RGS site and
then replicate the study in the next fiscal year. The site-
selection process was conducted at a meeting at SNIJ
NM, which was attended by representatives from SNL,
Southwest Technology Institute, and Sentech. Several
sites were discussed and Rogers Peak was chosen
because of its operational record as well as having a
good data set available for this study.

The Rogers Peak system provides energy to the
telecommunications equipment that serves Southern
California Edison (SCE), California Department of
Transportation, the National Park Service, California
State Police and emergency services, and cellular tele-
phone providers. The system was designed by Applied
Power and is owned by SCE.* The system is a hybrid
with propane generators, PV panels, and battery storage.
There are two systems, each with a PV array, battery
bank, rectifiers, DC-power center, and charge control-
lers. The RGS system provides direct current ,(DC)

power to 12- and 24-V communication loads that were
upgraded to two 24-V systems in October 1996. The
systems will be referred to a 24-V and 12-V124-V.

The original RGS system was installed in July of
1995, and data have been collected from the beginning.
There was a forming charge when the battery was
installed, but the SOC of the batteries was not recorded.
In October 1996, the system was reconfigured to two
24-V systems (24-V and the 12-V124-V). The system
on average uses 30.2 kWh of energy per day, which is
equivalent to a continuous load of 1.26 kWDC.* The
system was upgraded to a 24-VDC system with instal-
lation of a cell-phone transceiver. This increased the
load four times.

The principal components of the Rogers Peak sys-
tem are the PV panels, the battery system, the backup
propane generator, the charge controller, an inverter, and
a DAS. However, because this study focuses primarily
on battery performance, only summary information on
the other system components will be provided here.

● AndrewRosenthat,SteveDurand,MichaelThomas,and Harold
Post,EconomicsandPerformanceof PVHybridPowerSystem.%
ThreeCaseStudies.proceedingsof the 1998AnnualConference
oftheAmericanSolarEnergySociety,Albuquerque,NM,June14-
17,1998.
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Photovo/taics

‘Rvo separate systems exist: one serves the 12-VI
24-V batte~, and one serves the 24-V battery. The 24-V
system consists of 62 Solarex MSX-120 modules and
has a nominal rating of 7.44 kWDC at standard test con-
ditions of 1000 W/m2 irradiance and 25°C module tem-
perature. The 12-V/24-V system has 45 Solarex MSX-
120 modules with a nominal rating of 5.4 kWDC at
standard test conditions.

These are large-area PV modules that produce more
than twice as much power as the typical solar module.
Large-area modules reduce the total number of installed

pieces; this results in lower installation costs and

improves overall system reliability.

Batteries

The Rogers Peak hybrid system includes a total of
36 GNB batteries. The 12-V/24-V system consists of a
130-kWh GNB ABSOL~ IIPVRLA battery that con-
sists of 100-Ah cells (l-11OA-87). There are 12 cells
with 5,400 Ah (100-hour rate). The 24-V portion main-
tains a second 259-kWh battery bank. There are 24
GNB ABSOLYTE IIP batteries in two parallel strings
that are rated at 10,800 Ah (100-hour rate).

Propane Generator

The hybrid includes a 35-kW propane engine gen-
erator that provides 120/240 VAC for occasional AC
loads. The generator is an Onan model 35EK-L unit
generating 120/240 single-phase 35 kWAC. The system
is used mainly by maintenance personnel to provide
light and AC power, but it also provides battery charging
backup.

Charge Controller

The battery charge controller was designed by
Applied Power Corporation. The system uses a conven-
tional battery charger rather than a custom-designed
charger. There are two battery charge controllers, one
for each batte~ bank. These systems are identified as
PPS-C400-24-G for the 24-VDC system and the PPS-
C400-12-AG for the 12/24-VDC, respectively.

Rectifiers and Converters

The system has four Model No. A36F75-24V La-
Marche rectifiers and four DC/DC converters, Wllmore
Model No. 1501-24-13-30-24V-12V.

Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system (DAS) was designed
and installed by Southwest Technology Development
Institute (SWDTl). The DAS monitors the 12-V/24-V
and the 24-V systems separately. It monitors the follow-
ing operational parameters on both systems:

“ PV current for each array
● Generator/battery charger current
● Load current
● Battery voltage
● Battery temperature

The DAS collects data at 10-second intervals and

then creates and records an average hourly value. The
average hourly battery current represents the Ah either
going into or out of the batteries for that hour. The
hourly Ah values were algebraically summed to provide
a daily charge/discharge summary of the battery’s oper-
ation. The daily results are then plotted to develop a
month-to-month picture of battery performance.

Data Analysis

Detailed data have been collected from the Rogers
Peak site for three years and are being compiled and
analyzed. Specific calculations and tabular and data plot
summaries will be in the final report presented to SNL.

Request for Proposal (RFP)

As recommended, the ESS program issued an RFP
in FY98 for the first step in a possible multiphase
research project to identi@ user needs and application
requirements for improved integration of renewable
with storage systems. While not directly funding this

contrac~ the SNL PV Program agreed to provide techni-

cal support for the RGS project and may help to fund
fhture contracts.

The work identified in the RFP had two goals:
(1) to define the present and future needs of users of
RGS systems, and (2) to determine application require-
ments of RGS systems that would meet these needs. At
some time in the future, SNL may issue an RFP for
additional contracts to develop and test integrated RGS
systems, if a need and application are identified. The
follow-on RFP process should encourage teaming
between component and subsystem manufacturers and
system integrators.

The contracts to be awarded included funding for a
“needs analysis.” It was thought that by including and
finding this needs analysis as part of the RGS Project,
rather than requiring that bidders for future parts of the
project supply (and fund) the needs analysis themselves,
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a larger number of bidders would be encouraged to com-
pete for the RFP. Additionally, the needs analysis
helped those who reviewed the proposals to determine if
a particular bid or system posed direct competition to
established products; this was a major concern of indus-

try at the project’s inception. Finally, it helped to deter-
mine the potential number of users for the new products
identified. The ability to estimate the number of poten-
tial users for the proposed products is essential to ensur-
ing that any system developed under a future contract be
“market driven,” which was also an industry concern.

The RFP specifically requested proposals for
focused, three-month studies to be concluded in FY98.
Proposals were due in the third quarter of FY98. Nine
proposals were received from eight bidders. ESS and
PV Program staff evaluated the proposals and awarded
the companies listed below the following three con-
tracts:

“ Ascension Technology, Inc.-System and Bat-
tery Charge Control for PV-powered, AC Light-
ing Systems,

● Solarex-Investigation of Synergy between
Electrochemical Capacitors, Flywheels, and
Batteries as Possible Hybrid Energy Storage in
PV Systems, and

‘ Aerovironment–Solar-powered Bioventing and
Vapor Extraction for Environmental Remedia-
tion.

Each of these contracts was completed by the end
of FY98. Reports documenting the results are being
reviewed by SNL and will be published in FY99. A
brief summary of the work on each contract is provided
below.

Ascension Technology, Inc.

The Ascension Technology team explored the
options cumently available for stand-alone AC lighting
systems. They determined that technology was widely
available for small lighting needs (less than 35-W
loads), such as PV-powered patio and path lighting and
that large lighting needs (greater than 1OO-W loads),
such as area or street lights, were generally beyond the
scope of what could economically be powered by PV.
They determined that “reliable, mgged equipment is not
readily available” for intermediate-sized lighting sys-
tems (35 to 100 W).

To meet this need for intermediate-sized systems,
the team reviewed currently available AC lamp technol-
ogy, developed battery and load-charging specifications
for an intermediate sized system, and then developed a

prototype design for a complete, stand-alone AC light-
ing system, including the power electronics.

Summary of Lamp Technology

The Ascension Technology team investigated lamp

technologies in the 35- to 1OO-Wpower range, as well
as some lamps above and below that range. The tech-
nologies were evaluated for color-rendering index, effi-
ciency, lifetime, and power rating. The color-rendering
index scale (O to 100) measures the ability of a light
source to represent colors in objects. The higher the
number, the greater the color-rendering ability. The
light output of a lamp is measured in lumens. Lamp
efficiency is measured in lumens per watt (L/W). Table
2-1 summarizes the specifications of some common
types of lamps. Table 2-1 references the Philips Light-
ing Company, Lump Specijlcation and Application
Guide, printed in June 1997. Table 2-2 shows a life-
cycle cost analysis of various lamp technologies for an
area lighting system. The analysis used 38 lamp charac-
teristics, including lumens, power rating, approximate
retail price, and average lifetime in hours to calculate
the initial capital costs and average maintenance costs
for the system.

In Table 2-2, Case A is where the labor costs for site
visits are relatively low, for example, when the system is

close to service personnel or when labor rates in the
region are low. Case B is where labor and expenses to
visit the site are higher, for example, when utility work-
ers visit a remote location. This labor rate is the only
parameter varied between cases A and B. Case B
reflects the higher cost to service the site periodically,
and is especially expensive for lighting technologies that
have a short lamp lifetime.

Battery-Charging and Load-Control Requirements

Charging batteries from PV for stand-alone applica-
tions occurs in three stages:

● Bulk charging,
● Constant voltage charging, and
● Float voltage charging.

Bulk charging is the fist phase. Battery voltage is
lower than the voltage regulation set point. During con-
stant voltage charging, as long as power is available, the
battery voltage is held at a fixed regulation voltage set
point. The float charging operation is the same as charg-
ing at constant voltage, except that the set point is low-

ered to prevent fully charged batteries from being exces-
sively overcharged. The constant-voltage and float-
voltage set points must also include temperature com-
pensation, which depends on battery chemistry.
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Table2-1. Summary of LampTechnologies

Color
Efficiency Lifetime

rendering
Power Rating

Technology
index (CR!)

(Lumens/Watt) (hours) (Watts)

Incandescent

Halogen

Compact Fluorescent

Fluorescent

Mercury Vapor

Metal Halide

Low-Pressure Sodium

High-Pressure Sodium

100

100

75 to 82

51 to 95

20 to 50

65 to 85

0

20 to 85

4 to 25

loto25

48 to 86

34 to 104

18t063

59 to 125

100to 183

35 to 150

75 to 8,760

1,000 to 4,000

7,000 to 20,000

6,000 to 24,000

12,000 to 24,000

3,000 to 20,000

14,000 to 18,000

10,000 to 24,000

3 to 1,500

15 to 750

5 to 50

4t0215

50 to 1,000

39 to 1,800

18to 180

35 to 1,000

Table2-2. Life-cycleCost Analysis for Lamps Used in PV-powered Lighting Systems

cost of Pv

Cost of Batteries (12V)

Hours of operation per night

Light Requirement

Battery Storage Efficiency

System Controller Efficiency

Ballast Efficiency (when used)

Days of Storage Autonomy

Battery Replacement cycle

Lamp Replacement at end of Iiie

Labor cost and expense per site visit,
Case A
Case B

PV Resource, sunhours per day

System operates the same in winter and summer.

$4AJv

$llAhr

8

5000 Lumens

80%

%’%.

90%

4 days
100% DOD

5 years

varies

$50/visit
$500/visit

5
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Load-control requirements are incorporated into AC
lighting systems to ensure that the batteries are not
excessively discharged and to extend component life.
Specifically, a low-voltage disconnect and reconnect are
often used to shut down the system once the battery
voltage falls below a set point. Excessive discharging
greatly shortens battery life. Additionally, some sys-
tems may include an “open lamp detection” circuit that
opens whenever a lamp fails in an open position or when
a fixture on the system does not have a lamp installed,
and the “soft start” feature is designed to extend the
lamp’s lifetime.

Table 2-3 shows battery charging and load-control
set points for flooded and gel lead-acid batteries. These
battery types are the two most commonly used in stand-
alone PV systems.

Proposed System Design

The batteries and AC lamps investigated during this
contract are both mature technologies that are widely
manufactured. Consequently, the availability of appro-
priate batteries and lamps did not have any significant
impact on the development and implementation of an
intermediate-sized, stand-alone AC lighting system.

The main component that prevents large-scale develop-
ment and implementation of such systems is the power
electronics used for controlling the system and the sys-
tem controller, charger, and inverter. Toward this end,
Ascension Technologies developed a prototype control-
ler that would provide the appropriate battery-charging
control and would properly regulate the power to the
load. This controller has two advantages over off-the-
shelf components. Fwst, it has a higher level of integra-
tion with the battery charger and inverter components
for the given load size (35 to 100 W). Second, it

includes a high-quality inverter designed to accommo-
date the demands of the application (stand-alone AC
lighting).

Solarex

The Solarex team investigated the synergy between
flywheels and electrochemical capacitors (ECs) in PV
systems. Although three quarters of currently-fielded
PV systems use batteries as storage, Solarex determined
that a gap existed between the needs of the PV applica-
tion and the battery energy storage system. Further,
while ECS cannot fill this need by themselves, they can
be combined with flywheels and/or batteries to fill the
gaps in the existing technology. Solarex found a Rus-
sian EC manufacturer who could provide ECS at one-
fifth the cost of most U.S. manufacturers, although this
price could refiect to some degree the current instability
in the Russian economy.

State-of-the-art flywheel technology includes fly-
wheels that are stronger and weigh less than previous
designs and containment systems that are extremely
unlikely to be breached. Solarex believes that flywheels
have the following characteristics in PV systems:

● Compatibility with remote sites

“ Longevity
● Lack of maintenance
● Insensitivity to deep cycling
● Surge capability
● Tolerance of ambient temperature extremes
● Lack of environmental impact

The main disadvantages of flywheels are their cost
and the unproven reliability of their control electronics
under field conditions. Additionally, flywheels, with rel-
atively slow response times, may not be able to respond

Table 2-3. Standard Battery Charging and
Load Control Set Points for 12-V Batteries at 25°C

Equalization Regulation Float Low Voltage LowVoltage Temperature
Voltage Voltage Voltage Disconnect Reconnect Compensation

(w Of) (’4 (w (v) (mV I “C)

Flooded 15.3 14.4 to 14.7 13.65 or 11.5toll.88 >13.0 -30
Lead-Acid Man. Spec

Gel T~e 14.1 or 14.4 14.1 or 14.4 Man. Spec 11.46 toll.88 >13.0 -30 or

Man. Spec.
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to short-term demand peaks if the peaks require good
power regulation. However, Solarex has considered

adding an EC to such systems to resolve surge require-

ment issues.

ECS are essentially maintenance free and environ-
mentally benign. Like flywheels, their longevity is sim-
ilar to that of the PV components. In other words, the
EC could last approximately 20 years when made with
the appropriate materials and controlled with appropr-
iateoperating parameters. Additionally, they can be dis-
charged at very high rates without damage, although
there may be some reduction in the unit’s capacitance.

The relatively high self-discharge rate of ECS is a
disadvantage. This high self-discharge rate limits their
use in stand-alone systems to those where they are used
with other storage media. In grid-connected applica-
tions, self-discharge is not a major consideration. Other
disadvantages include cost and the fact that the output
voltage is not constant.

Solarex determined that the most viable hybrid stor-
age options were flywheel-EC and battery-EC combina-
tions. In the flywheel-EC combination, the EC would
compensate for the flywheel’s slow response time.
Additionally, many flywheel systems use electrolytic
capacitors for starting motor generators and to smooth

transients, Replacing the electrolytic capacitor with an
EC would extend the unit’s life, improve the system’s
ability to respond to demand surges, and relax the
design requirements for the mechanical components of
the system.

The ideal use for a battery-EC combination would
be in applications where the batteries are used for large
surges (such as telephone substations) or severe cycling
(certain UPSS). When combined for these applications,
a battery-EC combination could provide fast “bridge”
power (the power needed during the short time from the
onset of an outage until backup power is on line), cope
with transients generated during power source
changeover, and absorb demand surges that can stress
the batlenes.

Aerovironment, Inc.

The objective of the Aerovironment study was to
“assess the market and specific applications for solar-
powered remediation and to develop design specifica-

tions to address the market.” Solar-powered remedia-

tion involves using solar power to operate conventional
environmental remediation equipment. Aerovironment
identified several types of remediation and evaluated the
correspondhg remediation technologies to determine
which were most adaptable for use with solar power.
Additionally, they performed characterization testing on

two different sizes of blower technology, which they
then used to develop a spreadsheet model for a solar-

powered remediation system.

Aerovironment considered the following nine reme-
diation technologies for possible solar-powered opera-
tion:

● Soil Vapor Extraction-vapor
● Bioventing-vapor
● Air Sparging-liquid
“ Biosparging-liquid
● Ex-situ soil vapor extraction (biopiles)-vapor
● Groundwater pumping-liquid
● Bioreactors—liquid, vapor
● Air stripping-liquid
“ Ion Exchange-liquid

The first four technologies are in-situ remediation
methodv the contaminated material can be remediated
without extracting it. The last five are ex-situ methods;
the contaminated material must be removed to be reme-
diated. As indicated in the list, certain technologies are
liquid-based, while others are vapor-based. Liquid-
based technologies use pumps as the primary remedia-
tion tool, while vapor-based technologies use blowers.

Additionally, remediation technologies may be

capable of operating in one or more of three modes:

diurnal, variable, and continuous. Diurnal systems
operate only when power is available from the sun.
They are the most inexpensive and efficient type of sys-
tem and are suitable for remediation technologies that
cart be cycled without degradation in process effective-
ness. Variable-cycle systems use batteries to store
energy during &ylight hours for use at night and under
low-light conditions. Maximum blower performance is
achieved only during a few hours each day. Half-flow
rates are available the rest of the day. Variable-cycle
systems are most suitable for sites or processes that
require a continuous minimum performance with occa-
sional high-performance requirements. Finally, continu-
ous-duty systems operate continuously, as if operating
from utility power. These systems are most suitable for
processes that require controlled operating conditions.

Solar-powered Remediation System Modeling

Because of the brief nature of this initial study, only
those remediation technologies that used blowers were
considered for modeling. Aeroviromnent purchased and

characterized two regenerative blowers, a 1.1 hp model
and a 2.5 hp model, similar to those currently used for
remediation. The variable speed data (flow rate as a
function of power) obtained during characterization was
then used as the basis for a spreadsheet model.
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In the spreadsheet model, the blower data was used
to determine the total volume of air pumped in a given
day for each of the modeled system’s three operating
modes (dhrnal, variable, continuous). Aerovironment
also incorporated into the model mathematical represen-
tations of the solar insolation and array, the power elec-
tronics, and the batteries used (if any). A numerical
simulation was used to determine the appropriate solar
array rating and battery size necessary to achieve tie
desired performance. These specifications were then
used to determine the life-cycle cost of the system.
Total system costs represent wholesale costs plus a typi-
cal commercial mark up. For each of the two blowem, a
diurnal, variable, and continuous system were modeled
(a total of six systems, see Table 2-4). A cost and per-
formance summary for each of the six systems is pro-
vided in Table 2-5.

Economic Analysis of Solar-powered Remediation
Systems

Aerovironment compared the costs of solar-pow-
ered systems to the costs of grid-supplied systems. The
figures below show the results for the monthly cost of
power to the end user. The costs represent the price paid
by the system’s user for access to and supply of electri-
cal power amortized over the period of operation.
Figure 2-1 (Subfigures la and lb) represents customer-
owned systems. Figure 2-2 (Subfigures lC and ld) rep-
resents customer-leased systems. The results were
calculated for typical durations of remediation site
cleanup (12, 24, and 36 months on average). The sam-
ple site data, including the calculated cost of electricity
at $0.10/kWh, is also shown. A cost of $2.50/ft was
assumed (values between $1.50 and $5.00 are common
in the U.S.).

Table 2-4. System Numbers for the Modeled Systems

Cycle 1.1 hp 2.5 hp

Diurnal 1 4

Variables 2 5

Continuous 3 6

Table 2-5. Cost and Performance Summary for the Six Systems

System

1 2 3 4 5 6

Equipment Cost’ $14,625 $25,638 $59,075 $28,625 $49,200 $124,850

1O-yr Life-Cycle Cost2 $14,625 $32,475 $64,325 $28,625 $54,575 $146,225

Cubic Feet/Day (CFD)3 29,558 52,800 82,500 63,414 113,280 177,000

CFD/$ (equipment cost) 2.0 2.1 1.4 2.2 2.3 1.4

CFD/$ (life-cycle cost) 2.0 1.6 1.3 2.2 2.1 1.2

1. Equivalentto manufacturer’sprice.
2. The total costforthe end user overa ten-yearspan, (2 batterypackstotal).
3. The totalvolumeof productpumpedina day.
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As expected, solar-powered systems are most com-
petitive for lower power and more remote systems.
However, these results indicate that even solar-powered
systems can be cost-effective compared to grid-supplied
power for short grid extensions.

Aerovironment feels that the most promising appli-
cation for solm-powered technologies are diurnal sys-
tems used with remediation methods such as bioventing,
which are amenable to intermittent operation. The next

step toward commercializing solar-powered remedation

would be to demonstrate the concept. Demonstration of
the technology would have the following objectives:

● Achieve credibility in target markets
● Establish final system technical and perfor-

mance guidelines
● Validate economic and technical viability
● Create market awareness of the product.

Renewable and Energy Storage:
Characterization of Existing Hybrid
Power Systems

The ESS Program contracted Sentech, Inc., to char-
acterize renewable and energy storage in existing
hybrid power systems. The following information is a
summary of the White Paper from this task, submitted to
SNL in the fourth quarter of =98.

Any characterization of RGS systems must start
with a definition. In general, these are hybrid power
systems that contain some combination of a renewable
generator (photovoltaics, wind), fossil fuel generator,
(diesel, natural gas), energy storage (usually lead-acid
batteries), and control interface electronics that can
deliver electricity for a defined application. These sys-
tems can range in size from 500 W (a simple residential
system consisting of a PV panel, battery, and two to
three compact fluorescentlights) to 1,000 kW (including
a large PV array, lead-acid battery array, diesel or other
fossil fhel generator, and a power conversion system).
One confusing aspect is that these power systems are
known by several names, including renewable hybrid-
power systems, remote-area power supplies (RAPS),
village-power systems, sustainable village-power
systems, mini-grids, and green-grids. With minor differ-
ences, all of them represent the same thing-a hybxid
power source that takes maximum advantage of a
renewable resource when it is available.

Larger RGS hybrid-power systems differ markedly
from the more simply designed, smaller, single-purpose
renewable energy systems. The distributed PV or wind-
energy systems designed for residential lighting, water

pumping, or battery charging are less complex because
they are not required to perform with load variability
and have enough flexibility to provide reliable power.
The markets for these simple systems are being served
well by a variety of specialty suppliers. The bulk of the
report focused on the emerging, larger, and more com-
plex hybrid systems that require more sophisticated
engineering, control systems, and system integration.

An RGS system has both advantages and disadvan-
tages over fossil-fuel power systems. The disadvantages

include greater engineering complexity, higher capital
cost (than diesel power), and greater maintenance costs
(than PV). The advantages include lower capital costs
(than PV), greater load flexibility (than PV), greater load
availability (from dual-generator sources), and higher
component utilization that could result in lower life-
cycle costs. Thus, RGS systems can offer competitive
advantages if there are emissions or environmental
concerns, high fossil-fuel costs, or customer utilization
factors.

The key to a successful RGS system is to get opti-
mum component utilization to meet customer loads.
There are four primary considerations to achieve
success:

● Characterizing the application loads that must be
met along with those that could be met,

● Maximizing the utilization of the available
renewable resource,

● Minimizing the life-cycle costs of the fossil-fuel
generator and the battery-storage components,
and

● Designing the system topology and control
system accordingly.

Three types of RGS systems are emerging, based on
market demand, to satisfy specific applications. Each of
these systems has different design characteristics based
on their applications and the appropriate design trade-
offs. The systems have been characterized as follows:

“ Small (DC-Bus)
● Village Power (AC-Bus)
● Large (IV& Grid)

Small RGS systems (Figure 2-3) typically are
designed to meet loads such as residential lighting,
water pumping, or other non-grid connected applica-
tions. The low power and load requirements favor using
the battery storage system (and DC-bus). The load char-
acteristics allow the batte~ to meet this requirement
without deleterious cycling effects that can reduce
battery life and require frequent battery change out. The
renewable resource is used to charge the battery when-
ever available. When the RGS is not available, the
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Figure 2-3. Small (DC-Bus) RGS System.

fossil-fuel generator (typically a diesel generator)
rapidly charges the battery, resulting in minimal fuel
use, battery life extension, and reduced emissions.
Although all systems are different in their design,
several RGS projects that characterize this topology
include: Apex Power Systems (Orion Energy) and the
larger DoD grid-independent systems, such as Superior
Valley and Dangling Rope.

Medium-sized village-power systems (Figure 2-4)
represent a different strategy for RGS design because
they typically respond to more fluctuating loads. The
basic design is intended to include a “base-load” and a
“peak load” that are carefully selected to match operat-

ing characteristics. The goal is to run the base-load
diesel constantly while using the renewable and storage
components for pew-power needs. The peaking diesel
is only used when peal-load requirements extend
beyond those of the renewable storage system. The effi-
ciency of this system is derived from the high base-load
diesel engine loading while minimizing or eliminating
the need for a peak diesel. This topology is typical of
designs used for remote telecommunications power
stations or for larger, more sophisticated village power
stations. Examples of projects that incorporate these
design features are AES (Australia) products and the
newly designed APEX Power Systems from Orion
Energy.

Larger grid-connected PV storage systems (Figure
2-5) typically are designed to meet peak loads and
provide backup power. In general, the energy storage
system (battery) is recharged first from any available
renewable resource followed by available power from
the grid. The fossil-fuel generators (diesel or natural
gas) can be used to charge the battery when the renew-

able resource is not available and also provides power
during an extended outage. The benefits of this topol-
ogy are reduced emissions, productivity gains (from
reduced fuel usage), and lower fuel costs. The larger
DoD grid-connected PV projects have employed this
strategy, which are best represented by the Yuma project
in Arizona.

The prior discussion attempts to characterize and
categorize these systems based on those developed to
serve specific applications or markets. In fact, new
products and design strategies are emerging continu-
ously as electronics, renewable components, and energy
storage systems continue to improve. There are continu-

ing challenges that are undertaken by product designers

and system integrators each time they are asked to
provide a renewable storage system to meet specific
applications.

The most difficult of these RGS system challenges
are discussed below

BatfeW Energy Storege System

The selection of the battery type remains the most
difficult of the challenges. The reality is that at least
part of the market is not satisfied with lead-acid batter-
ies. However, the more exotic solutions (advanced bat-
teries, flywheels, hydrogen storage, etc.) are neither
available nor cost-effective alternatives. Selection of a
lead-acid battery is not as trivial as flooded versus valve-
regulated (either gel or absorbed glass mat). Choosing
batteries remains a difficult trade-off for system integra-
tors seeking low initial cost. Finally, the perceived envi-
ronmental acceptability of lead-acid batteries remains a
market barrier for these systems that are being marketed
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Figure 2-5. Large (PV-Grid) RGS System.

for their environmental benefits. However, lead-acid
battery companies are commitkxl to transporting spent
battery systems and recycling those batteries, even in
developing countries.

Fossil Fuel Generation Options

The selection of the fossil-fuel generator is fraught
with uncertainty because system integrators face three
challenges: (1) the reliability of the diesel within the
duty cycle of the application; (2) various fuel options

such as natural gas or propane; (3) the option of altern-
ativefuels (biomass). A fhrther complication is that
many systems are designed as a retrofit to existing gen-
erators that are not optimally designed for a hybrid-
power system.

Power Electronics

The power electronics are the “heart” of the hybrid
system and must be integrated with each component to
optimize performance. The power electronics need to
convert AC to DC for storage in the batteries and reverse
the process for providing electricity to serve customer
AC needs. The most complex power electronics issue is
often battery charging: the charge and discharge proto-
col must be accurate to meet the manufacturer’s battery
specifications to ensure warranty compliance and

expected battery life.

Control System

The control system is the “brain” of the hybrid sys-
tem and must provide intelligence to the total system to
ensure proper performance, especially if remote applica-
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tions in extreme environments are anticipated. The con-

trols must also handle remote monitoring and data man-

agement, correctly deal with system interactions and
detect problems, and be flexible and rugged enough to
handle a variety of operating environments.

Packaging Containers

The packaging of these systems is nontrivial
because customers demand flexibility, ease of operation,
and low cost. The containers must be easy to install,
flexible, retrofit to other components (“plug and play”
installation), easy to maintain (remote data collection
and call-up), and able to handle a variety of climatic
conditions (cold, heat, seismic activity, etc.).

In an attempt to create an accurate profile of exist-
ing RGS hybrid systems, Sentech has had discussions
with organizations ranging from the U.S. government to
private industry that have experience with a varie~ of
hybrid RGS projects. The following is a summary of
findings from those discussions as well as conclusions
and recommendations for areas on which ESS Program
should focus.

Project Descriptions

The larger RGS projects are limited in number and
primarily are those that have been sponsored by the
DoD over the past several years. Additionally, several

international projects in Mexico and the Far East were

procured by the telecommunications industry and
installed to offer power for receiving stations. Other
RGS projects have been financed andlor conducted by
the World Bank, the United Nations (UN), and the DOE.
In general, the market is just emerging and the state-of-
the art is best represented by the recently procured DoD
projects. Table 2-6 summarizes these projects including
the sizes of the major components.

The UN, through the Global Environment Facility
(GEF), sponsors several projects dealing with RGS.
The Photovoltaic Market Transformation Initiative, co-
sponsored by the World Bank and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC), uses private sector PV com-
panies with local financial intermediaries to provide
grants on a competitive basis to developing countries to
promote the expansion of PV technology for rural elec-
trification. The UN, World Bank, and IFC, through the
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Fund, invest
in grid-connected and off-grid renewable energy
projects. The World Bank is catalyzing least-cost rural
electrification in Indonesia by supporting a project enti-
tled Solar Home Systems. There is a project in Uganda,
Photovohaics for Rural Electrification, that is sponsored
by the UN Development Programme (UNDP) to. pro-

mote electrification of remote areas that cannot receive
access to the national electric grid. Another off-grid
photovoltaic initiative (Photovoltaics for Household and

Table 2-6. Summary of Large DoD RGS Projects

Size

Diesel Storage
Project Application Company (% (kW) (kWh)

Superior Valley Facility Power Photocomm/lPC 350 300 3500

YUMA

Grasmere Point

San Clemente

Santa Cruz

China Lake

Twenty-nine Palms

Dangling Rope

Pohakuloa Training Area

Grid-tied Facility Power

Facility Power

Facility Power

Facility Power

Facility Power

Facility Power

Facility Power

Facility Power

Utility Power Group

Idaho Power/APC

Photocomm/PC

Idaho Power/APC

Plateau Electric

Util”~ Power Group

Idaho Power/APC

TBD

450

80

90

120

440

70

115

200

250

160

WA

200

WA

NIA

NIA

TBD

4500

750

N/A

2000

4500

2000

2400

TBD
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Community Use) is being undertaken in Zimbabwe by
the UNDP. In general, the international development
efforts have focussed on bringing electricity to people
who do not currently have access to electricity. These
efforts focus on simple technology solutions that include
small (500 watts -2 kW) systems.

The DOE has had several initiatives focusing on
larger RGS systems to stimulate the market acceptance
of photovoltaics in emerging U. S- markets. Two initia-
tives, Renew the Forests and Renew the Parks, are spon-
sored by DOE/SNL’s Photovohaic Systems Assistance
Center (PVSAC) with the U.S. Forest Service and the
National Park Service, respectively. These partnerships
were initiated to expand the use of renewable energy
technology. A survey of the current uses of PV and an
assessment of future applications were performed. The
majority of these remote projects are for communica-
tions, remote monitoring, restroom power, water pump-
ing, and lighting. The Forest Service identified more
than 500 systems currently in place and expressed a
great deal of interest in installing new systems. The
national parks had several hundred systems operating.
See Appendix A for a list of the federal agency projects
supported by Sandia’s PVSAC. This initiative has co-

sponsored projects with the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment, the DoD, the Department of Agriculture Forest
Service, and the National Park Service.

The DOE, the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI), and utilities have formed collaborative partner-
ships to promote PV technologies. The Technology
Experience to Accelerate Markets in Utility Photovolta-
ics (TEAM-UP) Program is co-sponsored by the DOE
and the Utility PhotoVoltaic Group. This partnership

was initiated to promote PV purchase commitments to
utilities and to accelerate the utilization of cost-effec-
tive, small-scale, and new large-scale applications of PV
technologies. Under the Photovoltaics for Utility-Scale
Applications initiative, utilities research and demon-
strate full-scale PV systems, they evaluate the cost and
performance of PV technologies, and they demonstrate
the technologies to gain hands-on experience. Photovol-
taics for Utilities (PV4U) coordinates state use of PV
through the Interstate Renewable Energy Council.
PV4U consists of working groups of manufacturers,
universities, utilities, and state energy offices. The goal
of the above organizations is to promote the use of PV
technology for domestic electric utility markets. See
Appendix A for a list of projects.

Project Costs

The costs of larger RGS projects are vraiable and
depend on complexities such as terrain, grid connected
or independent, individual component size (especially
the PV array), and the control system requirements.
Table 2-7 summarizes several of the major DoD projects
including their size (rating), total project costs, and cost
per kilowatt. The costs per kilowatt for recent projects

range fkom $10/W to as high as $22/W. The trend for

larger (>100-kW) systems incorporating existing diesel
equipment has been approaching the lower end of this
range.

Discussions with several suppliers allowed the pos-
tulation of a “rule of thumb” for estimating the costs of
these projects. In general, the costs of the photovoltaic
array ($75001kW), wind turbine ($800/kW), and battery
storage ($100/kWh) components could be estimated by

Table 2-7. Overall Costs of Selected Large RGS Projects

cost Approximate
Project Company PV size ($M) cost

Superior Valley Photocomm/lPC 350 kW 3.5 $10

YUMA Utility Power Group 450 kW 4.3 $10

China Lake Plateau Electric 440 kW 6.3 $14

San Clemente Photocomm/lPC 80 kW 1.0 $12.5

Santa Cruz Idaho Power/APC 120 kW 2.65 $22

Twenty-nine Palms Utility PowerGroup 80 kW 1.0 $12.5
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the product of these costs by their rated size. For
systems less than 500 kW, the costs for the diesel, one-

time engineering and balance-of-system approximated

$1OOAW For systems greater than 500 kW, these costs
approximated $50/kW. Table 2-8 summarizes a cost-
estimating algorithm for these larger RGS systems.

Conclusions

Much like the energy storage markets, the emerging
markets for RGS systems are defined by market niches
at differing stages of evolution. For smaller nongrid
connected systems, these markets are emerging rapidly,
driven by the World Bank and other multilateral funding
agencies that seek to improve quality of life for develop-
ing nations without exacerbating the world’s environ-
mental problems. Several companies are marketing
simple renewable/storage electric products for lighting
and other applications including Golden Genesis, Power
Pod, SunLight, and many others. Medium sized sys-
tems such as those for village power are being intro-
duced by a few companies. The integration of these sys-
tems are more complex but innovation is occurring as
products are delivered. Companies such as Orion
Energy, Applied Power Corporation, and others are
examples of companies that have integrated products.

The larger RGS systems, whether grid or non-grid
connected, have been slower to emerge and have less
integration and packaging. In general, these systems
tend to be custom designed, accommodate existing
assets or resources (wind turbines, diesel, etc.) and
require more flexibility in design or controls than the
smaller “packaged” systems. The larger systems have
been developed for DoD, telecommunications, or island
power systems, and only one or two dozen projects are

available for analysis. The slow emergence of this mar-
ket has yet to result in a great deal of innovation or stan-

dardization as these systems typically have individually

designed controllers and electronics that were uniquely
adapted for these projects.

Advanced Battery Energy
Storage System

The zinclbromine battery is an emerging technol-
ogy that has many attributes that make it attractive for
energy-storage applications. The main advantage of the
zinc/bromine battery system is good gravimetric energy
density, which results in a modular transportable battery
system with a sufficient capacity to be placed anywhere
on the utility grid. The battery is made almost entirely
from plastic (high-density polyethylene), which makes
it cost-competitive with lead-acid batteries without the
hazardous manufacturing and recycling concerns. Also,
the battery operates efficiently over a wide temperature
range and functions under intermittent charge/discharge
conditions. It can experience complete discharge hun-
dreds of times without damage.

ZBB Technologies, Inc., one of the ESS Progprn’s
industry partners on this project, participated in one of

the largest turnkey advanced battery demonstrations in
the United States. This major demonstration, a
100-kWh zinc/bromine battery system, was partially
funded by the DOE/ESS Program and was completed at
the ZBB test facility.

Following the completion of the 100-kWh battery
tests, in FY97, a new project was competitively placed
with ZBB for the development and testing of a 400-kWh

Table 2-8. Large RGS System Initial Cost Estimating Algorithm

Size Pv cost Wind
Battery Storage

Dieset/BOS Totai

<500 kW $7500/kW(a) + $800/kW(b) + $100/kWh(c) + $100NV(d) = Total Cost $

>500 kW $7500/kW(A) + $800RW(B) + $100/kWh(C) + $50AIV(D) = Total Cost $

For systems c 500 kW For svstems >500 kW

a size of PV array (kW) A size of PV array (kW)
b size of wind turbine (kW) B size of wind turbine (kW)
c size of battery storage (kWh) C size of battery storage (kWh)
d size of diesel engineer (kW) D size of diesel engine (kW)
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ABESS. Field testing a prototype integrated energy
storage system should enable ZBB to validate the tech-
nology and refine the quality and reliability to the satis-
faction of the electric utilities.

The statement of work (SOW) for the new project
involves the following activities:

● ABESS specifications and field-test plan prepa-
ration

● Engineering design definition
● ABESS fabrication
“ Acceptance testing
● Documentation and training for field testing
● Preparation for testing
● Field test
● Decommissioning

The objectives of the ABESS project are to design,

fabricate, evaluate, and optimize a zinc/bromine battery
system suitable for elecrnc utilities. The soundness of
the battery technology was demonstrated and new larger
cell stacks, designed for an electric utility battery, were
developed during previous contracts between ZBB and
SNL. The end product of the present contract is to dem-
onstrate a 400-kWh system at a utility installation.
Based on the results of this testing and utility interest,
larger systems may be tested in the future.

In the initial phase of the development of the
400-kWh system, ZBB identified the following task list

1. Applications Analysis/Preliminary Field Test
2. Complete Preliminary System Specifications
3. PCS Specifications Development
4. Design/Assembleflest Improved Modules

Because proving the feasibility of this technology is
critical to the final production-engineering phase of
developmen~ the focus and end product of this task will
be a field demonstration at a utility or customer site.
This prototype integrated system (battery, PCS, con-

trols) will perform one of several energy storage appli-
cations. Therefore, active participation of an advanced
battery developer, a utility customer, and a PCS manu-
facturer is required. In addition, targeted applications
must be consistent with the needs identified in the
Opportunities Analysis that cannot be optimally satis-
fied with lead-acid technology.

The initial phase of the conwact involved the devel-
opment and testing of a 50-kWh battery module. A
50-kWh battery module was assembled in the latter part
of FY97 and is presently being tested.

Status

In the fourth quarter of FY98, progress was made in
finding a host utility for the field test phase of this
project. The contract calls for a field test at a host utility
of a transportable 400-kWh zinc/bromine ABESS.
Detroit Edison has agreed to be the host utility for this
test, as indicated in a letter of commitment received in
early August. On August 13, 1998, ESS Program staff,
ZBB staff, and Detroit Edison personnel met to deter-
mine which application best suited the zinchromine
battery and visited the site that was the first choice of
Detroit Edison for the field test. It was agreed that
within one month a final site selection will be made and
the application and test specification will be completed.
Whhin two months a detailed system design that
includes the utility interface will be generated.

In the third quarter, SNL received a ZBB report
documenting testing of the improved 50-kWh module
design and specifications for the PCS for the 400-kWh
zinc/bromine battery.

Although a report was completed, more work is
required to build a satisfactory module. It is this con-
tinuing work, which focused primarily on Tasks 3 and 4
from the above list, that is reported here.

A proprietary PCS specification was completed in
the third quarter and has been submitted to a select
group of inverter manufacturers for review. These spec-
ifications provide suppliers with information on the fol-
lowing topics:

“ Battery system specifications
“ Test cycle specifications
● PCS specifications and ratings
● PCS enclosure specifications
● Isolation transformer ratings
● Wting specifications
● Control strategy/system integration
● System protection
● Factory testing results on the PCS

● Warranty and cost

Separator Development

A number of significant improvements have been
achieved in the development of a zinc/bromine battery
separator. Silica and oil types as well as separator com-
positions, which give good performance characteristics,
have been identified. Separator material will be pro-
vided from a vendor process line in the fourth quarter.
The zinc/bromine battery separator is a silica-filled
polyethylene shee4 which is needed to separate the reac-
tive components of the battery (electroplated zinc and
complexed bromine). A low rate of diffusion of bro-
mine across the separator is essential to minimize the
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self-discharge of the battery. It is also important for the
separator to have low electrical resistance for high-
power characteristics of the battery. The separator is
manufactured by extruding polyethylene, silica, and a
processing oil. The processing oil is later extracted
from the separator.

Diffusion and resistivity results for samples manu-
factured by a vendor are presented in Table 2-9. The
B samples were post-treated to alter the ability of the
material to absorb electrolyte. The results show that the
post-treatment for sample No. 2-B significantly reduced
both the bromine diffusion and resistivity of the mate-
rial. It also improved the difision for sample No. l-B,
but did not appear to improve the resistivity of this samp-
le. Even with the treatment, sample No. 1-B did not

absorb electrolyte. Although ‘the post-treatment
improves the properties of the separator, previous expe-
rience has demonstrated a rapid decrease in battery per-
formance associated with separator material degradation
post-treatment. After realizing that the post-treatment
was not permanent, it was decided that it would be nec-
essary to manufacture a separator material that pos-
sesses good properties without using this type of post-
treatrnent.

Table 2-10 shows results for separator samples that
were compounded with different silica types, and
pressed at ZBB’S facility. Even though the manufactur-
ing method is crude, reasonably good results were
obtained. The samples were made by mixing the oil, sil-
ica, and polyethylene until a paste-like consistency was
obtained. The samples were then heat-pressed until the
material had reasonable strength. The variable in this
series was the type of silica used.

Table 2-10 demonstrates that the type of silica used
can have a dramatic effect on separator properties.
From this set of tests, four silica types that can be used
to manufacture separator materials with good properties
were identified.

After reviewing the results of the previous tests, a
number of separator samples were manufactured by a
vendor. The four promising silicas, as well as two addi-
tional silica types, were tested in this series of samples.
Other factors examined during this trial were the type of
processing oil and composition of the separator mate-
rial. Results of the separator trials are provided in
Table 2-11. These results indicated that the type of
silica and the composition of the material had the most
significant effects on separator performance.

A total of 25 samples were manufactured. Sample
numbers not included in Table 2-11 had insufficient
strength to forma sheet. It was determined that compo-
sition No. 2 gave better results than composition No. 1.
Also, oil type No. 1 generally did not give sheets with
adequate strength. Following this set of tests, two addi-
tional compositions were manufactured with oils Nos. 2
and 3. Both of these additional compositions were
slight variations from compositions Nos. 1 and 2. The
effect of separator composition can be seen in
Table 2-12. All samples were made with the same type
of silica (No. 1).

The results indicate that composition affects separa-
tor performance, with composition No. 4 giving the best
results, followed by composition No. 2.

Table 2-9. Effect of Post Treatment on Separator Properties

Sample Normalized DHfusion (to Asahi)l Normalized ResistMy (to Asahi)’

1A 1.03 4.95

2A High* 2.04

lB 0.08 5.05

2B 0.78 0.74

1. BromineDiffusionand resistivityresultsare normalizedto a baselinemateriel= 1.00.
2. Highdiffusionindicatescomplexedphase brominetrensfered to the enolyteside.
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Table 2-10. Bromine Diffusion and Resistivity Results for Various Silica Types

A B c D E F

Silica Type Silica Silica Silica Silica Silica Silica
No.1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

Sheet Thickness (roils) 27.5 30 22 28 24 22.5

BromineDiffusion’ 1.22 1.20 1.20 1.23 2.46 High2

Resistivity’ 1.07 1.18 0.58 0.91 3.06 High3

1. BromineDiffusionand resistivityresultsare normalizedto a baseline= 1.00.
2. Highdiffusionindicatescomplexedphase brominetransferredto the anolyteside.
3. Highvalueindicatesthat the resistivityis too highto be measured on the meter.

Table 2-11. Separator Results of Vendor Trial

Sample No. Silica Type Oil Type Composition Diffusion’ Resistivity’

1 1 1 1 2.71 0.81

2 1 2 1 High2 5.26

4 1 2 2 1.62 0.67

6 2 2 1 High2 5.59

8 2 2 2 1.68 0.75

10 3 2 1 High2 6.50

14 4 2 1 High* High3

17 5 2 1 High2 High3

18 5 2 2 High2 High3

20 1 3 2 1.64 0.55

21 1 3 1 High2 6.21

23 2 3 1 High2 6.32

24 Experimental 3 1 High* High3

25 5 3 2 High2 8.66

1. BromineDiffusionand resistivityresultsare normalizedto a baseline= 1.00.
2. Highdiffusionindicatescomplexed-phasebrominetransferredto the anolyteside.
3. Highvalueindicatesthat the resistivityis too highto be measured on the meter.
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Table 2-12. Effect of Separator Composition on Properties

Sample Composition Oil Type Diffusion’ Resistivity’

2 1 2 High2 5.26

21 1 3 High* 6.21

4 2 2 1.62 0.67

20 2 3 1.64 0.55

27 3 2 High* 1.39

29 3 3 2.39 0.81

26 4 2 1.32 0.51

28 4 3 1.39 0.51

1. Brominediffusionand resistivityresultsare normalizedto a baseline= 1.00.
2. High diffusionindicatescomplexed-phasebrominetransferredto the anolyteside.

Bromine Completing Agent Development

A task to develop better performing and lower-cost
bromine completing agents has been initiated. The
zinc/bromine batte~ uses a completing agent in the
electrolyte to bond with the bromine. This is necessary
to reduce the self-discharge of the battery and improve
the safety of the system. Investigations are in progress
to develop lower-cost completing agents that can be
used to improve the performance of the battery system.

Work on this program will include the following

●

●

●

●

✎

Synthesize completing agents;

Investigate the stability of the complex formed
using nuclear magnetic resonance

Investigate the bromine completing and its
releasing properties by determining bromine
concentrations in the aqueous-phase electrolyte;

Determine the physical properties of relevant
bromine complexes, including their physical
states at various levels of bromination, and con-
ductivity as a function of temperatur~ and

Evaluate the most promising completing agents
in small zinc/bromine cells.

This work is an extension of previous work detailed
in a report titled Completing Agents for Zinc/Bromine

Battery Electrolytet and is based on recornmend@ons
from that report.

50-kWh Battery Module Testing

Several minor problems were encountered while
testing the 50-kWh module during the quarter. An
attempt was made to perform a 300-A discharge, but a
minor “overcurrent” fault was encountered. At this
point the system was discharged at 280A. Measured
currents were compared to the current sensor values
monitored by the system and are shown in Table 2-13.
From this information, it can be seen that the current
sensors were not as accurate as anticipated. This caused
an overcurrent fault when the attempt was made to dis-
charge at 300 A. The overcurrent limit in the software
was changed from 330 to 360A in order to allow for this
high-rate discharge.

Other minor problems included chattering of the
stip signal and momentary closing, then opening of the
DC contactor when the breaker switch in the control
panel was turned on. When the breaker switch in the
control panel was turned on, the DC contactor closed for

a moment, and then opened. Both of these situations
have since been resolved. Afier these problems were
addressed, constant-current discharge tests (75 A, 150A

t S. E. Klassen,C. H. Hayes,L. DeclcB. Charnbl~Compkxing

Agents for Zinc/Bromine Battery Electrolyte, Praprieta~ Report,

SAND94-0440.
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Table 2-13. Discharge Currents for Individual Battery Stacks

Current Measured With Meter Current From Monitoring PC

Stack No. 1 95.4 A 109A

Stack No. 2 93.7 A 105A

Stack No. 3 90.0 A 101 A

Module 279.1 A 315A

and 300 A) were performed on the system. For each
tesq the module was charged at 150 A for 4.5 hours.

The module was completely stripped before and after
each cycle. Module performance for the constant-
current discharge cycles is presented in Table 2-14.
Voltage and current profiles are shown in Figures 2-6
through 2-8.

Amp-hours and kwhs for each of these tests were
measured using separate meters. The individual stack
currents were measured using hole current sensors.
Cooling water was used to control the temperature of the
module. Water is not circulated until the temperature in
the reservoirs rises to above 30°C, and it is turned off if
the temperature goes below 28°C. The maximum tem-
perature reached was 38°C during the 300-A discharge.

The performance of this system is slightly lower
than expected, which is attributed to the fact that the bat-

teries used in this module are several years old, and per-
formance has declined from the original values. The

installation of new battery stacks in the module should
enable energy efficiencies of better than 7570 to be
achieved. The performance for the 75-A and 300-A dis-
charges could “alsobe improved by changing the rate at
which complexed-phase bromine is added during dis-
charge. The rate at which complexed-phase is added
was optimized for the 150-A discharge, but should be
varied depending on the discharge current. Future bat-
tery systems will be designed to automatically adjust the
rate that complexed-phase bromine is added based on
the discharge rate.

The power supplied to the pumps was measured
during the 150-A discharge cycle. The pumping losses
are shown in Figure 2-9.

Table 2-14. Module Performance for 50-kWh Module at Various Discharge Rates

75-A Discharge 150-A Discharge 300-A Discharge

CoulombicEfficiency
(Until 60 Volts) 77.5% 80.O’%0 75.5%
(Until 30 VoltS) i’$ibyo 81.1’%0 81 .4%
(Until OVolts) 82.99’0 87.4!40 87.5%

Voltaic Efficiency
(Until 60 Volts) 64.8% 2.8% 76.870
(Until 30 Voltsj 83.6% 82.6% 75.9%
(Until OVolts) 80.9?!0 79.2~o 72.6%

Enercw Efficiency
(Until 60 Volts) 65.7?40 66.2?!o 58.0’%
(Until 30 Volts) 66.4% 67.0% 61 .8’?/0
(Until OVolts) 67.1’%0 69.29!0 63.5%
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Figure 2-6. Voltage and Current Profiles for 50-kWh Module During a 75-A Discharge.
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Figure 2-7. Voltage and Current Profles for 50-kWh Module During a 150-A Discharge.
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Figure 2-8. Voltage and Current Profiles for 50-kWh Module During a 300-A Discharge.
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Figure 2-9. Pumping Losses and Battery Voltage for 50-kWh Module During a 75-A Discharge.
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The power increases when discharge begins
because the complexed-phase bromine pump is started.
The maximum power consumption is observed during
the first half of the discharge because the complexed-
phase is highly viscous, and the pump speeds change
regularly to compensate for the addition of complexed-

phase. The pump speeds change so that the levels in the
reservoirs are maintained at a constant level. The pump-
ing losses again decrease when the module voltage
reaches 30 V because this is considered the strip phase,
and the complexed-phase pump no longer runs during
strip. The total power consumed by the pumps during
various portions of the cycle are provided in Table 2-15.
From this information, it was determined that the pumps
for the system will use approximately 2.5% of the
energy supplied to the system during a normal charge/
discharge cycle.

Substation Power Quality Project

On September 15, 1998, Sandia received a letter
from PNM stating that they were unable to execute
CRADA no. SC97/1509, Electric Utility System Power
Quality Demonstration. This ended the effort to con-
struct a substation level power quality system at SNL’S
Substation No. 41 with PNM.

The ESS program still sees value in this application
and is interested in developing and/or evaluating a

system to address power quality issues at a substation
level. The question that remains is to what extent is
industry interested in this concept. In order to assess
this interest, ESS program staff planned a series of pre-
sentations to be given at industry technical meetings in
an attempt to gain industry input. The fist of these pre-
sentations will be given at the Energy Storage Associa-
tion meeting on October 7, 1998. A second presentation
will be given at the Power Systems World ’98 meeting
on November 11, 1998.

System Evaluation

Mobile PQ2000T System

The goal of the Mobile PQ2000T (formerly

TBESS) project is to further the development of proto-
type battery systems built with commercially available
and advanced components and to evaluate these systems
in ~pical utility operating environments. The project
covers the design, fabrication, siting, installation, test-
ing, and reporting on the tirst prototype system. The
system is designed to be moved to a new location (on
the same or on a different utility grid), installed, and
tested. The prototype is being developed for use by one
or more utilities over a multiyear period to obtain field
data at more than one site to prove reliability, function-
ality, and cost-effectiveness.

status

The Sandia TBESS prototype system name was
changed to the Mobile PQ2000T. This was done to
reduce confusion caused by referring to the unit as
TBESS, which is used for the Electric Power Research
Institute/Salt River Project (EPRT/SRP) TBESS, and to
highlight the fact that the system is truly mobile and not
just portable as is the EPRUSRP TBESS.

On October 1, 1997, the prototype Mobile

PQ2000T rolled out of the AC Battery facilities en route
to Richmond, Viiginia. It was installed at the Viiginia
Power Iron Bridge Maintenance Facility where it under-
went characterization testing by Virginia Power in prep-
aration for possible use at a V@inia Power customer
site.

Figure 2-10 shows the Mobile PQ2000T in place at
Iron Bridge with AC Battery field engineers preparing
the system to be connected to tie 480-VAC service at
the facility. Figure 2-11 shows the single point of entry
for the service and load connections. V@inia Power
installed a network of cable trays as shown in
Figure 2-12 to manage the interconnection cables from

Table 2-15. Pumping Losses for 50-kWh
Module During 150-A Discharge Cycle

Charge Discharge strip Total

Pumping Losses 1.17kWh 1.75 kWh 1.17 kWh 4.09 kWh
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Figwe 2-10. Engineers Prepare the Mobile PQ2000T for Connection to 480-VAC Service at the Virginia

Power Iron Bridge Maintenance Facility.

Figure 2-11. Single Point of Entry for the Mobile PQ2000T Service and Load Connections.
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Figure 2-12. A Network of Cable Trays Manages the Interconnection cables from the Source to the Load
Interfaces.

the source to the load interfaces. Installation work con-
tinued through mid-November when the Mobile
PQ2000T was successfully powered up for the first time
at a remote site. From mid-November through mid-
December, trials were conducted to replicate the accep-
tance tests. Several small problems were identified and
corrected by AC Battery field engineers. Viginia Power
accepted the Mobile PQ2000T on December 18, 1997.
Plans were to continue characterization testing through
March 1998, when the Mobile PQ2000T was to be
installed at the first customer site.

In early January 1998, AC Battery Corporation
announced that it had been sold to Omnion Power Engi-
neering Corporation of East Troy, W]sconsin. Whh the
approval of SNL, all contractual requirements for
Mobile PQ2000T were transfemed to Omnion effective

the second quarter of FY98. Because of the turmoil cre-

ated by the transition of the Mobile PQ2000T contract
from AC Battery to Omnion, negotiations with Viginia
Power to name its first customer site were delayed.

The prototype Mobile PQ2000T continued charac-
terization testing throughout the second quarter at the
Viginia Power Iron Bridge Facility. Figure 2-13 is an
artist’s rendering of the layout of the test setup at the
Vmginia Power test site.

To facilitate the test program through the control of
each of the three electrical phases, V@nia Power

installed a remote-controlled, oil bath switch to allow
the loss of any single-phase, loss of two phases, or total
power 10SSto be sensed and supported by the Mobile
PQ2000T. The use of this switch contributed signifi-
cantly to the characterization test program.

During the characterization testing phase, several
problems were noted and corrected based on test results.
One significant finding was the ability to operate the
Mobile PQ2000T at zero power by moving a sensor to a
different location. Originally, the Mobile PQ2000T
could not support a load of less than 100 kW because
sensed signals were too noisy below that power level.
Relocating the power sensor eliminated the noise prob-
lem.

The Mobile PQ2000T characterization testing at the
Iron Bridge Facility was completed in early April 1998,

and the system was placed off line. Early in the third
quarter of FY98, a visual inspection of several module
trays revealed that a number of batteries exhibited sig-
nificant corrosion at one of the terminal posts. Delphi
immediately corrected the problem in all subsequent
builds of the Delphi 1150 battery. Replacement batter-
ies were supplied by Delphi under the battery warranty.
Inspection and replacement of corroded batteries was
completed in mid-June.

By early June, the selection for the first commercial
site for the Mobile PQ2000T was in its final stages.
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Figure 2-13. Artist Rendering of Mobile PQ2000T Test Setup at the Virginia Power Iron Bridge Mainte-
nance Facility.

Because of the sensitivity of the site, Evantage
requested that confidentiality be maintained until the
final agreement was completed with the customer. In
mid-June, the potential customer unexpectedly with-
drew from the program, citing apprehension that the
system might cause problems, not solve them. Evantage
immediately began negotiations with several other
potential customers that had been contacted early in the
program.

In late July, a new customer, a printing plant, had
been identified in the Richmond area. Modifications to
the service entry were performed by Vkginia Power
engineers and plans were finalized to install the Mobile
PQ2000T at the plant during the Labor Day weekend,
which would minimize impact to production output dur-
ing the final installation. The unit was successfully
installed, activated, and tested over the three-day holi-
day weekend. On Monday evening (September 7,
1998), only hours after activation, the Mobile PQ2000T
serviced the first power-quality event that would have
caused production problems in the plant. During the
following week, several events were serviced with no
interruption in plant production.

During the second week of operation, a catastrophic
fault downstream of the Mobile PQ2000T resulted in a
fire in a Virginia Power conduit that ultimately shut
down the part of the plant serviced by the Mobile
PQ2000T. A detailed investigation revealed that the
Mobile PQ2000T was in no way responsible for the fire.
It appeared that the cable was seriously damaged by
flaws in the conduit during installation. Although the
Mobile PQ2000T did not contribute to the outage, the
customer requested that it be removed during the repair
period and not be reinstalled. The customer no longer
cared to risk trying a new technology. The unit was
removed from the site and temporarily stored at the Iron
Bridge Facility for the remainder of the fiscal year.
Evantage immediately began the search for a new cus-
tomer site.

AC Battery PM250 Field Evaluation

The AC Battery PM250 was assembled and factoxy-
tested in 1993 under a contract with Omnion Power
Engineering Corporation of East Troy, Wkconsin. In
October 1993, the PM250 began field testing at the
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Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) modular generation test
facility in San Rarnon, California. After approximately
100 deep-cycle discharges, field testing ended. The unit
remained idle at the test facility until late 1995, when it
was returned to AC Battery Corporation for retrofit of
the battery complement and correction of problems
identified in field testing. Following completion of the
retrofit and factory checkout in FY97, additional testing
of the PM250 may be performed if a host site is found.

status

Following [he purchase of AC Battery Corporation

by Omnion Power Engineering Corporation in the sec-
ond quarter of FY98, the PM250 was removed from
temporary storage at the AC Battery Facility and trans-
ferred to the Omnion facility in East Troy, Wisconsin.
In late May, a contract was issued to Omnion to perform
final field testing of the proto~pe PM250 at the Omnion
facilities in order to complete testing of the PM250 and
to retire the unit. This contract encompassed three
tasks: (1) remove the Prototype PM250 from storage
and prepare for testing, (2) cycle the PM250 to 100’%
depth of discharge until the battery reaches end-of-life
according to specified end-of-life criteria, and
(3) decommission the PM250 and dispose of the batter-
ies and hardware.

During June, the PM250 was removed from storage
and was visually inspected to determine its physical
readiness for test resumption. Everything was found to
be ready for reconnection to the utility source. By the
end of June, Task 1 was complete and the system was
ready to enter the end-of-life testing activity.

In early July, following an initial charge and dis-

charge operation, it was discovered that system capacity
had fallen to well below end-of-life criteria. After care-
ful evaluation of each of the eight modules in the sys-
tem, it was determined that only two modules had
acceptable capacities while all the others exhibited end-
of-life voltages and capacities. Consequently, the crite-
ria for completing Task 2 were met before any meaning-
ful testing could be completed. Task 3 was initiated and
the PM250 was decommissioned and scrapped, and the
battery complement was committed to battery recycling.

TMs ended a long and productive testing program
for a first-of-its-kind utility-scale battery system. Test-
ing at the PG&E Modular Generation Test Facility
(MGTF) yielded a considerable amount of practical
information on the use of off-the-shelf batteries in utility
applications. Information was gathered on the behavior
of long battery strings in the cycling environment.
Documentation was thorough during the develop

ment activity and test program. Sandia Report
SAND97-1276, printed August 1998, is a comprehen-
sive view of all phases of the development activity. A
final report on the results of the test program is in
progress as well as a lessons-learned report that high-
lights conclusions and recommendations on how to
manage long battery strings. Both documents should be
published in FY99.

Field Test of Final GNB VRLA Battery
Deliverable

As the final deliverable from its VRLA battery
development contract, GNB furnished a battery that is
capable of providing approximately 250 kW1500 kwh

for a field test. The site selected through a competitive
process for this test was the GNB lead recycling center
in Vernon, Crdifomi~ and a new contract was placed
with GNB at the beginning of FY96 to carry out the
field testing. GNB installed a battery system at the recy-
cling center to support critical plant loads during utility
power outages to prevent violations of air emission stan-
dards. The total system is capable of providing 3.5 MW
of power to the plant for one hour and a peak power of
5 MW for 10 sec. The battery consists of two parallel
strings of GNB ABSOL~ IIP type 100A99 VRLA
cells. Each string contains 378 modules (three cells per
module) and operates at a nominal 756 VDC. Battery
energy is converted to the plant AC voltage by means of
three General Electric power conversion units, each
rated at 1.25 MW. The battery is also available for peri-
odic block loading to reduce plant peak demand and the
associated utility demand charges. Operation of this
system is providing art opportunity to evaluate the per-

formance of a large VRLA battery while it is being used
in an actual field application. Approximately 10% of the
battexy cells at Vernon were supplied by the ESS Pro-

-.

A communications link was established between
the Vernon site and GNB’s engineering laboratories in
Lombard, Illinois. This communications link makes it
possible to monitor from a remote terminal all status
screens of the control system, including battery status
and SOC, plant power requirements, status of the power
conversion equipment, whether peak shaving is active or
inactive, and alarm conditions. The data presented by
the battery monitor screens include battery voltage, bat-
tery curren~ battery temperature, and ambient tempera-
ture. It is possible to manipulate BESS parameters to
activate peak shaving, initiate an equalization charge, or
perform a discharge tes~ this can be done remotely or
locally.
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A daily analysis of the Vernon BESS operation
began on July 1, 1997. In July and August, a relatively
high 3,400-kW trigger level was set to permit GNB
engineers to observe peak-shaving events, yet barely

exercise the battery. This resulted in relatively few bat-
tery discharges, as expected, since average plant demand
was less than 3,100 kW on weekdays. In September, the
number of peak-shaving events increased because of a
slight increase in plant demand and a reduction in trig-
ger level to 3,300 kW. Based on these activities, it was
surmised that a trigger level between 3,000 and 3,100
kW may yield optimum overall efficiency and maximum
cost savings during specified summer peak-shaving
periods. GNB therefore decided to continue decreasing
the trigger level until the BESS SOC fell to 60 to 70’%
by the end of the peak-shaving period. The lowest
observed SOC during the first three months of daily
analysis was 8870.

status

Figure 2-14 shows the average and daily peak-plant
demand compared to the trigger level (3,250 kW) for the
month of October 1997. From July through October, the
system was trouble-free, and performance data were
obtained for each day. If alarm conditions occurred at
any time, GNB engineering staff corrected the problem
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so that peak shaving was possible during the specified
times. For each month following August 1997, the trig-
ger level was lowered slightly so that the BESS could be
exercised more frequently. Tables 2-16 and 2-17 show

the first quarter FY98 data.

In mid-November 1997, the BESS began experienc-
ing a series of ground-fault alarms that interrupted its
ability to peak shave continuously during the specified
times of 12:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Because of this, the
months of November and December were categorized as
“lost” because it takes only one demand spike to exceed
the peak-shaving trigger level and thus forfeit any cost
savings.

In late December, methods were found to deal with
the ground fault alarms so that peak shaving activities
could continue without obstruction. Peak-shaving oper-
ations resumed in January 1998, but data acquisition
was problematic throughout the month, as shown in
Table 2-18. For reasons not known at the time, the inter-
face computer began experiencing difficulties when
storing data to its hard drive. This caused computer
“lock-ups” and consequent loss of daily data files. The
BESS was still able to perform its normal functions
because this computer simply acts as a “window:’
enabling GNB operators to monitor the state of the

t2iLargest peak during peak shaving period

■ Average kW during required demand period

Peek ShevingTrigger Level, 3250 kW
.

1000

Figure 2-14.

—
c-l

Daily Average and Peak Plant Demand for the Month of October 1997.
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Table2-16. October 1997 DischargeData on Vernon BESS Operations

October 1997: 3,250-kWTrigger Level

No. of Discharge
Day of Operations During Average kW Largest Peak Lowest SOC

the Required Demand During Required During Peak- During Peak-

Date Week Period Demand Period Shaving Period Shaving Period

10/1/97

10/2/97

10/3/97

10/4/97

1015/97

1016/97

1017197

10/8197

10/9197

10/1 0/97

10/1 1/97

10/12/97

10/13/97

10/14/97

10/1 5/97

10/1 6197

10/17/97

10/1 8197

10/1 9/97

10/20/97

10/21/97

101W97

10/23/97

10/24/97

10125/97

10126/97

10/27/97

10/28/97

10/29197

10/30/97

10/31197

(Note: Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month: 3657

Average for entire month: 125 3059 3424 91 .6?!0

Average for weekdays only 168 3090 3503 91.470

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

o
12

45

14

0
83

286

52

436

274

0
0

41

0

427

109

101

0
0

129

67

178

323

158

0

0

172

367

253

50

290

2026

3054

3108

3005

2946

3051

3147

2999

3205

3163

3017

2961

3020

2998

3192

3088

3073

2926

2938

3081

3069

3079

3155

3105

2983

2985

3076

3178

3141

3023

3147

3182

3277

3557

3597

3164

3451

3568

3478

3588

3569

3200

3109

3518

3230

3623

3555

3547

3136

3130

3519

3279

3482

3584

3586

3104

3150

3657

3579

3578

3529

3625

93%

%?%

%?%

92%

gz~o

92’?’o

9%

92%

8870

91%

92%

92~o

92%

92%

91 ‘%0
%?~o

$)!?%o

%?%

92’%.

%?%

9270

90%

9170

%?%
92%
90Y0
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Table 2-17. November 1997 Discharge Data on Vernon BESS Operations

November 1997: >3,200-kW Trigger Level

No. of Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Lowest SOC
Day Operations During During Peak- During Peak-

of the During Required Required Shaving Shaving
Date Week Demand Demand Period Period Period

11/1/97-1 1/9/97 3200 kW Data not able to be retrieved from computer %?yo

11/1 0/97 M 641 3165 3565 91

11/11/97 Tu 3200 kW 647 3183 3601 89

11/12/97 w Note A o 2980 3491 95

11/13/97 Th Note B o 3050 3480 -.

11/14/97 F Note B o 3114 3296 ..

11/1 5197 Sa Note B o 3016 3195 . .

11/16/97 Su Note B o 3083 3246 ..

11/17197 M Note B 12 3264 3705 .-

1Ill 8197-11130197 Note B Data not abie to be retrieved from computer --

(Note Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month: 3705

Average for entire month: -- -. -- . .

Average for weekdays only -. -- . . -.

Note A Power Conversion Pair No. 3 went off line for unknown reasons; computer also tried loading data onto bad
sectors, so data acquisition wasn’t possible.

Note B: No peak shaving-String No. 2 was off line and being inspected for acid and ground paths.

entire system. Loss of this computer renders BESS
operators blind to instantaneous data acquisition and
analysis, but the BESS still operates.

From February through March 1998, the BESS
resumed proper data acquisition as shown in Tables 2-19
and 2-20. However, there was an exception of five days
in late February when data retrieval was again
obstructed for the same reason explained above.
Ground-fault trip occurrences were now a minimal con-
cern. However, the peak-shaving trigger was set artifi-
cially high for February and March (3600 and 3900 kW
respectively), as shown in Figures 2-15 and 2-16. The
intent of this approach was to use peak shaving for cost
mitigation while barely exercising the battery. Once the
operational difficulties were completely resolved, the
search for an optimum trigger level could be resumed.

Peak shaving continued without significant inter-
ruption through the months of April, May and June
1998. Tables 2-21 through 2-23 and Figures 2-17
through 2-19 show the third quarter FY98 data. For
April 1998, the peak-shaving trigger level was left at
3900 kW as shown in Figure 2-17. GNB engineers
wanted to observe for an entire month whether ground-

fault alarms would occur even when the battery was
barely exercised during daily peak shaving operations,
hence the arbitrarily high trigger level. No abnormal
events were encountered, so it was decided to return to
aggressive peak shaving in the following months.

During May and June of 1998 (Figures 2-18 and
2-19), the BESS resumed peak shaving with a trigger
level of 3100 kW. Peak shaving operation continued
with only one interruption that occurred when all three
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Table 2-18. January 1998 Discharge Data for Vernon BESS Operations

January 1998: 3600-kW Peak-Shaving Trigger Level

No. of Difference
Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Between Lowest SOC

Day of Operations During During Peak- Largest & During Peak-
the During Required Required Shaving Average kW Shaving

Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period Values (at left) Period

111/98 Th Note A o 3084 3289 205 93%

1/2/98 F No PS o 3084 3306 222 -.

1/3198 Sa No PS o 3039 3249 210

114/98 % No PS 4 3125 3832 707 --

115198 M 1 3188 3609 421 86%

1/6/98 Tu Data could not be retrieved from computer o 86%

1/7/98 - Peak shaving, but not data acquisition (computer unable to log o 86%
1/31/98 data)

(Note: Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month: 3832

Average for entire month: 1 3104 3457 87.870

Average for weekdays only o 3119 3401 87.870

Note A No peak shaving; system went off line about 1230 p.m. “Phantom ground fault alarm” caused the trip, which
was possibly due to high humid~ levels in California.

power conversion units went off line briefly on June 23.
There was one weekday (June 19, 1998) when data
acquisition stopped, as shown in Figure 2-19. Peak
shaving continued, although data for that day was not
available. Ground-fault alarms tended to occur fre-
quently because of the high sensitivity alarm threshold.
This tended to generate more ground-fault alarms

because of the battery overcharging that is automatically

started as part of each ground-fault alarm “reset” opera-
tion. Cell venting is caused by the varying internal cell
pressures experienced during these fkequent overcharge
periods. This ground fault alarm and recharge cycle was
compounded by the high humidity and high ground
moisture that was present as well as a few instances of
cell leakage. All of these things contributed to the
higher incidence of ground faults. Overall in the third
quarter, BESS operation indicated that progress was
being made toward realizing optimal levels for battery
utilization during peak-shaving periods.

Peak-shaving operations continued smoothly
through July, Augus4 and September 1998. In early
July 1998 the Vernon smelter facility intended to replace
some on-site power equipmen~ so BESS peak shaving
was disabled as preparations were made for these activi-
ties (F@re 2-20). When peak shaving was enabled

once again, the trigger level remained set at 3100 kW,
and peak shaving resumed without incident as shown in
Table 2-24.

For the months of August and September 1998, the
BESS continued daily peak-shaving operation with a
trigger level of 3100 kW. Peak shaving was disabled on
the weekends, as demand charges are not recorded dur-

ing those times; this allowed the BESS to regain maxi-
mum capacity and avoid adding unnecessary cycles on
the battery. Ground-fault alarms still tended to occur,
but they were less frequent than in previous quarters.
The data for the months of August and September are
presented in Figures 2-21 and 2-22, and Tables 2-25 and
2-26.

Overall, this FY of BESS operation showed suc-
cessful progress toward achieving optimal battery utili-
zation during summer peal-shaving periods. The lowest
battery SOC recorded during a peak-shaving period in
September was 64% and the average low SOC for Sep-
tember was 77.6Y0. These values are approaching the
target range of 60-70%. Although the exact optimum
peak trigger level has not yet been demonstrated, the
data indicate that it will likely be near 3000 kW with
some seasonal variation.
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Table 2-19. February 1998 Discharge Data from Vernon BESS Operations

February 1998: >3600-kW Peak-Shaving Trigger Level

No. of Discharge Difference

Day of Operations During Average kW LargestPeak BetweenLargest
the Required Demand During Required During Peak-

Date
and Average kW

Week Period Demand Period Shaving Period Values (at left)

2/1/98

2/2/98

213198

214198

2/5198

2/6198

2/7’198

218198

219198

2/1 0/98

2/1 1/98

2/1 2198

2/1 3/98

2/1 4/98

2/1 5/98

2/1 6198

2/1 7198

2/1 8/98

2/1 9198

2/20/98

2/21/98

21W98

2/23/98

2/24/98

2/25/98

2126198

2127198

2/28/98

(Note: Data acquired from BESS have 10-see sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month 3766

Average for entire month: o 3048 3437

Average for weekdays only 1 3058 3480

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

o 3043 3213

0 3101 3492

0 3093 3537

0 3081 3494

0 3090 3432

7 3210 3668

1 3033 3766

0 3048 3281

0 3090 3565

0 2726 3146

0 2966 3441

1 2983 3693

0 3102 3487

0 3027 3346

0 3062 3199

0 3102 3503
0 3100 3517

0 3094 3489

0 3097 3489

Data could not be retrieved from computer

!

o 3032 3254

0 2925 3160

170

391

444

413

342

458

733

233

475

420

475

710

385

319

137

401

417

395

392

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

222

235
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Table2-20. March 1998 DischargeDatafrom VernonBESSOperations

March 1998: 3900-kW Peak-Shaving Trigger Level

No. of Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Difference Lowest SOC
Day Operations During During Peak- Between Largest During Peak-

of the During Required Required Shaving & Average kW Shaving
Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period values (at left) Period

3/1198 Su o 2954 3215 261

312198

3/3/98

.-

.-

.-

-.

-.

%?%

9170

91%

91%

92%

99%

99~o

92%

92%

92%

93~o

99%

99%

92~o

92%

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

3384

3169

3291

3258

3127

2890

2991

3197

4107

3672

3746

3885

3669

3241

3274

3626

3747

723

503

455

627

542

351

283

429

495

502

560

314/98

315198

316/98

317198

318/98

319/98

3/1 0198

3/1 1198

3252

3165

3154

3223

3110

3117

3667

3/1 2/98

3/1 3198

3714

4049

3401

3391

3824

826

3/14/98 291

274

595

624

555

523

451

3/1 5/98

3/1 6/98

3/17198

3229

3226 3850

3/1 8198 3275

3146

2744

2949

3073

3146

3136

3228

3830

3769

3195

3473

3321

3315

3424

3762

3/1 9/98

3/20/98

3/21/98

31W98

3/23/98

3/24198

3/25198

3/26/98

3/27/98

3/28/98

3129198

524

248

169

288

534

3328 3908 580

3374

3162

3133

3333

3377

4000 626

208

250

3370

3383

38423/30/98

3/31/98

(Note Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

509

3903 526

Largest of the month 4107

Average for entire month: o 3166 3631 93.7%

Average for weekdays only: o 3216 3750 92.5~o
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tii Largest peak during peak shaving period

— ■ Average kW during required demand period

Peak Shaving Trigger Level, 3600kW

n */, — ,/,

I
Peak shaving
operation continued
as normal, however
data could not be
retrieved due to a
temorary computer
hard drive issue.
The hard drive issue
was resolved and
BESS integrity was
never a concern.

F]gure 2-15. Daily Average and Peak Plant Demand for the Month of Febrnary 1998.
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4500

4000

200C

150C

1Ooc

I
El Largest peak during peak shaving period

Peak Shaving Trigger Level, 3900kW
— 9 Average kW during required demand period

PI I-a 1/1— — vl

I&ure 2-16. Daily Average and Peak Plant Demand for the Month of March 1998.
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Table2-21. April 1998DischargeDatafromVernonBESSOperations

April 1998: 3900-kW Peak-Shaving Trigger Level

No. of Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Difference Lowest SOC

Day Operations During During Peak- Between Largest During Peak-
of the During Required Required Shaving & Average kW Shaving

Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period values (at left) Period

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M
Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

o
0
0
0
0
0
2

0

0
0
0
0

0
1

0

1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3335

3154

3163

3027

3104

3145

3349

3178

3138

3022

2996

3065

3165

3368

3399

3392

3329

3061

2980

3120

3361

3291

3302

3298

3394

3168

3290

3288

3231

3235

3763

3733

3669

3310

3338

3785

3945

3548

3351

3219

3193

3235

3670

3915

3872

3910

3743

3242

3210

3781

3932

3768

3861

3819

3893

3382

3839

3738

3698

3702

4/1/98 428 92%

412/98

413198

4/4198

415/98

416/98

417198

418/98

4/9/98

4/1 0/98

4/1 1198

4/12/98

4/13/98

4/1 4/98

4/1 5198

4/1 6198

4/17198

4/1 8198

4/1 9198

4/20198

4/21/98

4/22/98

4/23/98

4/24/98

4125198

4126198

4/27198

4128198

4/29/98

4/30/98

(Note Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

579

506

283

234

640

596

370

213

197

197

170

505

547

473

518

414

181

230

661

571

477

559

521

499

214

549

450

467

467

%!%

%%

%!’%o

gz~o

%’%

92%

92%

92%

%?%

%?%

%?%

Largest of the month: 3945

Averagefor entire month: o 3212 3635 92.()’%0

Averagefor weekdaysonly o 3253 3739 92.0%
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Table 2-22. May 1998 Discharge Data from Vernon BESS Operations

May 1998: 3100-kW Peak-Shaving Trigger Level

No. of Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Difference Lowest SOC
Day of Operations During During Peak- Between Largest During Peak-

the During Required Required Shaving & Average kW Shaving
Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period Values (at left) Period

5L2198

513/98

5/4/98

5/5/98

5/6/98

517’198

5/8/98

5/9/98

5/1 0/98

5111198

5/1 2/98

5/1 3198

5/1 4/98

5/1 5198

5/1 6/98

5/1 7198

5/1 8/98

5/1 9/98

5/20/98

5/21198

51W98

5/23198

5124198

5/25/98

5/26/98

5/27/98

5128198

5/29/98

5/30198

5/31198

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F
Sa

Su

1183

840
762

752

721

671

705

738

No PS -

No PS

792

849

815

921

672

720

No PS

641

812

990

889

No PS

No PS

Holiday 1183

994

804

898

858

812

758

3105

3076

3084

3102

3099

3074

3086

3098

3125

3071
3098

3099

3098

3184

3084

3048

3116

3069

3104

3101

3106

3104

3052

3049

3101

3102

3103

3107

3103
3106

3068

3467

3324

3190

3555

3504

3510

3561

3611

3756

3226
3490

3710

3321

3463

3501

3105

3316

3551

3511

3547

3609

3509

3312

3211

3334

3411

3487

3540

3512
3729

3226

362

248

106

453

405

436

475

513

631

155
392

611

223

279

417

57

200

482

407

446

503

405

260

162

233

309

384

433

409
623

158

787.

9170

91 y.

65%

i’s%

90%

90%

7870

67%

64X.
8570

8470

8970

%?yo

93%

91 ‘%0

90yo

89’%0

65%

68’%

93%

93~o

90%

79~o

85%

77’%0

68%
88%

86Y.

(Note Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month: 3756

Average for entire month: 839 3094 3455 82.5%

Average for weekdays only 854 3103 3508 78.770.-
PS = peak shaving
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Table 2-23. June 1998 Discharge Data from Vernon BESS Operations

June 1998: 3100-kW Peak-Shaving Trigger Level

No. of Difference
Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Between Lowest SOC

Day of Operations During During Peak- Largest & During Peak-
the During Required Required Shaving Average kW Shaving

Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period Values (at left) Period

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M
Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su
M

Tu

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

756 3099 3531

611 3096 3498

665 3092 3725

697 3102 3446
. . 2993 3543

.- 3091 3273

817 3098 3478

751 3100 3530

665 3080 3468

806 3105 3509

1018 3103 3486
. . 3207 3452

3162 3295

1074 3101 3534

951 3104 3504

807 3103 3492

708 3098 3651

Logging stopped, reason unknown - restarted 6/22

No PS

No PS

PS Halt

No PS

No PS

794
.

832

947

1219

..

.-

1070

704

3102

3561

3103

3102

3108

3290

3208

3106

3098

3478

4622

3469

3797

3542

3457

3385

3675

3716

4206/1/98 M 812 3102 3522

612198

6/3/98

614198

6/5/98

6/6/98

6/7/98

618198

6/9198

6/1 0/98

6111/98

6/1 2198

6/13/98

6/1 4/98

6/1 5198

6/1 6/98

6117198

6/18198

6/1 9/98

6/20/98

6/21198

6/22/98

6/23198

6124/65

6/25/98

6/26198

6127198

6/28/98

6129198

432

402

633

344

550

182

380

430
388

404

383

245

133

433

400
389

553

0

0

0

376

1061

366

695

434

167

177

569

618

86%

79%

89%

8670

79%

91%

84%

69’%

81%

sg~o

587’0

959’0

91%

i’i’yo

57%

60’Y.

62’%

68%

76?40

617.

7670

.-

69%

64’%06/30/98

(Note Data acquired from BESS have 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month: 4622

Average for entire month: 835 3130 3558 74.7%

Average for weekdays only 835 3100 3553 72.()%

PS = peak shaving
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Figure2-18. DailyAverageandPeakP1antDemand fortheMonthofMay1998.
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Daily Average and Peak Plant Demand for the Month of June 1998.
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Table 2-24. July 1998 Discharge Data from Vernon BESS Operations

July 1998: 3100-kWTrigger Level

No. of Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Difference Lowest SOC
Day of Operations During During Peak- Between Largest During Peak-

the During Required Required Shaving & Average kW Shaving
Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period values (at left) Period

7/5/98

716198

7/7198

7/8/98

7/9/98

7110198

7111/98

7112/98

7113/98

7114198

7/15/98

7/1 6/98

7117198

7/1 8/98

7/1 9198

7/20/98

7121198

71W98

7123198

7/24198

7125198

Th

F

Sa

Su
M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

NoteA

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS
No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

Note B

No PS

No PS

No PS

7/1198 W 804 3101 3631 530 65%

7J2198

7/3/98

714198

No PS

No PS

665 3095

3118

3062
— 2997

2946

2920

2763

2576

2813

2716

— 2667

2757

— 2844

2062

Planned utility shutdown
— 1993

2168
— 2361

140 2887

883 3093

888 3097

922 3099

766 3100

3000
3060

999 3105

952 3101

933 3103

755 3094

519 3056

3446

3209

4276
3201
3210

3144

3593

3254

3229

2888

2765

3151

3121

2326

2939

3084

2654

3871

3489

3503

3473

4666

3289

3294

3656

3476

3479

3466

3503

351

91

1214

204
264

224

830

678

416

172

98

394

277

264

7126198

7127/98

7128/98

7129/98

7130/98

7/31/98

(Note Data acquired from BESS has 10-see sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

946

916

293

984

396

406

374

1566

289

234

551

375

376

392

447

89’%

93%

93%
gs~o

94?’.

gbyo

94%

$)3’%.

93%

98?’0

94%!0

92%

92%

93?!0

%%

%?%

%$%

%%

85%

83’ZO

857.

66%

93%

ghyo

70%

9170

90~o

8970

92%

Largest of the month: 4666

Average for entire month: 769 2858 3344 89.3’%0

Average for weekdays only 769 2886 3412 — 87.670

Note A Peak shaving has been disabled as plant prepares to perform equipment changeouts.
Note B: Planned utility shutdown; plant intended to be supported by BESS.
PS = peak shaving
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Figure 2-21. Daily Average and Peak Plant Demand for the Month of August 1998.
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Figure 2-22. Daily Average and Peak Plant Demand for the Month of September 1998.
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Table 2-25. August 1998 Discharge Data from Vernon BESS Operations

August 1998: 3100-kWTrigger Level

No. of Discharge Average kW Largest Peak Difference Lowest SOC
Day of Operations During During Peak- Between Largest During Peak-

the During Required Required Shaving & Average kW Shaving
Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period values (at left) Period

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

No PS

57

0
726

1312

544

526

709

535

462

857

944

722

606

941

792

724

761

617

775

920

580

857

896

‘2915

2779

3093

3173

3070

3013

3091

2977

2821

3062

3040

3103

3101

3096

2940

2766

3075

3098

3098

3092

3102

2996

3026

3096

3092

3097

3095

3098

3153

3022

3099

8/1198 3170 255 9870

812198

8/3/98

8/4/98

8/5198

8/6/98

817198

8/8/98

8/9198

8/10/98

8/11/98

8/12/98

8/13/98

8/14/98

8/15/98

8/16/98

8117198

8/18198

8/19198

8120198

8121/98

81W98

8/23/98

8/24/98

8/25/98

8/26/98

8127198

8128198

8/29198

8/30/98

8131198

2921

3550

4134

3492

3502

3520

3174

2994

3500

3641

3535

3453

3676

3271

3650

3563

3687

3469

3529

3466

3182

3243

3496

3490

3728

3601

4264

3449

3377

3490

142

457

961

422

469

429

197

173

438

601

432

352

580

331

884

488

589

371

437

384

186

217

400

398

631

506

1166

296

355

391

94~o

88%

91%’.

90%

89%

8870

9870

94~o

91 ?!0

90%

74~o

81%

89’%

93~o

93?’0

87%

7870

76%

7870

8570

98’70

98’%

879’0

82%

79~o

86%

79%

98%

98%!0

82’%.

)(Note Data acquired from BESS has lo-see sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)
PS = peak shaving

Largest of the month: 4264

Average for entire month: 690 3041 3492 88.l%

Average for weekdays only 753 3090 3610 84.3~o
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Table 2-26. September 1998 Discharge Data from Vernon BESS Operations

September 1998: 3100-kWTrigger Level

No.ofDischarge AveragekW LargestPeak Difference LowestSOC
Dayof Operations During DuringPeak-BetweenLargest DuringPeak-

the During Required Required Shaving & Average kW Shaving
Date Week Demand Period Demand Period Period values (at left) Period

9/1/98

912198

9/3/98

9/4198

9/5/98

916198

917198

918198

9/9198

9/1 0/98

9111198

9/1 2/98

9/1 3/98

9/14/98

9/1 5198

9/1 6/98

9J17198

9/18/98

9/1 9/98

9/20/98

9121/98

9/W98

9123/98

9/24/98

9125/98

9/26198

9127198

9128198

9129198

9/30/98

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

Th

F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w
Th
F

Sa

Su

M

Tu

w

1031

746

199

565

No PS

No PS

No PS - Holiday

597

532

843

869

No PS —

No PS

878

1507

994

792

756
No PS
No PS

537

831

725

997

734

No PS

No PS —

937

860

805

3105

3096

3168

3091

3112

3031

2953

3091

3070

3097

3099

2832

3051

3116

3099

3099

3101

3102

3064

2902

3064

3101

3099

3105

3101

3025

2999

3105

3101

3090

3477

3478

4314

3489

3527

3315

3174

3599

3568

3592

3551

3104

3511

3688

3546

3652

3510

3549
3351

3216

4284

3483

4007

3633

3631

3233

3305

3743

3723

3510

372

382

1146

398

415

284

221

508

498

495

452

272

460

572

447

553

409

447
287

314

1220

382

908

528

530

208

306

638

622

420

i%!%

91%

80’%

84$’0

9770

9870

9870

81%

92~o

71%

72%

9770

9870

7170

89’%

6470

7670

70?!0

98’%
9870

88%

68%

86%

7870

6770

98’%

98%

7570

67%

87%

(Note Data acquired from BESS has 10-sec sample rates on discharge and 3-rein on recharge.)

Largest of the month: 4314

Average for entire month: 797 3069 3559 83.6%

Average for weekdays only 797 3100 3668 77.6’%
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PV/HybridEvaluation Project

The initial evaluation of the Omnion PV/battexy
hybrid controller at the SNL PV System Evaluation
Laboratory (PSEL) was completed in FY95. The
project plan called for the installation of the prototype
control unit in an industry facility in combination with a
PV array and a diesel generator. A multiyear opera-
tional test plan was successfully negotiated with APS to
perform a complete system field test of the controller at
APS’S STAR Center in Tempe, Arizona. A memoran-
dum of understanding and a loan agreement were final-
ized in FY97, and a second controller will be tested at
APS for a period of two to three years.

status

The Trace Technologies Model HY-30-2 hybnd-
power conversion unit was delivered to SNL in late
FY97 for initial testing at the PSEL. Initial test results
indicated that significant modifications needed to be
made in order for the unit to operate autonomously in
the hybrid operating environment. The implementation

of the modifications and subsequent testing delayed
delivery of the unit to the APS STAR Center until early
in the third quarter of FY98. Figure 2-23 is a photo of
the unit installed in the APS STAR Center Hybrid Test
Facility.

To formulate a plan for maintaining the Yuasa
Dynacell Tubular Gel 210-Ah battery while waiting for
delivery of the HY-30-2 inverter to start the test pro-
~-, a team meeting was held at the APS ST~ Center
in mid-November 1997 to plan for the delay. At this
time, it was decided that the Yuasa battery should be
fully characterized before exposing it to testing on the
high-power AES inverter. The consensus of the team
was that the Omnion 4200 Hybrid Controller, stored at
SNL, was the best controller available to perform the
characterization tests. Arrangements were made to ship
the controller to the ST~ Center in early December
1997, and the battery characterization tests were con-
ducted for early January 1998. Contractual arrange-
ments were made with Electrochemical Engineering
Consultants, Inc. (EECI) of Morgan Hill, California, to
conduct the characterization tests.

Characterization testing was initiated in early Janu-

W, following the receipt and installation of the omnion
controller at the STM Center in mid-December. Early
testing indicated that one cell exhibited early failure.
Further testing in late March confirmed that the cell was
indeed in failure. The cell was replaced with one of sev-
eral spare cells provided by Yuasa, Inc., and the failed
cell was returned to Yuasa for evaluation.

Characterization testing consisted of discharge/
charge cycling in a fully-automated mode, one cycle
following another at various rates of discharge. An
assumption was made that the recharge following a
discharge brought the battery back to a full SOC before
the next cycle was initiated. If the battery was allowed
to stand for several days between cycle tests, the battery
was precharged before initiating a cycle-test sequence.
The conditions for the pre-charges were varied during
the characterization testing, as described below, in order
to try to establish a mechanism to always return the
battery to the same SOC and to learn how to maximize
the available capacity from the battery.

Characterization of the Yuasa battery was com-
pleted in late May 1998. Following the removal of the
Omnion unit in late June, the Trace Technologies Model
No. HY-30-2 inverter was installed in its place at the
APS STAR Center Hybrid Test Facility.

Because of the high data rates required to properly
evaluate battery performance to the detail desired for the
Dynacell battery, a Campbell Scientific CA9000, was

used for the DAS system. Much of the delay in getting
the system on-line before the end of the third quarter
was caused by several minor problems associated with
this new DAS. In addition, an unfortunate incident
occurred during voltage and resistance measurement

activities that resulted in the shorting of the battery to
ground, which blew several fises and caused a major
failure within the DAS unit. After the restoration of the
darnaged fuses and components, Campbell Scientific
worked closely with Arizona State University (ASU) in
bringing the system back to full operation.

One major discovery during early testing activities
that affected the capability of the DAS to correctly
measure ampere-hours was the use of Hall-effect trans-
ducers in the DC lines to measure battery current. At
low currents, especially near the end-of-charge, noise
levels caused by the lack of sensitivity of the transducers
at very low currents caused serious errors in ampere-
hour measurements. The dynamic range of the current
measurement spanned currents of less than half an
ampere to 80 amperes. Standard DC shunts were
installed and calibrated, and the problem was elimi-
nated.

In mid-June, Yuasa battery engineers inspected the
battery instrdlation and reviewed performance data
provided by ASU under their data management task for
Sandia. It was noted that one cell of the 240 cells
installed was in premature failure. The cell was
replaced under warranty, and the battery was returned to
operation.
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Figure 2-23. Trace Technologies Jnverter at APS STAR Center Hybrid Test Center.

FoIlowing final checkout of the Trace inverter early
in the fourth quarter, the system was tested initially by
using it to provide all the power required by the test
facility for instrumentation, lighting, and air condition-
ing loads as well as to characterize system performance.
Following the initial testing period in late September,
the system was then connected to the STM Center grid
thus powering the entire facility. The system operated
successfully for the last several weeks of FY98. Then it
was temporarily placed in storage and replaced with a
new inverter slated for installation in anew APS project.
Testing of the new inverter should be finished early in
FY99 when the original inverter will be returned to ser-
vice. Following installation, operational testing of the
30-kW inverter will continue throughout FY99.

Metlakatla Monitoring Project

A l-MW/lA-MWh battery system, designed and
built under a partnership of GNB and GE with support
from the ESS Program, was installed in Metlakatla,
Alaska, in February 1997. The BESS is designed to
compensate for severe voltage and frequency excursions
caused by the operation of large motors at the local
lumber mill in the remote island Indian village. Several
years ago, Metlakatla Power and Light (MP&L)

installed a fast-response diesel genset to stabilize the
system. The diesel operated continuously and aug-
mented existing hydrogeneration units that were too
slow to respond to the rapid fluctuations caused by the
lumber mill machinery. However, operation of the die-
sel in this mode incurred fuel and maintenance expendi-
tures of more than $400K/year. Wh.h input from the
ESS Program, MP&L recognized battery energy storage
as a potential alternative to the diesel and contracted
with the GNB/GE team to supply a turnkey battery sys-
tem.

The storage system consists of a string of 378 GNB
ABSOLYTE IIP series-connected 2-V VRLA cells. The
batte~ has a nominal rating of 756 VDC and is operated
at around 8070 SOC to enable it to accept energy during
voltage spikes. It consists of a PCS, an automatic gener-
ation control system, and the batteries, which are housed
in a 40-by-70-foot steel battery building on a concrete
pad at the 12.47-kV substation for MP&L’s diesel gen-
erator. The ESS Program finded the installation of a
first-of-a-kind remote monitoring capability that dis-
plays the battery system status on personal computers
equipped with a modem that connects through commer-
cial phone lines.
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Status

The ESS Program continues to monitor fuel con-
sumption at the Metlakatla system and has collected
data from the system for three full years. The diesel fuel
consumption at Metlakatla has significantly declined
since 1996 when there was no BESS. As shown in
Table 2-27, by 1998, when there was a BESS for almost
two years, fuel consumption is less than 25 percent of
what it was in 1996.

Table 2-27. Total Fuel Consumed for
the Years 1996, 1997, and 1998*

Year Fuel (Gal)

1998 75,118
(Jan. - Sept.)

1997 143,957

1996 331,534

‘ No data for October, November, or
December 1998.

in 1996 and 1997. The fuel-usage numbers are so insig-
nificant in fact that Excel plots these numbers on the
X-axis baseline. The spike in September of 1998 is
caused by hydro maintenance and the diesel generator
getting more use.

The second seminar on Battery Energy Storage for
rural Alaska was held in Anchorage, Alaska,
November 4 through 5, 1997. The seminar was hosted
by the Alaska Division of Energy and the invited pre-
senters included SNL, GMB, MP&L, and GE. The
seminar was attended by 18 managers and operators
representing 71 communities out of the 173 villages that
receive the Power Cost Equalization subsidy through the
Division of Energy. The purpose of the seminar was to
highlight the success of the Metlakatla battery system,
discuss the key features that contribute to its economic
benefits and create an awareness of similar battery stor-
age benefits that might be available to other Alaskan
communities.

In his remarks, Percy Frisby, Director, Division of
Energy, emphasized that these Alaskan villages con-
sumed 55 million gallons of diesel during 1996 to gen-

erate electricity in these villages, and battety energy
storage could help reduce this consumption. Following
this seminar, the Division of Energy representative indi-
cated that he had hopes of funding site-specific feasibil-
ity studies that could lead to installation of more battery-
storage systems in rural Alaska.

As Figure 2-24 illustrates, there were several
Representatives of MP&L gave unqualified

months in 1998, March (209 gals), April (125 gals),
endorsements of their battery system performance and

May (70 gals), and July (712 gals), when the fuel usage
shared information on the fuel savings to date and other

was substantially reduced compared to the same periods
operating benefits of the battery system.

Annual Fuel Consumption

60,000
I I

~ 50,000

E~ 40,000

❑
ct1998

~ 30,000 ■ 1997

~ 20,000 ❑ 1996

8 10,000”

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Ott Nov Dec

‘ No data for October, November, or December 1998.

Figure 2-24. Comparison of Diesel Fuel Consumption at Metlakatla, Alaska, for 1996, 1997, and the First
Nine Months of 1998.*
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3. Components

Introduction

Work in the Components element focuses on
improving the subsystems that make up ener=Wstorage
systems: improved devices are developed and evaluated
in the storage device (e.g., battery), the electrical equip-
ment (power conversion), and the controls. The ESS
Program is developing storage components that cost
less, have higher performance, and are better integrated
with other parts of the system than those currently avail-
able.

SNL continues to pursue the VRLA battery reliabil-
ity initiative, which is attempting to address reliability
issues in cooperation with industry. SNL believes a crit-
ical component of this activity is continued laboratory
testing. Controlled laboratory tests are the best method

of determining capacity degradation rates and of provid-
ing mechanisms to understand the relevant cause-and-
effect relationships.

As part of its technical mission in support of the
ESS Program, SNL performs in-house battery evalua-
tion tasks. These tasks utilize specialized and unique
facilities and capabilities established during many years
of program activities in battery and other storage tech-
nologies. Current tasks include the evaluation of VRLA
(AGM and gel), starting, lighting, and ignition (SLI);
and advanced batteries. These independent, objective
tests use computer-controlled testers capable of simulat-
ing application-specific test regimes, and they provide
critical data for the assessment of the status and proba-
ble success of these

Component

technologies.

Development

VRLA Reliability ImprovementProject

VRLA batteries have been commercially available
for more than 10 years and have been enthusiastically
embraced by users of unintenuptible power supplies
because of anticipated reduction in maintenance costs
and the smaller footprint that is available with this tech-
nology. As field experience has accumulated, it has
become more widely appreciated that VRLA batteries

are more sensitive to their operating conditions than
flooded lead-acid batteries. This is particularly true
under conditions such as elevated temperature or over-
charging, which can result in battery dry-out in starved-
electrolyte designs, thereby shortening battery life com-
pared with that to which users are accustomed.
Although some VRLA failures maybe attributed to abu-
sive environments or improper float-charging condi-
tions, there is a lack of confidence among some users
that all of the possible life-limiting conditions forVRLA
batteries have been identified. The information on
recent failures has made potential utility battery custom-
ers, includlng users of standby power systems, more
reluctant to adopt battery energy storage technology,
particularly if VRLA designs are being proposed.

Because SNL believes that VRLA battery technol-

ogy offers real advantages in utility and renewable
energy applications, a VRLA reliability improvement
project was formulated. The primary objective of the
project is to determine VRLA cycle and calendar life
under typical utility battery operating conditions and use
modes. The ESS Program and ILZRO established a col-
laboration to address VRLA reliability issues. There is
general agreement among the two organizations that to
address VRLA battery performance issues, the follow-
ing areas would have to be advanced: optimizing VRLA
batteries for stationary applications, establishing the
best charge control system, and performing a VRLA
reliability assessment. Another important issue is that
no current method exists to rapidly characterize VRLA
battery life.

A three-phase project was defined to identify and
resolve these life issues. Phase 1 involves a survey of
the industry, in cooperation with VRLA manufacturers
and users, to determine objectively and accurately the
status of the technology. Phase 2 investigates the critical
issues identified in Phase 1 and suggests improvements

to the charging methods or other aspects of the technol-

ogy. Because it is expected that charging protocols will
be one of the most critical areas identified for optimum
operation, Phase 2 includes a charging study that
focuses on those issues. Phase 3 then attempts to corre-
late and match the various types of VRLA technologies
to the numerous applications now using lead-acid batter-
ies. This will assist users and battery suppliers in select-
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ing a design for an intended application, so that the bat-
tery will be appropriately specified.

The Phase 1 study comprises three tasks:

● Task 1: Identify all VRLA manufacturers and
characterize their share of the market by design
type and application. Invite each to participate
in the study and to involve representative users
of the products.

● Tmk 2: Develop a detailed list of data needed to
characterize the VRLA technology and prob-
lems identified by the users. Recover field mon-
itoring data on the systems wherever possible.
Organize a da~base to receive tie information-

● Tak 3: Collect the data, analyze for trend infor-
mation, and summarize the results in a final

report.

status

During the first quarter of FY98, ILZRO and SNL
evaluated the two responses to the request that ILZRO
had issued for quotes on a subcontracted study to per-
form Phase 1. In the second quarter of FY98, ILZRO
placed two contracts to initiate the three tasks in the
Phase 1 Study. Also, work began on writing the VRLA
manufacturers survey. One contract to analyze survey
results and then to develop mechanisms and solutions
for problems identified in the survey was awarded to
Rutgers University. Rutgers will collaborate with Ener-
getic, Inc., the company that was awarded the contract
to develop the database to be used to compile the infor-
mation and to collect the survey data.

During the third quarter of FY98, a survey ques-
tionnaire designed to obtain information from VRLA
battery manufacturers was completed (Figure 3-l). The
survey requests information on cell physical characteris-
tics and electrical ratings, cell performance and life

characteristics, known instances and modes of failure in

the field, R&D database availability, and market and
sales. The final version of this survey is presented
below. A list of suggested sources from which to obtain
the data was collected, and the questionnaires were dis-
tributed to these sources.

In the fourth quarter, a survey questionnaire
designed to obtain information from users of VRLA bat-
teries was completed. This survey requests information
about the manufacturer, battery application and opera-
tional requirements, manufacturer/vendor specifications,
battery monitoring specifications, cell performance and
life characteristics, known instances and modes of fail-
ure. The system’s data acquisition capability was also a

point of inquiry in the survey. The final version of this
survey is presented below in Figure 3-2.

Power Quality and Peak-Shaving
Simulators Project

The ESS Program initiated a collaborative project
with the National Rural Electric Cooperative Associa-
tion (NRECA) to develop, validate, and demonstrate
simulators of power quality and peak shaving systems.
The project provides technical and economic data about
peak shaving and power quality improvement at electric
membership cooperatives. More importantly, the
project introduces a technology assessment tool that is
more exact and no more expensive than a traditional fea-
sibility study.

The ESS portion of the project supports the devel-
opment and validation of energy storage simulators that
will mimic the operation of two BESSS: one that Brock-
way Standard operates for power quality improvement
and one that Crescent Electric Membership Cooperative
(now Energy United) operates for peak shaving. Work
began on the ESS portion of the project in June 1997.

The NRECA portion of the project supports field
demonstrations of the energy storage simulators and the
development, validation, and field demonstration of a
diesel generator simulator. NRECA validation and
demonstration activities will be hosted at sites within
Energy United (W) and other utilities’ service territo-
ries. Work on the NRECA portion of the project began
in late August 1997.

Status

Early in FY98, the project team of Energetic, Inc.,
and Orion Energy Corporation began building the simu-
lators, conducting the simulations, and analyzing the
output of the simulators. For the validations, analysis

will consist of comparing the simulator behavior with

the real energy storage systems. For the demonstrations,
anatysis will determine the financiat feasibility of the
utility hardware being simulated.

By the third quarter, construction of a device that
simulates a battery-based integrated storage system for
power quality improvement was completed. The power
quality applications will include a batte~ simulation.
Laboratory testing of this device and another simulator
that mimics the operation of a storage system to reduce
customer demand peaks began. The peak shaving appli-
cations will include battery and diesel simulations. The
two simulators have identical hardware, and differ only
in the software that controls the simulation (Figure 3-3).
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Which cell do you address in this survey
(nameor#)? I

Where do you manufacture this product?

❑ North America 0 SouthAmerica Cl Asia

ClWestEurope ❑ EastEurope ClAfrica

What are the cell’s exterior dimensions (cm)?

Length Width Height

In what medium is the electrolyte suspended?

ClAbsorbed glass mat ClThixotropic gel Cl Other

Are there any characteristics unique to this electrolyte?

What is the separator material and thickness (mm)?

0 Polyvinylchlonde ClPolyetheleyne 0 Other

❑ Porousrubber O Glasscloth

What is the separator saturation (??)?

How much electrolyte is in each cell (ml)?

What is the specific gravity of the electrolyte in a fully
charged new cell?

What is the cell case material and thickness (mm)?

~ Polyvinylchloride 0 Polypropylene 0 ABS

ClPolycarbonate R Polystyrene •l Other

What process is used to seal the cover to the case?

•l Ultrasonicweld ClAsphalt •l Hot plate

ClBeadmashheat ClEpoxy R Other

Whatare the vent-valveopening/reseatpoints (psi)?

Open:

Seal:

What is the allowable valve openingkeseal
variation (O/O)?
Open: Seal:

What is the Ah of the plates? Positive_ Negative_

What is the plate geometry?

Geomehy Positive plate Negative plate

Hat c1 •1

Tubular a •1

Other c1 Cl

What is the nominal stack compression (psi)?

What is the allowable variation in compression (’Yo)?

What elements do the past alloys contain (wt%)?

Element Positivepaste Negativepaste

Antimony o ❑

Tin •1 a

Calcium o •1

Other c1 c1

What elements do the grids contain (w%)?

Element Positive grids Negative grids

Antimony c1 c1

Tin 0 0

Calcium Q o

Other c1 c1

What elements do the postibusbars alloys contain (wt.%)?

Element Positive Negative

Lead Cl o

Copper •1 o

Cadmium ❑ ❑

Antimony o 0

Silver ❑ o

Other •1 c1

How is the posticover seal made?

ClWelded ClExpoxied ClOther

In what orientation are the cells designed to operate?

O Plateshorizontal Cl PlatesVertical 0 Ehher/both

P1ease circle the maximum and minimum recommended
operating temperatures for this cell ~C).
-80-70-60-50-40-30-20 -10010204050607080

Figure 3-1. ILZRO Vaive-ReguIated Lead Acid Battery Manufacturer’s Survey (continued on next page).
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. ... .- . .. ——.._— ———..—.

?-?!!?7Does this cell useirequire thermal management

How much space is between cells in a module (cm)?

Vertical space Horizontal space

How much space is between modules in a string (cm)?

Verticalspace Horizontalspace

What is the separator material and thickness (mm)?

Vertical space Horizontal space

Vhat is the cell capacity at 77°F (Ah)?

Whatis the cell’s internal resistance (m~)?

what is the cell’s monthly self-discharge rate (VA)?

what is the cell’s specific energ at the given rates
(wh/kg)?

:120: C18: C12:

;fyou sell this cell in modules, please indicate module ID,
:he number of cells per module, voltage of the module,

md the nominal capacity for each product.

:D # cells/volts/Ah ID # cells/voks/Ah

—l—J— _l_l—

—l—l— _f_l—

III f _——

_J_l— _l_l—

—l—l— _l_f—

II _l_J—_——

——.

‘or what application(s) is this cell designed?

1 Float •l Deep Cycle Q ShallowCycle

ketch the cell’s cycle life vs. depth-of-discharge is ideal
:mperature, discharge and charge conditions.

cyclesV5. DDD

30U0 1 1 I I I [

SO(I ‘ I I I 1

i

— c/1o — c/.# —- c\.2

i curves: C/20,C/8 and C12dischargerates

‘lease sketch the cell’s ideal charge characteristics.

1curves: chargevoltageand currentand cell
/oltagevs. time

Voltage and Curmm v$. Time

2.5

2

1

0.5

a

0510152 ! 025303540
slows

0.02

11.D1s

0.005

t9

Figure 3-1. ILZRO Valve-Regulated Lead Acid Battery Manufacturer’s Survey (continued on next page).
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What is the cell’s recommended float voltage and
currenti

Voltage Current:

Please circle the float service warrantee (years).

1234567891015 20

What maintenance procedures do you recommend?

How often should cells receive equalization recharge?

0 Specifiedinter- 0 Otherindicator
val

Have customers reported premature cell failures?

~ No O Yes

❑ Float ClDeepCycle 0 ShallowCycle

Doesyour company conduct in-house root-cause analysis
of cells that fail in service?

Cl No 0 Yes

Does your company out-source root-cause anaIysis of
cells that fail in service?

Cl No ClYes
Analyst

What is the most prevalent cause of in-service cell
failures:

0 Float R Deep Cycle Cl Shallow Cycle

How many single cells have been tested in your labora-
tory to determine and verify cell performance?

Shallow Cycle Deep Cycle Float

How many single cells have been tested in your labora-
tory to determine and verify cell service life?

ShallowCycle DeepCycle Float

How many units of each type of module product have
been tested in your laboratory to determine and verify
performance?

ShallowCycle Deep Cycle Float

How many units of each type of module product with

this cellhave been tested in your laboratory to determine
and verify service life?

ShallowCycle DeepCycle Float

I Name Address I

How many of these cells are sold each year?

As individual cells In modules

How many individual cells are sold each year?

Float Deep Cycle Shallow Cycle

How many cells are sold in modules each year?

Float DeepCycle ShallowCycle

How many of these cells are sold each year for tbe follow-
ing applications?

Telecom IndustrialUPS

Utilitysubstation Motivepower

rPlease supply contact information for customers and dis-
tributors whom we may contact to gather data on the
actual service conditions that this cell experiences?

Name Company/Address Telephone

Please write any comments you consider important
regarding VRLA reliability and performance in station-
ary applications, especially with respect to charging and
charge controls.

Figure 3-1. ILZRO Valve-Regulated Lead Acid Battery Manufacturer’s Survey (concluded).
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Please provide the manufacturer’s name and model num-
ber for the valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA) product
that you will describe below.

Manufacture Model:

What application does the battery serve?

How many voks/amps does the application require?

From who did you purchase the batteries?
R Batterymanufacturer
R Originalequipment manufacturer
R Battery vendor/distributor
•l Other

How many have you purchased?

lid the manufacturer/vendor provide operating specifi-
cations?

3 Yes 5 No

F

L

D

4

r
c
Y
c
L

E

What float voltage do you maintain (volts/cell)?

How many cycles/year does the battery experi-

ence?

Do cycles occur at regular intervals?
If yes, whatis the interval length?
If no, is cyclingClRandom 0 Clustered

What are the maximum, average, and minimum
depth of discharge that cyclesdemand (’%o)?

Max. DOD_ Avg. DOD_ Min. DOD

What percentage of the cycles are at a maximum,
average and minimum depth of discharge?

Max. Av.~. _ Min.

At what rate does the battery discharge (A)?

—

Whichparameters do you monitor, how often?

;ell ModuleString

C/°F c1
c1
c1

Jolts c1
a
c1

\mps o

c1
c1

)ther c1
R
c1

[fyou log readings, what format is used?

2 Print R Electronic

What are the maximum, average, and minimum ambient
temperatures in the battery room ~C)?

Wax.Temp_ Avg. Temp_ Min. Temp_

What percentage of a year is the temperature at or near
the maximum?

Do you use thermal management for this battery?
If yes,pleasespecifymethod.

On attached page, please sketch the recharge regime (for
charge voltage and current and expected cell voltage).

Were there any issues of concern related to the operation
or performance of this battery?

What is the warranted service life (years)?

Have you ever had a failure analysis performed and, if
so, by whom?

0 Yes 0 No

R Vendor 0 Manufacturer 0 In-house •l Consultant

What percentage of the batteries at your facility
achieved the following service lives?

1/4 warrartteedlife 3/4 warranted life_
1/2warranted life_ Warranted life

What were the root caused (in order of frequency)?

Figure 3-2. ILZRO Valve-Regulated Lead Acid Battery User’s Survey (continued on next page).
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,f. .,

Please provide the following information for the battery in service for the longest amount of time. I
Vendor Date of purchase

Date of installation y Date of removal from service

Reason for removal from service.

Please attach copies of operating and monitoring logs.

Please provide the following information for the battery that failed previous to its warranted service life (if applicable).

Vendor Date of purchase

Date of installation Date of removal from service I
Reason for removal from service.

Please attach copies of operating and monitoring logs.

PIease feel free to add any additional data or comments? I

Figure 3-2. ILZRO Valve-Regulated Lead Acid Battery User’s Survey (concluded).

Energetic will operate the simulators for three to six
months to validate them against the peak-shaving and
power-quality systems that they mimic. Validation is

different than demonstration. In validation, the issue is
only that the simulator mimics the hardware accurately.
In demonstration, the main consideration is system life
and economics, which will include cost and savings
(cost includes life-cycle O&M, savings are avoided
costs). After validation of the devices is complete,
NRECA will be sponsoring demonstrations of the simu-
lators at various sites in member co-ops’ service territo-
ries.

Figure 3-3. Simulator Hardware and Control

System.
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The original schedule was delayed slightly because
of computer interface and data sensing issues, which
were resolved. Three simulators have been installed and
are being validated against operating hardware. Demon-
strations are planned at up to five sites, at EU located in

Statesville, NC, and other utilities. Demonstrations will

also include economic assessments. The EU peak shav-
ing simulator was installed in August of FY98. A sche-
matic of a simulator is shown in Figure 3-4. The system
began reading data continuously and transmitting data
successfully, indicating that validation analysis was
underway. Fi=mre3-5 shows peak shaving data from the
EU simulator for the first five days in September 1998.
The data demonstrate that the simulator is sensing and
recording information about the battery operation.

The technical attributes of the simulator are that ic

● Mimics operation of electric power hardware in
real time

= Consists of three components
– Power monitoring equipment
– Simulation controller
– Remote host computer

● Predicts technical performance and costlbenefit
of hardware

● Is housed in one or two steel enclosure(s)

- Single-enclosure system: 600 mm x
600 mm x 200mm

– Two-enclosure system: two boxes that are
somewhat smaller

● Operates unattended and communicates with
remote host computer

The correlation between actual and simulated peak-
shaving events at EU is shown in Table 3-1. Three types
of events have occurred during validation (1) coincident

BES/simuIator operation, (2) simulation/no actual event,
and (3) actual eventho simulation. On August 18, the
BES dispatched for 2 hours and 54 minutes, and the
simulator ‘dispatched’ for 3 hours. On September 1, the
BES dispatched for 2 hours and 56 minutes, and the
simulator ‘dispatched’ for 5 hours. It is necessary to
determine why the simulator indicated a prolonged dis-
patch, which is an unacceptable discrepancy. On Sep-
tember 16, the BES dispatched, but the end time was not
recorded, and the simulator ‘dispatched’ for 2 hours and
15 minutes. The manual record-keeping of actual BES
operation dispatch complicated validation.

Simulated peak shaving with no actual event is
shown in Table 3-2. In some instances, the simulator
‘dispatched’ when no actual dispatch was recorded.
Several reasons can account for this such as: BES test-
ing and maintenance (that is not recorded) can imply a
need for dispatch by the simulato~ manual record-keep-
ing is not perfec~ and sometimes events are not
recorded.

On August 18, 1998, an actual peak-shave event

occurred from 3:00 to 5:45 p.m. while the simulated

event occurred from 3:15 to 6:00 p.m. The times are not
exactly in correlation because the simulator receives
information at 15-minute intervals. At EU, someone
must be physically present to see the signal light go on

----------------------- ---------------------- ------------ -----------,
,, *,

;:wyl RS485
NGC3188 User

,,** Simulators
Monitor Ne~ork Controller

,, ,, 00 #, *, *,*, ,, *,*,
t Host
* , Computer
i volts

* I#,, ,, *....................................................

A
B

1
w c

N

F@me 3-4. Schematic of a Simulator.
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Figure 3-5. Peak Shaving Battery Simulator Data for the First Five Days in September 1998 for the Energy
United System.

Table 3-1. Correlation of Actual and Simulated
Peak-Shaving Events at Energy United

Date Actual Dispatch Simulated Dispatch

August 18,1998 3:00-5:54 p.m. 3:15-600 p.m.

September 1, 1998 300-556 p.m. 300-8:00 p.m.

September 16, 1998 330 p.m. - (unrecorded) 3:45-600 p.m.

Table 3-2. Simulated Peak Shaving-No Actual Event

Date Simulated Dispatch Suspected Cause

August 31, 1998 430-600 p.m. Testing of maintenance system

September 1, 1998 ZOO -8:00 p.m. Testing of maintenance system

September 2, 1998 300-6:00 p.m. Failure to record actual peak-shaving event
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to record the battery discharging. As a result, the time
written as an actual peak-shave event could be impre-
cise. However, on this day, it appears that the simulator
is nearly perfect. Included with thedata (Table 3-3) isa
graph of power versus time (Figure 3-6). Graphs of the
meter load, power control unit (PCU) output, and AC
output are presented in Figures 3-6 and 3-7.

● PCU power–power delivered to and from the
battery-simulated.

● AC output–power delivered to the EU cus-
tomer–actual.

● Meter load-during normal operation, the power
transmitted into the building where the batteries
are located is derived from Duke–simulated.

During a peak-shaving operation, the battery deliv-
ers power to the customer and to the EU complex. At
this time, the meter load takes into account only power
delivered within the complex, and that is a negative
value.

On September 2, 1998, the simulated peak-shave
event occurred between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m. On that day,
the simulator was peak shaving while there was no
record of an actual peak-shave event. Comparing the

data (Table 3-4) and graph of September 2 (Figure 3-7)
with August 18, the data illustrate that on September 2,
an actual peak-shave event most likely occurred.
Because there is no system set up to record how the
actual battery is operating, the Energetic team must
rely on EU’S handwritten records of when a peak-shave
event occurs. Unfortunately, this leads to human error.
There are times when events are recorded improperly or
not recorded at all. It is believed that the event that
occurred on September 2 is an example of this.

The simulator was off line for 6 of the 12 total
actual peak-shaving events because of computer prob-
lems, remote-access complications, and human error.
The system failed to simulate one actual event because
in a unique instance, two peak-shaving events occurred
in one day, and the simulated battery was being
recharged during the second event. The EU peak shav-
ing simulator is shown in Figure 3-8.

Resolutions to problems that arose during these
exercises are as follows:

● Establish more reliable record keeping of actual
events
– Carefully define manual record keeping
– Automate monitoring of actual batteries
– Compare impact with overall system eco-

nomics

Eliminate sources of “unacceptable” levels
of false events

● Improve remote access methods and technolo-
gies

● Develop daily system-check methodology
– Automate remote testing
– Implement manual testing

The record keeping at validation sites must be more
carefully defined in advance of validations, which can
be done manually if there is no automated system, but
the process must be tightly controlled. Anomalies like
two-dispatch events may be so statistically unusual that
they could be disregarded in the data. To determine the
appropriate treatment of this issue, it must be deter-
mined whether the fi-equency of these types of events is
significant and evaluate them relative to the economic
significance of the events to the overall system econom-
ics.

If the anomalies are significant statistically or eco-
nomically, then system software should be modified.
Remote access processes and technologies should also
be improved. If superior technologies are available (and
not cost-prohibitive) then the current remote-access

software should be replaced. There is also a need to

investigate functions, cost, and compatibility of options.
If it is determined that alternative technologies are not
available, then improved processes are necessary. A for-
mal list of “do’s” and “don’ts” for using PCAnywhere in
simulator documentation would be required. Ensure
that all users are aware of the software limitations so
that simulator crashes might be avoided. There is also a
need to develop system status checks to ensure that
unavoidable system crashes do not last long when they
do occur. At a minimum, there is a need to call the site
daily and verify system operation. Automated system
status monitors that trigger an alarm at the remote site if
the system crashes are also an option depending on cost
and difficulty.

A proposed expansion of Phase I work to include
the demonstration and simulation of additional technol-
ogies is currently being discussed by the DOWESS,
NRECA, and DOE/Office of Industrial Technologies
(OIT) and DOE/Federal Energy Technology Center
(FETC). The goal is to enhance existing simulators to

model all technologies, add three demonstrations of
multipurpose simulators, and develop, validate, and
demonstrate new simulators+ne fuel cell and one
microtttrbine simulator. The goal in these instances
would be to demonstrate the fuel cell simulator at two
sites, and the microturbine simulator at another two
sites, and provide comprehensive reporting on the find-
ings for both technologies.
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Table 3-3. August 18,1998, Successful Simulated Peak-Shave Event

V(A) l(A) AC Power Temp Vbatt Ibatt BSOC PCU PWR Meter Peak
Time volts) (amps) (kW) ~c) (volts) (amps) (%) (kW) (kW) Signal

1430 491.24 15.42 7,60 20.63 582,16 -1.91 97.89 -0.10 7.70 0

1445 491.32 15.41 7.59

15:00 491.35 25,15 13,22

‘ 15:15 ,, 488;13 ., ~320,73 ‘.>,1,80:43 ,

i530 488,30 ‘ ‘ 321.68 ) ‘180,98,,, >,
1545 486;20 323.di.’, ’181:91,,
‘1600 , ,487.82 “ 325.65. , 183;07

16:1,5 487,66 327,77 ‘184;08

i6;30 ‘, 488,65 330,68 186,18 ‘

1645 48i’;96 334.56 187,95

17:00 : 487.36 /
,1,”.,.

339.15 190:27 ,

‘ 17:15 488.04 344.77: ‘193j66

1730 ;487.86 , ,’ ,352.3i ‘ 197.64,

1:7:45‘ : 487.?5 ~~ 362;3$ ,’, ,4, ,’202;90,,,<
{8:00 : 488,;7 : 214.09 119,43

18:15 491,39 15.55 7.66

18:30 491.70 15,67 7.73

20.66 582.15

20.69 588.70

20.72, ,586.71

20.75 584.64

20.82

20.85

20.90

20,93

20.96

20.95

20.94

.20.96

20.95

582.57

580.49

578.~0

576,30

574,19

572.08

569.96

567.83

565.69

20,97 677,77

20,95 673,61

20,89 675.79

-1.91

-1.91

-472,82

-474,12 s

-475.80

-477,50

-479.22

-480.95

-482.71

-484.49

-486,28

-488.10

-489.93

-459,08

339,04

333.59

97.87

97.86

94;91

91,94

88.97

85.99

82.99

79.98

76.97

73,94

70,90

67.85

64.79

61.92

64.04

66.12

-0,10

-0.10

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

233.33

-202,50

-202,50

7.69

-236.78

-69.57

-69.02

-68.09

‘-66.93

-65.92

-63.82

-62.05

-59.73

-56.34

-52.36

-47.10

321 ;93

210.16

210.23

0

0

0
0

0

0

,0

- 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Figure 3-6. Simulated Peak Shave with Actual Event for August 18,1998.
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Figure 3-7. Simulated Peak Shave with No Recorded Event for September 2,1998.
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Table 3-4. September 2,1998, Simulated Peak Shave with No Recorded Actual Event

V(A) l(A) AC Power Temp Vbatt Ibatt BSOC PCU PWR Meter Peak
Time (volts) (amps) (kW) ~c) (volts) (amps) (%) (kW) (kW) Signal

1415 491.53 15,58 7.69 21.10 582.01 -1.91 97.68 -0.10 7.79 0

14:30 491.59 15.53 7.65 21.15

1445 491.40 15.53 7.65 21.17

15:00,, 49.0.62 5il.56 ,. 27.69 21.12

15:15’,, “ .’ .:,488,24
‘,,,’ 318:37 , “:

179.25 + ~ ,’21414, ,

‘ ’48841 ‘ 31’9.32’f5:30’” ; , 1,79:73 ~ ‘21,20,,
,,

,15:45 ti88.12
,!’

.>321.36 180.65 .“21 !24,

16:00’ ; , 488.28 323,97, :182:03 21,28 ~

1.6;15’ 488,18 ‘ 326.64 ; ;1,83,52 ,,. ‘‘ 21.30

16:30 488.30 ; ,3&j80 184.80 21.26

16:45 488.27 331’.90 i86.64 21,28

17<06‘ ~ 488;49 ~ 336,31 ~~ 189.09 21.26

‘i.7i5 :. ~ 488:1 + , ?41:57 191,.78 ~ 21,25!,

I j~~,d ‘. ~~~,, ‘i67.7~’. , 3$8,01 :, ,4,, ‘i,9j;32 ‘ 1’” I 21,;26,.,, ,
~ 17:45’ “ , ,487.97’ ,365.68 :; , :~l,99:i5 ~ 21.25

18:00 489.55 1~1.38 “ ,’101,.40 21.25

18:15 490.82 15.48 7,61 21.22

18:30 490.56 15.38 7.57 21.17

18:45 490.85 15.46 7.63 21.11

582.00

582.00

568.35

‘ 586;28 ,

584.21 s

582.14 ,

580.05

577.96

575.86

573.75

571.64

569.51,

‘567;38 ~

565.24

678.44

674.22

676.40

678.57

-1.91

-1.91

-64.9+ ;

-472;80 ‘“ $

-479,46 ,

~476.15 ‘

-47?;85 ‘

-479.58 ;

-481.32 ‘

-483.08

-484;86

-406ifi6 I

-~?8.48 ~,,

-490.32,

-263.19

338,74

333.29

332.22

97.67 -0.10 7.75

97.65 -0.10 7.75

.97.25 “ 33,25 -222,31

~94.29 ‘ ,250100, ,, ,-70475

91.33 ‘, 250.00 -70!27

8%.35; ,,,250,00 -69:35

85,37 ,“250;00,’ -67:97

~82,37 >, ,’ $250.00 :66,48

79.36 250\O0 ‘ -65.20

76,34, 250,00 -63,36

73:3i ,: 250,0$ -60,91
,,

,70,27 \ ~~ , ,250.00 ‘, -58J22,:
~~7,22 ‘, !~ 250/00 8-74,68,,, .
64.;5 250.00 -50.45

62.51 133.29 303.90

64.62 -202,50 210.11

66.71 -202.50 210.07

68.78 -202.50 210.13

0

0

,0
0

0

o’

‘0

,0

0

‘o

o

0
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o

0

0

0

0
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Figure 3-8. Peak Shaving Simulator at Energy United Site in Statesville, NC. Front letk host computer and
UPS in enclosure in control room at BES facility. Rear right slave and supervisory boards in
enclosure.

Component Evaluation

VRLA Battery Characterization

SNL has been testing the performance of VRLA
AGM batteries both to evaluate the performance of
deliverables from the GNB battery development pro-
gram and to determine the suitability of various technol-
ogies for energy storage applications. Utility and tele-
communications users of VRLA-based systems have

experienced unexpected field failures and reliability
problems. Controlled laboratory tests are the best
method of evaluating battery performance and determin-
ing capacity degradation rates and mechanisms. WMle
field tests and controlled laborato~ tests both reveal
similar information, with field tests there are almost
always too many uncontrolled variables to allow a com-
plete understanding of the relevant cause-and-effect
relationships.

Testing of deliverables from the GNB VRLA devel-
opment contract continued at SNL in FY98. Two 18-V
batteries, an ABSOLYTE II and an ABSOLYTE IIP,
have undergone extensive testing. In addition, a VRLA

battery from Yuasa-Exide was tested extensively at
SNL; this battery reached its end of life in the first quar-
ter. The two ABSOLYTE units will remain on test until
they have lost 20% of their rated capacity. The data gen-
erated in these tests will also be used in the VRLA Reli-
ability Improvement task.

SNL also performed an in-house battery evaluation
on VRLA gel batteries for Trojan Battery Corporation
and on lead-acid, starting, lighting, and ignition (SLI)
batteries for Community Power Corporation. The SLI

batteries are destined for offshore domestic PV applica-
tions. In general, SLI batteries have not performed well
in a cycling environment. Consequently, there is high
interest in demonstrating whether, with proper care and
managemen~ they could support a cycling application.

ABSOLWE 11PTesting

Status

The ABSOLYTE IIP battery was placed on open
circuit on September 19, 1997, when a tester malfunc-
tion halted testing. Testing resumed February 23, 1998.
At the time of the malfunction, battery capacity mea-
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sured approximately 1100 AH, about 100 Ah less than
the rated capacity of 1200 Ah at a C/8 discharge rate.
Cell 3 was bypassed in FY97, with eight cells remaining
in the string. Testing continued through the second,
third, and fourth quarters of FY98 using : the
ABSOLYTE IIP H-Test regime shown in Table 3-5. The
ABSOLYTE IIP H-Test Regime is the same as the
ABSOLYTE II H-Test regime except for the adjustment
of the charge and discharge voltages to allow for the
absence of Cell 3.

Measured capacity of the ABSOLYTE IIP battery
(150-A discharge rate) is shown in Figure 3-9. The
capacity declined steadily through most of the third and
fourth quarters. The capacity at the end of FY98 was

approximately 970 Ah, very near 80% of the rated
capacity, 1200 Ah.

The capacity did not show the fluctuations evident
in the testing of the ABSOLYTE II battery, apparently
because of the much more stable room temperature.
Figure 3-10 shows battery capacity versus end of dis-
charge battery temperature. The room ambient tempera-
ture monitor was not coupled to the ABSOLYTE HP
database, and was not available for inclusion in this plot.
End of discharge battery temperature fluctuated less
than two degrees through most of the testing. Some cor-
relation of the capacity with the EOD battery tempera-
ture can be seen, but overall fluctuations are minor.

Cell voltages at end of discharge for the
ABSOLYTE HP are shown in Figure 3-11. Cell 5 has
been weak throughout testing, and declined sharply in
the fourth quarter.

ABSOLYTE II Testing

Status

Except for a maintenance discharge/recharge on
October 13, 1997, the ABSOLYTE II battery was placed
on open circuit on March 11, 1997, when a tester mal-
function halted testing. Testing resumed March 5, 1998,
using the ABSOLYTE II H-test regime shown in
Table 3-5. At the time of the tester malfunction, the

measured battery capacity was approximately 1160 Ah,
with a manufacturer-specified capacity of 1040 Ah at a
C/8 discharge rate (130 A) to a cutoff voltage of
15.75 V, equivalent to 1.75 V per cell. At the beginning
of testing in 1995, the measured capacity was 1300 Ah
at a 150-A dkcharge rate.

To allow direct comparison to be made with the
ABSOLYTE UP batte~ also on test, which has a
1200-Ah rating at a C/8 discharge (150 A), it was
decided to use a 150-A discharge rate for life-cycle test-
ing of the ABSOLY’IE II battery in FY97 and FY98.
The ABSOLYTE II battery capacity from resumption of
testing through the end of FY98 using the 150-A dis-

Table 3-5. ABSOLYTE 11Pand ABSOLYTE II Test Regime

H-Test Regime

ABSOLYTE 11P ABSOLYTE II

Discharge at 150A to 14.0 V Discharge at 150A to 15.75 V

5-rein rest 5-rein rest

Charge at 300A to 19.2 V Charge at 300A to 21.6 V

I-rein rest l-rein rest

Charge at constant 19.2 V, with a maximum 300A, Charge at constant 21.6 V, with a maximum 300A,
tapering to 24 A or to 7% overcharge tapering to 24 A or to 7% overcharge

l-rein rest 1-rein rest

Charge at 24 A to 7% overcharge Charge at 24 A to 7% overcharge

Wait 8 hrs Wait 8 hrs
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Figure 3-11. Cell Voltages at EOD for the ABSOLYTE HP Battery for the Second, Third, and Fourth Quar-
ters of FY98.

charge rate is shown in Figure 3-12, Capacity rose
slightly at first and was then reasonably steady at about
1100 Ah through most of the third quarter although a

slight decline (to approximately 1075 Ah) toward the
end of the quarter was observed. The capacity contin-
ued to decline steadily through the fourth quarter, to
approximately 965 Ah at the end of FY98. A linear pro-
jection of the capacity trend shown indicates 80% of the
rated capacity (832 Ah) may be reached at approxi-
mately 430 cycles.

The capacity of the ABSOLYTE II battery showed
considerable fluctuation during testing. An examination
of the data showed that the capacity fluctuation was
closely correlated to variations in the ambient tempera-
ture of the test facility. The ABSOLYTE II is being
tested in a temporary building because of space con-
straints in the principal test laboratory. Figure 3-13
shows the battery capacity plotted vs. time (time set to
zero at the beginning of this test series) with the battery
and room ambient temperatures measured at the same
time as the battery capacity measurement, that is, at end
of discharge. There are also daily cyclic variations in
room temperature of 3°C to 5°C that are not shown in
this plot. The room ambient temperature and the battery

temperature track very closely, and the minimum and
maximum capacity correspond closely in time to the
temperature minimum and maximum at end of dis-
charge. The capacity appears to vary about 0.670 to
0.8% per degree Celsius, but this does not take into
account any variation of temperature during the approx-
imate 8-hour discharge.

Cell voltages for the ABSOLYTE II battery at end
of discharge are shown in Figure 3-14. Cell 4 began to
decline in EOD voltage in the fourth quarter. Several of
the cells show a cyclic variation in EOD voltage that
corresponds to the temperature-related variation of
capacity.

Yuasa-Exide Testing

Status

The battery contains 11 Dynacell DD gel cells. At
the end of the fourth quarter of FY97, the vohage of Cell
6 was erratic and declining, but during the first quarter
of FY98, the Yuasa-Exide battery was still being tested.
The battery had reached 90 Ah, with capacity very close
to 88 Ah, or 80% of rated capacity end-of-life limit.
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Testing continued for approximately one month in FY98
using the type H test regime shown in Table 3-6.
Figure 3-15 shows the Ah removed and returned and
Figure 3-16 shows the cell voltages for the 22 cycles
run. Capacity fell steadily to less than 88 Ah after
5 cycles. Testing continued, but cycling was interrupted
for 16 days for a tester power supply change at Cycle
No. 321. After the interruption, battery capacity was
low, but returned slowly to the previous trend, below the
end-of-life capacity. The battery was removed from test
on November 4, 1997. Yuasa-Exide will perform diag-
nostic disassembly of the battery in the future.

TrojanBatteryPrototype-VRLA Gel
Battery Testing

Status

SNL completed its life-cycle testing on four Trojan
Battery Co~oration gelled VRLA batteries. These bat-
teries are low maintenance, deep-cycle, and designed for
a 3- to 8-hour duty cycle, with recharging to be per-
formed on any charger with a gel or VRLA setting. The
batteries were evaluated in Trojan’s laboratories under a
number of test conditions and were then distributed to

the field for further evaluation, including the testing that
was performed at SNL. The tests were designed to ver-
ify performance, determine cycle life, and identify fail-
ure modes.

The objectives of the testing at SNL were to
(1) confirm the electrical performance ratings,
(2) evaluate the batteries’ ability to meet Trojan cus-
tomer requirements, and (3) determine the service life of
the batteries. SNL received these batteries on Septem-
ber 17, 1996.

The batteries that underwent life-cycle testing are

described in Table 3-7. The preconditioning procedure

consisted of charging at a constant voltage of 15.0 V for
24 hours. The Battery Council International (BCI) life-
cycle procedure that was used is shown in Table 3-8.
The battery tests started on October 10,1996.

During the fourth quarter of FY97, SNL ID No. 722
and No. 723 reached their defined end of life of 50’ZOof
initial capacity. SNL ID No. 726 was previously
removed from test in April 1997 because of a cell failure
after it was moved to a different test facility for tempera-
ture stabilization. Testing of SNL ID No. 727 continued
into the first quarter of FY98 until it reached its defined
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Table 3-6. Yuasa-Exide Test Regime

H-Charge

Discharge at 13.5A to 19.25 V

Charge at 44 A to 23.5 V, or cutoff at 5% overcharge or
current drop to 0.1 A

5-reinrest

Charge at 3 A for 8 hours, or to a cutoff at 24.5 V

5-rein rest

Wait until battery cools below 29°C

60 :~
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cycle

TRk8AlT-0068-O

Figure 3-15. Amp-Hours Removed (Capacity) and Returned for the Yuasa-Exide Battery for the First Quar-
ter of FY98.
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Figure 3-16. Cell Voltages at End of Discharge for the Yuasa-Exide Battery for the First Quarter of FY98.

Table 3-7. Trojan Gel VRLA Batteries at SNL

SNL Battery ID 722 723 726 727

Battery Type 241OGEL 241OGEL 30H14GEL 30H14GEL

Serial No. 1364 1365 1383 1384 ‘

Weight (kg) 21.37 21.27 28.75 28.86

Voltage 12 12 12 12

Initial Capacity (Ah) 34 35 58 60

end of life on November 30, 1997. Figure 3-17 shows Flooded Lead-Acid Battery
the capacity of SNL ID No. 727 afier each cycle as well Characterization
as the external battery case temperature. Table 3-9
shows the status of the four Trojan batteries at the end of
the first quarter of FY98.

SLI Battery Cycle Testing

Status

Late in FY96, Community Power Corporation

approached ESS Program staff with a proposal to test an
SLI battery destined for use in offshore domestic PV
applications. Community Power Corporation’s system
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Table 3-8. BCI Test Regime for Trojan VRLA Batteries

Discharge at 25 A constant-current discharge to 10.5 V, record Ah removed

30-min rest

Charge at constant current of 20 A until the voltage rises to 14.40 V, then hold the voltage
constant and allow the current to taper. Terminate recharge at 15% overcharge or after a
total recharge time of 12 hours, whichever comes first

2-hr rest

Repeat above for 50 cycles, then perform one boost cycle of constant-current charge for
20 hours at 1.0 A and 1.4A for battery types 24 and 30H, respectively

Repeat above until battery reaches failure, which is defined as < 50% of rated (initial)
capacity for two successive cycles
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Figure 3-17. Trojan Battery Capacity and EOD Temperature Plot, SNL ID No. 727.

is to be used in Indonesia for a government-sponsored battery, with proper care and management, could sup-
electrification project. A locally manufactured SLI bat- port a cycling application.
tery, a Yuasa Pafecta type, must be used because there
are restrictions on importing batteries to Indonesia and The batteries were tested at a C/20 discharge rate,

no deep-cycling batteries are manufactured there. Prior and the regime consisted of life-cycling the batteries

experience has shown that SLI batteries do not perform under a PV test plan that uses electronic power supplies

well in a cycling environment. Consequently, high and loads that simulate PV stand-alone components.

interest was generated at the prospect of seeing if an SLI The duty cycle was determined by the customer
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Table 3-9. Status of the Four Trojan Batteries at the End of First Quarter of FY98

SNL ID No. 722 723 726 727

Battery Type 241OGEL 2410GEL 30H14GEL 30H14GEL

Initial Capacity (Ah, C/3) 34.0 35.0 58.0 60.0

Final Capacity (Ah) 16.9 17.2 cell failure 31.0

No. of Battery Council 318 399 155 460
International Life Cycles

Date of Defined End of Life 918/97 9/1 3/97 cell failure 11/30/97

Months UnderTest 11.0 11.2 6.0 13.5

Table 3-10. Customer-Determined Duty Cycle for SLI PV Batteries

Battery Nominal Daily Daily
SNL Rated No. of Array Array Array Load Load Nominal

ID Capacity Battery Charge output Recharge Discharge Discharge Load
No. (Ah) Cells (A) (w (Ah) (A) (Ah) (w)

730 100 6 4.73 80 17.6 5.54 19.6 67

(Table 3-10) and is based on array output, battery sizing,
and load demand. The battery is slated for use as a resi-
dential stand-alone PV/battery system for home light-
ing, radio, and television. Each system works the same
way but differs in array and battery size and will be tai-
lored to meet different system load demands. Strong
constraints were placed on rates, PV panel sizing, bat-
tery depth of discharge, and low-voltage disconnect
(L.VD) levels. Several batteries were placed on test in

ESS Program laboratories. The test target for the batter-
ies was to complete 1,000 daily cycles of 10% depth of
discharge with periodic excursions to the LVD. Energy
available for charging the batteries was limited to what
could be provided by a 250-W panel on a typical solar
day. Partial funding for the project was provided by a
small business grant.

During the first quarter of FY98, after more than 15
months, the only battery that was still on test, SNL Bat-
tery ID No. 730, began to show signs of aging. As
shown in Figure 3-18, the initial PV cycle count
between a full charge and reaching the L~ was 13

cycles during the early months of testing. Figure 3-19
indicates that the number of PV cycles fell to 6, indicat-
ing a significant reduction in capacity for the battery.

By the middle of December 1997, the battery was
still able to operate for up to 6 cycles before L~ was
reached. At the end of December, the battery had com-
pleted 1,077 PV cycles, exceeding the key test objective
of 1,000 PV cycles. Because we had reached the goal of

greater than 1,000 PV cycles and funds were no longer

available to continue testing, a decision was reached to
terminate cycle testing and perform a final capacity test.

In addition to continuous cycling, the battery was
jarred and rocked periodically to allow gas bubbles to
escape. Also, the 100-Ah model was vigorously bub-
bled from time to time to alleviate acid stratification.
Specific gravity checks before and immediately after the
bubbling confirmed the successful, albeit temporary,
elimination of stratification. Water levels were checked,
and water was added when necessary (344 ml added in
the first quarter of FY98), usually at the end of full
recharge.
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F@re 3-18. PV Cycle Performance of SLI Battery (SNL ID No. 730) during Early Part of Testing Showing
Thirteen Cycles Between a Full Charge and Reaching LVD.
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Figure 3-19. PV Cycle Performance of SLI Battery (SNL ID No. 730) during the First Quarter of FY98
Showing Six Cycles Between a Full Charge and LVD, Indicating a Significant Reduction in
Capacity.
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In mid-January 1998, battery ID No. 730 was sub-
jected to a final capacity test, which yielded information
that the battery was at 58% of original measured capac-
ity. At the time the battery was taken off test, five to six
daily deficit cycles (10% of measured capacity removed,
9% returned using the Ah counting technique) were typ-
ically obtained as the battery ratcheted down in state of
charge to the point of LVD. Following the final capacity
test, the battery was fully charged and placed in tempo-
rary storage. The Yuasa Pafecta battery testing at SNL
was successful in demonstrating that an SLI battery can
be used in a PV cycling environment if it is properly
managed.

Intermediate State of Charge Testing

Status

During the second quarter (early January 1998),
SNL received two modules of Yuasa, Dynacel DGX
Tubular GEL VRLA cells. A test plan was developed
under the intermediate state of charge (ISOC) test
project. These modules will provide data for compari-
son to the Dynacel DGX batte~ at the APS STAR Cen-
ter, which will be tested in a hybrid operating environ-
ment. The modules were exposed to the cycling regime

shown in Figure 3-20. Table 3-11 details the various
phases of the ISOC full-capacity test cycle. Each
sequence number correlates to the sequence plot in Fig-
ure 3-20.

The test plan for the Yuasa Dynacell DGX 85-11
ISOC test was completed in late March 1998, and prepa-
rations for ISOC testing began shortly thereafter.
Figure 3-21 shows Module 1 uncovered and waiting for
wiring and Module 2 below it with its cover in place.

After completing an extended shakedown test of the
test equipment and tune-up of the tester software, testing
began during the third quarter (mid-April) with the dis-
covery that several cells were in premature failure, per-
haps because of improper handling during shipping.
Spares were available from the STAR test project, and
arrangements were made to ship the cells to SNL. A

request was also made to Yuasa to replace the cells at
SNL and the spares at STAR. Yuasa responded that the
cells would be shipped as soon as possible after the next
DGX 85-11 production run. ISOC testing for the Yuasa
DGX was resumed immediately after the failed cells
were replaced.

To expand the ISOC test program to other battery
models, initial contact was made during April and May
with six batte~ manufacturers to inquire whether they
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Figure 3-20. Intermediate State of Charge Cycle.
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Table 3-11. Definition of ISOC Cycle Sequence

Sequence Test Specifies
No. Activity (Applies to both modules and strings)

1 C/5 Constant Current Discharge

to 50% Rated Capac”~

2 C/5 Constant Current Charge to
80% Rated Capacity

3 C/5 Constant Current Discharge
tO SOY. Rated (@aCity

4 Discharge at the C/5 Rate to
1.75 Vpc

5 C/5 Constant Current Charge to
100% Soc

6 C/5 Constant Current Discharge
to 1.75 Vpc

7 C/5 Constant Current Boost
Charge

Beginning at a point where the battery is fully charged, dis-

charge battery at C/5 rate to 50% of the C/5 rated capacity.

Charge battery at the C15 rate to 80% of the C/5 rated capac-
ity.

Discharge battery at the C15 rate to 50% of the C/5 rated
capacity. Note: Ah returned in Sequence No. 2 should be
removed in Sequence No. 3, then restored by repeating
Sequence No. 2 and Sequence No.359 more times. At the
end of the 60th charge cycle, move to Sequence No. 4.

After completing Sequence No. 3, discharge battery at the
C/5 rate until nominal cell voltage reaches 1.75 vpc (10.5 V
for 12-volt modules, 52.5 V for 60-volt strings).

Charge battery at the C/5 rate to the manufacturer% recom-
mended overcharge point to restore the battery to full SOC.

After a minimum of a 4-hr rest period following the completion
of Sequence No. 5, discharge the battery at the C15 rate to
1.75 vpc (1 0.5 V for 12-volt modules, 52.5 V for 60-volt
strings) to determine battery capacity. If capacity falls below
75’% manufacturer’s rated C/5 capacity, complete Sequence
No. 7, then terminate test.

Immediately after completion of Sequence No. 6, perform a
manufacturer’s recommended equalize charge. After comple-
tion of the equalize charge, and after a 4-hr open circuit rest
period, return to Sequence No. 1 and resume test.

were interested in participating in the ISOC test pro-
.tg-arn.Letters with information on how the manufactur-
ers could participate and details of the test program were
distributed to each of the manufacturers in the third
quarter. Every manufacturer initially contacted
expressed high interest in participating and promised to
ship eight modules each, 100-Ah (75- to 125-Ah), 12-V
VRLA modules to SNL. By early September, three
manufacturers had sent modules, two flat-plate gels and
one AGM, and preparations were made to begin testing
early in the first quarter FY99. Based on the cycling rate
for the test, preliminary findings should be available in
the second quarter of FY99. Information on the results
will be presented at various battery conferences and in
the ESS Program quarterly and annual reports.

Zinc-FlowTM Battery Testing

In the thh-d quarter of FY97, the ESS Program initi-
ated a contract after a competitive procurement with
Powercell Corporation to conduct testing on Powercell’s
Zinc-Flow~ battery. The objective of this project is to
characterize the performance of a 9-kWh Zinc-Flow bat-
tery. The operation of the battery is expected to estab-
lish the dynamic and long-term performance capabilities
of the technology and its suitability as a robust and reli-
able electrical storage device for applications within the
electric supply industry.

The project task list has been updated and expanded
primarily to include the field characterization of a
100-kWh unit that Powercell calls the PowerBlock@:

Task 1: Deliver the Zinc-Flow battery. A 64-cell
battery will be assembled, integrated with a control-
ler, and delivered to SNL.
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Figure 3-21. Yuasa Dynacel DGX 85-11 Being Assembled for Testing Sequence.

Task 2 Create a draft test plan. A suitable plan for
testing at SNL will be compiled for the Zinc-Flow
battery. Wile it is intended to focus on life-cycle
testing, additional input will be sought to round out
the test plan to encompass the widest possible array
of applications.

Expanded Write the test plan for the PowerBlock@
to perform a detailed analysis of its operating char-
acteristics. This test protocol will emulate the pre-
vious system tests performed with SNL involve-
ment on other battery systems.

Task 3: Dispose of Zinc-Flow test battery once
tests are complete.

Task 4 Powercell will provide SNL with quarterly
progress reports.

Task 5: Provide informal reporting on the 9-kWh
Zinc-Flow battery testing at SNL.

Expanded Report on factory acceptance testing
and field testing of the PowerBlock unit as well as
the Zinc-Flow battery at PVUSA and SNL.

Task 6: Develop a monitoring system for the dem-
onstration of a PowerBlock@ unit to be fielded in

Livermore, California. The monitoring system will
collect data directly via the serial communications
port on the unit controller. In addition, input and
output power quality perturbations will be quanti-
fied using a sensing device such as a basic measur-
ing instrument (to aid in the development of the
monitoring system, the design will leverage off the
Powercell monitoring and analysis capacity devel-
oped for the test facility at PWSA in Davis, Cali-
fornia). Quantify the basic performance parameters
of the PowerBlock@ unit.

Task 7: Develop remote monitoring capabilities for
the PowerBlock@ to enable centralized perfor-
mance monitoring and analysis, which will include
modem control capabilities to enable remote dis-
patch of installed systems. This is primarily tar-
geted at centralized control for peak shaving
requirements, but also enables remote diagnostic
testing without the need for site access.

Status

The 9-kWh Zinc-FIow battery has been designed
and fabricated and has been equipped with a controller
that monitors temperature, integrity, and electrolyte flow
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within and disengages the battery under unsafe condi-
tions. The unit was delivered to SNL in the fourth quar-
ter of FY98. The test plan for the 9-kWh battery, which
is in process calls for it to be cycled 20 times per week
with one strip cycle per week. This test regime should
yield cycle-life capacity results within approximately
one year.

The project scope has been expanded to include the
characterization and demonstration of a 100-kWh Pow-
erB1ock product in the field, shown in Figure 3-22. The
development and factory testing of the PowerBlock
remote monitoring system (Tasks 6 and 7), the commu-
nications server, and the preliminary design of the
remote users interface was completed in the fourth quar-
ter. A remote monitoring system operational screen is
shown in F@re 3-23.

Powercell engineers have verified that information
on the OLE for Process Control (OPC) programming
interface was current. A skeleton C++ code, which will
receive appropriate functionalities, is being used and
code capabilities are being added to keep incoming
serial communications and ongoing data supply from
interfering with each other. This will take some time

because of the large volume of parameters. The layout
of the preliminary user interface may require variations.

Planned activities include completing the founda-
tions code, incorporating dummy data and testing it by
setting up a user interface code to display the dummy
data. Also, the coding of a Trace Technologies commu-
nications protocol is in process.

The Histograph screen from the remote monitoring
system, which provides operational history, is shown in
Figure 3-24.

ESS Program staff visited Trace Technologies, and
met with Powercell Corporation and Trace personnel in
the third quarter. The purpose of the meeting was to dis-
cuss the ESS contract with Powercell and to investigate
the new advanced energy storage system technology
being developed by Trace and Powercell. The meeting
included a demonstration of a 50-kW, 100-kWh storage
system that includes a zinc/bromine battery. Technol-
ogy design is shown in Figure 3-25. The demonstration
showed that the system is capable of taking over a
33-kW load when the grid is turned off with no notice-
able change in the utility power as shown on a scope.
The footprint of this system, once fully developed, is
estimated at about 20% of an equivalent system based
on lead-acid batteries.

Figure 3-22. 50-kW, 100-kWh PowerBlock (Zinc-l?lowm Technology).
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Fignre 3-23. System Operating Screen from Remote Monitoring Unit.
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Figure 3-24. Histograph Screen from Remote Monitoring System Provides Operational History.
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Polybromicle

Salt Tank Cell Stack Zinc Tank

● Plastic construction

● Salt solution

● Inherent thermal

Figure 3-25. Zmc-Flow~ Technology Design.

stability

● 75 Wh/kg

● Recyclable

● 100% DOD
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4. Analysis

Introduction

The analytical tasks being performed in FY98
derive from studies conducted in past years. The set of
studies for FY98 was designed to establish a tighter link
between storage and renewable through analysis that
would determine the value of storage when it is used to
support renewable generation sources such as wind and
PV. There are three subelements in the Analysis Pro-
gram element (1) system studies, (2) feasibility studies,
and (3) opportunities analysis.

A “system study” is an initial screening study per-

formed in collaboration with a host to identify and eval-
uate the potential benefits of energy storage to that orga-
nization. This screening study establishes a rough
estimate of the benefit-to-cost ratio of storage using a
limited examination of specific operating and financial
data as a basis.

A follow-on “feasibility study” firmly establishes
the quantitative value of energy storage by examining
detailed forecasts of operating costs and other opera-
tional parameters for the entire operational life of the
storage system. A site-specific conceptual design is
included in the feasibility study to determine the cost of
the storage system needed to generate these benefits.

Using the findings of the system and feasibility
studies, the “opportunities analysis” (1) estimates the
benefits of storage on a national level by identifying the
market size, specific applications, and timing of the
market, and (2) defines the application requirements at
the system level and matches each battery technology
with application requirements that fit the battery’s char-
acteristics.

Other studies are focusing on the value of storage as
a distributed resource on the electricity grid.

SystemStudies

Quantification of Utility Operating Cost
Savings from Using Batteries-UMR

This task was initiated during FY94 through the
placement of a contract with UMR to use the Electric

Power Research Institute’s DYNASTORE computer
program to perform calculations of utility generation
operating costs with and without battery ener=~ storage.
Operating cost savings are one important component of
the battery system cost/benefit picture, along with the
system capitrd cost and other projected utility benefits.
In this initial study, UMR calculated generating costs for
a medium-sized utility system (Utility B) that was not
interconnected with other utilities. The results of this
work showed that significant production cost savings
could be obtained by using a batte~ system for spinning
reserve.

In FY95, a new contract was placed with UMR for
a follow-on study to perform a similar operating cost
anrdysis for a grid-connected utility system. Kansas
City Power and Light Co. (KCPL), which was selected
as the subject for this new study, is a typical Midwestern
electric utility with many interconnections and a mix of
generating plants. As with the previous study, the
approach was to run a unit commitment program on
energy storage units along with generating units and cal-
culate operating costs with and without energy storage,
so that savings could be quantified. This study was
completed at the end of the thiid quarter of FY96, and
the greatest production cost savings were projected for
frequency regulation applications.

A reanrdysis of data from the grid-connected utility
system study was begun in FY97 in order to take into
account factors not addressed in the first case, such as
battery operating and maintenance costs, and to clari~
the reasons for certain trends observed in the previous
results. The impact of fixed and variable BESS O&M
costs were studied, and forced outages were investigated
by means of a Monte Carlo analysis. While the Monte
Carlo results are viewed as being the most rerdistic, the
differences compared to a deterministic method that
does not simulate forced outages were small in most

cases.

Status

Work in the beginning of FY98 concentrated on
completing calculations of KCPL operating costs/sav-
ings for various battery energy storage applications
while including inadvertent outages in generation.
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Many of the cases studied for KCPL in the prior con-
tract were rerun using the Monte Carlo mode (12 itera-
tions). This mode takes into account the forced outages
that occur randomly at the effective forced outage rate.
Comparisons were then made to calculations for the
same application but without inadvertent outages.

Study cases for BESSS of one-, four-, and eight-
hour duration and capacities of 40, 100, 200, and
300 MW were rerun using the Monte Carlo mode (12
iterations) to properly model the forced outages. To rec-
o=mize the impact of plants having maintenance/refuel-
ing intervals longer than one year, the number of years
for the study scenario was also increased. This provides
an additional check for data errors.

Recalculation of the operating-cost benefits from

the use of battery energy storage for the grid-connected

utility case (KCPL) was completed by the second quar-
ter of FY98. A draft report of these results was prepared
and presented at Sandia by UMR at the beginning of the
quarter. The major results included in the report were
those describing the significance of fixed and variable
operating and maintenance costs for the BESS and the
effect of scheduled as opposed to unscheduled genera-
tion-equipment outages on the operating cost esti-
mates. Ways to include renewable energy generators in
DYNASTORE were considered, but a preferred
approach was not identified. A summary of that report
is presented here.

Operating and Maintenance Costs

Operating and maintenance (O&M) COStSare of two
types: fixed and variable. Fixed costs for low mainte-
nance (sealed or VRLA) cells have been quoted at $2.2
to $2.4/kW per year for new battery technologies and
$1.15/kW per year for mature battery technologies.l
These numbers translate to $230K per year for a
1OO-MWdevelopmental BESS and $115K per year for a
mature technology BESS. Another reference gives
fixed costs of $1.55/kW per year, which would scale to
-$150K for a 1OO-MWBESS. These numbers were cal-

culated for smaller BESS sizes of 0.5 to 5 MW and
therefore are likely to be overestimates for a 1OO-MW
BESS (economy of scale is not considered).

Variable costs have been given as zero in one
referencel because there are no consumables, and the
same value was also assumed by KCPL. A second ref-
erence gives variable costs of $0.005/kWh, and utility B
suggested a similar vahte of $0.003/kWh.2

1 EPR1TechnicalAssessmentGuide, Volume 5, TR-105 124, May
1995, Pp. 2-67 to 2-70.

It was suggested that the O&M costs for the Chino
BESS be used as another point of comparison. Data
gathered from the Chino facility were extracted from
EPRI reports, and costs for battery watering and han-
dling of battery chemicals were subtracted out (these
costs will not occur in a VRLA BESS). The remaining
O&M costs were much less than the cost estimates
quoted above.

When variable O&M costs were included in the cal-
culations, a conservative value of $3/MWh was assumed
in all cases. Even at this high level, the effect of BESS
O&M costs on operating cost savings was small. An
upper limit is probably represented by the cost of one
technician servicing one facility ($lOOK per year esti-
mated). The impact of both fixed and variable BESS
O&M on operating cost savings is, in general, minimal

with only small curve shifts seen for applications with

larger savings values. In cases with smaller savings, the
analysis is complicated by the fact that two large cost
values must be subtracted to arrive at the savings. The
variability in these two large values caused by truncation
and round-off errors is comparable to their difference,
and this causes the savings curves for the small savings
applications to show nonuniform trends in some cases.
This also obscures effects from O&M costs.

KCPL Study Resu/ts–Savings in Operating Costs
due to BESS

The first study of the KCPL system showed that the
impact of forced outages on cost savings was relatively
small.3 This results from two primary factors. First,
the forced-outage rate is low compared to island utilities
similar to Utility B. Second, KCPL has a quality,
detailed maintenance program for generating units, such
that scheduled outage time was greater than the result-
ing forced outage time.

DYNASTORE has the following simulation meth-
ods of interesti deterministic and standard Monte Carlo.
The deterministic method does not simulate forced out-
ages; it does include scheduled outages, for mainte-
nance. The Monte Carlo method creates probability dis-
tributions for failure and repair according to the
equivalent-forced-outage rate (EFOR). Fortunately, the
savings calculated by each method were fairly close
together. We initially opted to use the deterministic
method because it was much faster (it took less time to
run the program), and the estimate of savings seemed
sufficiently accurate. The Monte Carlo method does
calculate a more accurate cost savings, but it takes about

2 Schoenung, Susan M., Bmns, Clayton. “UtilityEnergy Storage
ApplicationsStudks,”IEEE Transactions on Energy Conversion,
Vol.11,No. 3, p. 658, September1996.

3 FinatReport,ContractAO-4841,June28,1996.
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20 minutes to calculate operating cost savings for one
year, using a Pentium 90. For this study, the standard
Monte Carlo simulation method was used to model the
randomness of the forced outages and more accurately
determine the impact of these inadvertent outages on
savings and operating costs.

To date, UMR’S approach has been to assume that
BESSS would be used to cover both scheduled and
forced outages. This may not be realistic in that replace-
ment equipment could and would be placed on line dur-
ing a scheduled outage. For example, if a generator
were scheduled to be down for maintenance, then
replacement power would also be scheduled from
another generating unit or purchased externally. Spin-
ning reserve would not be depended on to cover the out-
age in this case. For this reason, UMR is proceeding
with its reanalysis of battery energy storage, taking into

account mainly forced outages and, to a lesser extent,
scheduled outages if spinning reserve is available.

Input data supplied by KCPL have been used again
to calculate savings afforded by BESS. Detailed main-
tenance schedules were provided by KCPL for each
generating unit out past the year 2015. These data were
entered into a DYNASTORE data file. Alternatively,
scheduled maintenance outages can be set up as annual
(or multiyear) cycles. For this study inadvertent (forced/
unscheduled) outage statistics, including the EFOR
were entered into a file, along with maintenance cycles
for each unit. This is contrasted with the first study,
reported June 28, 1996, which used only the mainte-
nance schedules and ignored the inadvertent outages.
(Reminden outage time because of scheduled mainte-
nance was much greater than outage time because of
inadvertent outages for KCPL.)

Operating cost estimates for the year 1997 were
added to the calculations to help resolve differences
between results for 1995 and 1996. Reruns for 1995 and
1996plus additional runs for 1997 suggest that the dif-

ferences were because of variations in annual load pro-
files and the 18-month refueling schedule of a nuclear
power plant (wolf Creek).

Spinning Reserve Only Application: Savings
increase rapidly with BESS MW capacity up to the spin-
ning reserve requirement of 6% (approximately
180 MlV). Increase in MW capacity above 200 MW
produces no increase in savings because of additional
costs for BESS capacity that is never allocated to spin-
ning reserve. Also note that the one-hour battery has
sufficient time duration (energy) to satis~ the spinning-
reserve requirement. Extending the BESS energy
capacity to four- and eight-hour dumtions does not
increase BESS usage for spinning reserve. Hence,

Figures 4-1 through 4-3 show that the curves calculated
using the Monte Carlo method for one-, fou-, and eight-
hour BESS lie on top of each other (coincident).

Savings in operating costs are slightly greater using
the Monte Carlo method than they are using the deter-
ministic method. For each year simulated, the range of
savings for various BESS MW sizes is given below.

Savings Range (SK)
Year Monte Carlo Method

1995 1800-3700

1996 900-4600

1997 16004500

Load-Leveliig Only Application: Savings
increase monotonically with BESS MW capacity and

MWh energy (duration in hours). The savings are much
greater for an eight-hour battery than for a one-hour bat-
tery because the eight-hour BESS can serve much more
of the peak load. A BESS with longer energy duration
affords greater savings for peak shaving than a BESS
with short energy duration (less than two hours). This is
particularly important to KCPL, because its typical sum-
mer peak is more than seven hours long. The savings
reach nearly $4000K for all years of the study
(1995-1997), indicating that all of the BESS capacity is
being assigned even though the annual load profiles are
different. This suggests that more capacity (NIW and
MWh) could produce even greater savings. If the dura-
tion of the peak load in MWh is greater than the BESS
capacity, the utility must have the MW generation
capacity to carry the load after the BESS has run its
duration, and consequently there are no savings.

In this application, savings in operating costs using
the deterministic simulation method are generally
slightly less than savings obtained using the Monte
Carlo method. Figures 4-4 through 4-7 show the Monte

Carlo results. For each year simulated, the range of sav-

ings for different BESS sizes (MW) is given below:

Savings Range ($K)
Year Monte Carlo Method

1995 600-4000

1996 300-4000

1997 200-4000

Load Leveling with Spinning Reserve Applica-
tion: Load leveling with spinning reserve is imple-
mented to allocate BESS resources to load leveling Iirst,
then to spinning reserve for any remaining BESS capac-
ity that cannot be allocated to load leveling. The operat-
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Fignre 4-1. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Spinning Reserve Only by KCPL (1995) (Simula-
tion Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Fignre 4-2. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Spinning Reserve Only by KCPL (1996) (Simula-
tion Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Figure 4-3. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Spinning Reserve Only by KCPL (1997) (Simula-
tion Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Figure 4-4. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Load Leveling Only by KCPL (1995) (Simulation
Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Figure 4-5. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Load Leveling Only by KCPL (1996) (Simulation

Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Figure 4-6. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Load Leveling Only by KCPL (1997) (Simulation
Method: Monte Carlo: 12 Iterations).
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Figure 4-7. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Load Leveling Including Spinning Reserve by

KCPL (1995) (Simulation Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).

ing-cost-savings curves calculated using the Monte
Carlo method, shown in Figures 4-7 through 4-9, are
monotonically increasing for all years and BESS capaci-
ties in MW and MWh. For capacities that are less than
200 MW, the curves are fairly close together, indicating
a small increase in savings as the BESS energy duration
increases from one to four to eight hours. This would
suggest that most of the BESS capacity is being allo-
cated to spinning reserve. For MW capacities that are
greater than 200 MW, the curves increase more diver-
gently, indicating that more of the capacity is allocated
to load leveling.

Savings in operating costs using the deterministic
simulation method are less than the savings obtained
from the Monte Carlo simulation method in this case.
For each year simulated, the range of savings for differ-
ent BESS sizes (MW) is given below:

Savings Range ($K)

Year Deterministic Monte Carlo Method

1995 700-5800 1100-6400

1996 1000-6500 1500-6800=

1997 1000-6200 1800-7600

* Ignores outiying value at 700.

Note: Savings for load leveling only plus savings
for spinning reserve only do not necessarily equal sav-
ings for load leveling with spinning reserve, because of
calculations for unit commitment and economic dis-
patch. However, the load leveling with spinning reserve
application does produce smoother curves than calculat-
ing these quantities independently, most likely because
of the higher level of savings. The smoother curves and
generally larger savings values may also be responsible
for small differences between the deterministic and the
Monte Carlo results becoming visible. In general, the
Monte Carlo results are viewed as being most realistic.

Frequency Regulation Application: Investigation
of the frequency regulation application did not reveal
significant differences between Monte Carlo and deter-
ministic results. The frequency-regulation application
yields savings similar to the load leveling with spinning
reserve application over the range of sizes examined.

The savings, ranging from $1500K to $7600K, increase

with increases in BESS capacity. For frequency regula-
tion, a one-hour BESS seems to be adequate because of
the National Energy Reliability Council (NERC)
requirement that the area-control error (ACE) must be
controlled to zero every ten minutes.
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Figure 4-8. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Load Leveling Including Spinning Reserve by

KCPL (1996) (Simulation Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Figure 4-9. Operating Cost Savings with a BESS Used for Load Leveling Including Spinning Reserve by
KCPL (1997) (Simulation Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations).
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Comparison to Utility B Study Results: Savings in
Operating Costs Resulting From BESS Use

Some of these cases were rerun for Utility B so that
they were calculated in the same way as the KCPL cost
estimates, but the results did not change very much.
BESS still returned the most savings in operating costs
for spinning reserve only. For BESS up to 1OO-MW
capacity, savings reached almost $4M per year, compa-
rable to the situation at KCPL.

For load leveling only, BESS returned the least sav-
ings in operating costs. Savings remained less than $lM
even for a BESS discharge duration as long as eight
hours and capacity up to 100 MW. This application is
much less favorable for Utili~ B than for KCPL.

For load leveling including spinning reserve, the
curves for savings closely follow the curves for spinning
reserve only because savings for load leveling are so

small by comparison. This application is valuable
because h gives the user a good check on the other
applications, and provides smoother curves of savings
when savings for load leveling only are small. For
BESS up to 1OO-MWcapacity, savings are nearly $4M
for durations as long as eight hours. These savings are
slightly less than for KCPL, where the contribution from
load leveling is much higher.

Frequency control is calculated to be a less valuable
application for Utility B (operating cost savings < 20%
of the spinning reserve value). The estimate for KCPL
is comparable to the load leveling with spinning reserve
operating cost savings value.

Incorporation of Renewable Energy Generators
into DYNASTORE

It was believed that there was a way to model the
operation of a renewable energy generator, even though
this type of generation is not explicitly included in

DYNASTORE. If it could be done, then the operating

cost benefits of energy storage could be estimated for a
utility with that type of generation mix. Two possible
ways to include renewable are to:

1. Add generation with zero fuel cost and other
renewable characteristics.

2. Add renewable generation as an hourly trans-
action.

A new contract to develop and validate an approach
for including a renewable generator in DYNASTORE
was placed with UMR at the end of the second quarter

of FY98. Preliminary findings from this task were
received in the fourth quarter of FY98 and are presented
below. A more comprehensive report that will include
all the associated data from this work will be available
in the first quarter of FY99.

The major goal of this task during FY98 was to
continue to develop the capability to model the integra-
tion of a renewable energy source with conventional
utility generation sources using DYNASTORE. Then
the operating costs of such a system would be calculated
with and without BESS to investigate the benefits of
storage in this type of configuration. First, it was neces-
sary to determine whether or not this could be accom-
plished using DYNASTORE. After trials of various
generator inputs, it was determined that a renewable
energy source could best be simulated as an hourly
transaction input. It was also possible to give such a
source an hourly generation profile based on a probabil-

ity distribution.

Two renewable sources were considered: solarlPV
and wind. PV was chosen for this initial study because
it was more familiar to the researchers, and the emphasis
was on finding ways to use DYNASTORE to model
renewable energy sources rather than evaluating differ-
ent renewable energy sources. The following assump-
tions were made for the generation profile for a
200-MW PV array (Table 4-l), during the three months
of winter.

A generation curve shape was approximated based
on the times for sunrise and sunset during each of the
four seasons. To cover the full year, it was divided into
four periods: January through March, April through
June, July through September, and October through
December. Table 4-1 was used for the January through
March period. Similar tables were constructed for each
of the other three periods, but with appropriate modifi-
cations to cover the longer daylight periods of the sea-
sons.

The maximum PV generation capacity was
assumed to be 200 MW, even though this may be unrea-
sonably large for a PV plant. This was done so that the
effects of the PV source would be significant compared
to the total operating costs (as small numbers have been
subject to round-off and truncation errors in past
DYNASTORE results.) Peak load for the utility is
approximately 2800 MW.

It was assumed that there were no costs associated
with PV. Capital costs are not considered as part of the
operating costs. O&M costs can be included as part of
the transaction (to be entered later), and a probability of
having full sunlight can also be entered.
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Table 4-1. Assumptions for the
Generation Profile for a

200-MW PV Array

Time Power Output (MW)

0800
0900
1000

1100

1200 noon

1300

1400

1500

1600

1700

0

40

90

150

200

200

150

90

40

0

Applications, Final Repoti.4 To summarize, savings in
operating costs for the years 1995 through 1997 range
over the numbers shown below:

Application Savings Range ($K/yr)

Spinning Reserve only 7900-11900

Load Leveling with

Spinning Reserve 7500-13000

Load Leveling Only 6400-9000

For comparison, savings in operating costs due to
BESS only are shown in Table 4-3. These data are from

Electric Utility Savings jlom BESS Applications, Final
Report.4 Similarly, savings for years 1995 through 1997
range over the numbers shown below.

Application Savings Range ($ K/yr)

Spinning Reserve only 900-4800

Load Leveling with
Spinning Reserve 700-7600

Load Leveling Only 200-4000

DYNASTORE simulations included both a BESS
and PV plant. A simulation was run without BESS, but
with a PV plant, which gave values for savings afforded
by PV alone. Because PV generation is used in the

same manner in all cases, PV generation savings should
be constant thus they can be subtracted from the total
savings. This was done in order to find the savings in
operating costs afforded by BESS with and without PV
generation.

The Monte Carlo (12 iteration) method was used
for all of the DYNASTORE calculations and included
the unscheduled failure of generating units.

Savings in Operating Costs Because
of BESS Plus Renewable Sources

Savings in operating costs are shown in Table 4-2.
These include savings due to BESS plus the renewable
energy sources for the BESS applications of Spinning
Reserve (SR) only, Load Leveling (LL) only, and Load
Leveling with Spinning Reserve (LL+SR). Calculations
for each of these applications were done for the years of
1995, 1996, and 1997 inclusive. BESS powers were 40,
100, 2(IO, and 300 MW (columns), and BESS energy

(duration) ranged from one, to four, and to eight hours
(rows). The format is the same one used in the work
documented in Electric Utility Savings from BESS

The difference between the two sets of numbers
shown above is a result of the presence of a renewable
generator, which is PV in this case. Note that the sav-
ings afforded by renewable appear to be, in most cases,
greater than the savings afforded by BESS.

The above comparison of savings is somewhat mis-
leading because savings afforded by renewable are
compared with savings resulting from BESS. Thk does
not provide a complete picture of savings afforded by
BESS with and without the renewable sources, which is
the question that UMR will attempt to answer through a
more comprehensive analysis of the various DYNAS-
TORE simulations performed.

PQ2000T/PM250 System Analysis

An initiative began in third quarter of FY98 to
investigate specific issues related to testing conducted
on the AC Battery/Omnion PQ2000T and PM250 util-
ity-scale battery systems at the PG&E Modular Genera-
tion Test Facility (MGTF). The scope of the project
includes the acquisition of existing data and analysis of
that data to yield battery performance parameters.
Anticipated results will be pertinent to determining the

4 M.D.Anderson,J.D. Sticktey,ElectricUtititySavingsfrom BESS
Applications,Finat Report, Document No. Au-7834,August 31,
1998.
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Table 4-2. Savings in Operating Costs Afforded by BESS and Renewable
Generation Sources at KCPL (Simulation Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations)

SpinningReserveOnly1995 SpinningReserve Only 1996 Spinning Reserve Only1997

MW 40 100 200 300 40 100 200 300 40 100 200 300

1 hr 7900 9400 10400 10800 9800 11000 11500 11400 8000 9800 11800 11900

4 hr 7900 9400 10400 10800 9800 11000 11500 11400 8000 9800 11800 11900

8 hr 7900 9400 10400 10800 9800 11000 11500 11400 8000 9800 11800 11900

Load Leveling Load Leveling Load Leveling
w/Spinning Reserve 1995 w/Spinning Reserve 1996 w/Spinning Reserve 1997

lhr 7700 9400 10600 11100 8500 10900 11400 12200 7700 9500 11100 12100

4hr 7700 9300 10500 11700 8400 10900 11300 12600 7600 8800 11000 12400

8hr 7700 9400 10800 12100 8400 10900 11600 13000 7500 9000 11200 12700

Load Leveling Only 1995

lhr 6400 6300 6600” 6800”

4 hr 6600 6800 7100 7300

8hr 6700 7000 7700 7900

Load LevelingOnly 1996

7200 7600 7600 7900

7500 8200 8200 8500

7600 8200 9000 9000

Load Leveling Only 1997

6400 6800 6800 7000

6800 7800 8000 6300

7000 7800 8400 8800

Table4-3. Savingsin Operating CostsAffordedby BESSWithout Renewable
GenerationSources at KCPL (Simulation Method: Monte Carlo, 12 Iterations)

Spinning Reserve Only 1995

MW 40 100 200 300

1 hr 1800 3000 3800 3600

4hr 1800 3000 3800 3600

8hr 1800 3000 3800 3600

Load Leveling
w/Spinning Reserve 1995

lhr 1100 3300 4400 4900

4hr 2100 3600 4800 5700

8hr 2100 3800 4900 6400

Load Leveling Only 1995

1 hr 600 600 900 1000

4hr 1000 1700 2400 3000

8 hr 1500 2800 3200 4000

Spinning Reserve Only 1996

40 100 200 300

900 3100 4800 4700

900 3100 4800 4700

900 3100 4800 4700

Load Leveling
w/Spinning Reserve 1996

700 3100 4000 4700

1500 3100 4400 5800

1600 3300 5000 6800

Load Leveling Only 1996

300 460 800 850

500 130 2100 2600

700 1700 3200 3900

Spinning Reserve Only 1997

40 100 200 300

1600 2800 4400 4500

1600 2800 4400 4500

1600 2800 4400 4500

Load Leveling
w/Spinning Reserve 1997

1700 2800 5000 5800

1800 2800 5300 6800

1800 3000 5600 7600

Load Leveling Only 1997

200 500 900 1200

600 1200 2200 3000

1000 2000 3100 4000
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adequacy of the batteg management systems for the
respective applications. Specific issues related to the
PM250 testing program will result in the investigation
of (1) the effect of temperature and temperature differ-
entials on the performance of battery strings and the role
of air flow design in mitigating string imbalance, (2) the
effect of string imbalance in long-term degradation of
the string. The study is expected to result in an attempt
to determine a cost-effective means to characterize
strings and predict and monitor failure modes for long
battery strings.

The purpose of the PQ2000T study will be to docu-
ment known issues based upon experience both in the
field and during field testing at the PG&E MGTF. Spe-
cific issues to be investigated are (1) operational issues,
such as dropout of sensitive loads during activation of
off-line systems, (2) control issues, such as the method
of reconnection of off-line systems after battery energy
is spent, and behavior with motor loads, (3) economic
assessment issues, such as how to treat energy loss in
series-connected designs, (4) design issues, such as
cable sizing for low voltage, temperature control, and
noise, (5) outage mitigation alternatives, such as tradi-
tional and rotating UPSS and static switches with dual
feed, (6) electrochemical battery performance and alter-
native storage technologies, (7) PM/PQ multi-mode
compatibility, and (8) siting issues, such as utility inter-
connection, safety, and permitting.

status

An RFQ was issued late in the second quarter of
FY98 that resulted in the placement of a contract with
Gridwise Engineering of Danville, California, to con-
duct the study. A review meeting was held at SNL in
mid-May to determine the status of the project. Some
difficulty was experienced in gaining access to the test
data because of the deactivation of the PG&E Research
and Development Department. However, arrangements
were made to have the data released to SNL for the
study. Two draft-reports, one from the PM250 study,
and the other from the PQ2000T study, were received in
the fourth quarter and are summarized below.

PM250 Data Analysis Report

This report documents the assessment of perfor-
mance and design issues related to a 250-kW prototype
batlery energy storage system developed by Omnion
Power Engineering Corporation and tested by Pacific

Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). Performance and
design issues include system performance, operator

——------

interface, and reliability. The report also discusses how
to detect failed strings with strategically placed voltage
measurements.

A prototype 250-kW BESS, developed by Omnion
from 1991 through 1993 and tested in 1993 and 1994 by
PG&E, provided the foundation for assessing system-
level design issues related to grid-connected energy
storage technologies.

A number of design issues are being explored based
upon the experience of the prototype unit as related to
system performance, operator interface, and reliability.
In addition, a methodology was developed for detecting
failed strings by using strategically located voltage mea-
surements.

Some of the more significant system design issues
are listed below:

Battery Technology. The test experience suggests
that the lead-acid battery technology selected for dem-
onstration in the prototype PM250, while produced in
high volumes to ensure quality control and low initial
cost, may not meet the cycling requirements of utility
peak-shaving applications. Other battery designs and
technologies promise enhanced life and higher energy
density.

Advanced charging methodologies, made possible
through enhanced voltage and current control of inte-

grated-gate-bipolar transistor-power conditioning eqttip-
ment, promise to extend battery service life and provide
greater reliability.

Utility Interconnection. BESS designers must
meet various protection requirements before connecting
to the grid. Independent power producers and cogenera-
tors generally meet these requirements through standard
mechanical relays. Battery energy storage systems,
however, may eliminate the cost of such relays by using
the inherent detection and disconnect capabilities of
modem solid-state power conditioning equipment. This
approach is gradually gaining acceptance by utilities.

Dispatch Strategies. Load-following dispatch pro-
vides for meeting peak-load reduction with minimal bat-
tery hardware investment. However, the communica-
tions schemes required to implement load following in a
utility environment are complex as illustrated in
Figure 4-10, and implementation requires some custom-
ization for compatibility with existing supervisory con-
trol and data-acquisition infrastructure. The control

interface is designed to simpli@ information presented

to dispatch operators, and most of the control intelli-
gence resides at the remote BESS.

4-12 4. ANALYSIS
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Figure 4-10. BESS Communications Scheme over Utility SCADA Network

Thermal Regulation. During the course of testing,
thermal gradients within the strings were identified as a
potential cause of premature string failure. In response,
the manufacturer modified the airflow design in order to

reduce the variability among batteries. A high-capacity

blower was added to the thermal regulation system, and
baffling was introduced to direct air currents across bat-
teries for enhanced, uniform cooling. As a result, ther-
mal gradients within and between modules were signifi-
cantly reduced.

Variations among battery temperatures are shown to
correlate strongly with variability in end-of-discharge
voltages. Strings with poor thermal regulation show a
wide range of variability in voltage distributions in com-
parison with strings under more controlled thermal con-
ditions.

In addition to voltage distributions, end-of-dis-
charge voltage levels are shown to be strongly correlated
with temperature. String segments that were isolated at
higher temperatures displayed higher EOD voltages,
and this contributed to overall string imbalance. Cell
capacities were calculated by integrating the energy dis-
charged over a high-rate test, and these were correlated
with average battery discharge temperatures as shown in
Figure 4-11.

Additional insights gained from these exercises

came from the understanding that there are benefits in
the ability to predict end of life, which is discussed
below.

End-of-Life Prediction. Voltage measurements
taken across a mid-string grounded resistor (a measure
of voltage imbalance) were shown during testing to be a
low-cost and simple means to characterize the health of

the string. If such a methodology could be validated, it

would eliminate the need to monitor individual battery
voltages in the string.

This investigation shows that, while string imbal-
ance is an indicator of cell failure, it is inadequate to
detect failure when the effects of two shorted cells coun-
terbalance each other on opposite sides of the string.

The analysis therefore develops an improved tech-
nique that uses quarter-string measurements in which
battery voltages in four separate string segments are
compared to the string average. This technique is shown
to overcome the counterbalance problem and provide
greater accuracy with the addition of only two voltage
tap points. Figure 4-12 illustrates how the quarter-string
technique detected a failure in string segment Q2.

The method can be used to schedule battery
replacements and eliminate unnecessary downtime. It
lowers the life-cycle cost of the BESS by maximizing
battery string life and providing for coordinated replace-
ments.

PQ2000DataAnalysis Report

This report documents the 1996 evaluation by
PG&E of an advanced reserve power system capable of
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supporting 2 MW of load for 10 seconds. The system,
developed under contract by AC Battery Corporation of
East Troy, Wisconsin, contains features that enable
industrial facilities to “ride through” momentary out-
ages. The system can provide support until backup gen-
eration can be brought on line. The evaluation consisted
of system performance tests that used a variety of load
types and operating conditions. The tests, which
included simulated utility outages and voltage sags,
demonstrated that the system could provide continued
power during utility outages and other disturbances and
that it was compatible with a variety of load types found
at industrial-class customer sites.

An advanced “off-line” reserve power system,
capable of supporting 2 MW of load for 10 seconds, was
evaluated in 1996 by PG&E at its test facility in San
Ramon, California. The system was developed under
contract to SNL by AC Battery Corporation.

The system featured a container housing 384 low

maintenance lead-acid batteries, a high-speed static
transfer switch, and control circuiby that enabled it to
detect utility source disturbances and isolate and support
critical customer electric loads. It enabled mission-criti-
cal loads at industrial customer facilities to “ride
through” momentary outages, and it provided support
until backup generation could be brought on line.

Testing was designed to demonstrate system perfor-
mance using a variety of load types and operating condi-
tions that would be found at actual customer sites in the
field. These tests, summarized in Table 4-4, included

operation at partial load and fill load, and included sim-
ulated utility outages and voltage sags.

As shown in Figure 4-13, the facility provided for
testing with resistive, reactive, rotating, capacitive, and
electronic loads. Traces 1, 2, and 4 were taken at PQ
Node No. 1, as shown in Figure 4-13. Traces 3 and 5
were taken at PQ Node No. 2, as shown in Figure 4-13.

The typical load transfer (Figure 4-14) shows the
second trace of the utility voltage dropping to zero-a
simulation of a utility outage caused by opening a line-
side breaker (identified as Breaker 52-20) shown in
Figure 4-13. The third trace shows that voltage at the
load is supplied by the system after the utility is lost, and
that only a minor change in the waveform at the moment
of transfer is observed. The third and fourth traces rep-
resent utility- and load-side current waveforms, respec-
tively. Figure 4-15 shows the corresponding waveforms
as the utility is restored (by closing Breaker 52-20, thus
simulating the return of utility power). The testing dem-

onstrated that the system could be used to provide conti-
nuity of power during momentary utility outages and
other disturbances, and that it was compatible with a
variety of load types found at industrial-class customer
sites.

A number of lessons were learned with respect to
the design and application of off-line reserve power sys-
tems that used energy storage. Some of the issues that
were identified led to on-site design modifications of the
prototype itself, some led to improved designs for sub-
sequent generations of the PQ2000, and some remain

Table 4-4. List of PQ2000 System Tests

Test Dates 1996 Tests

1 April 15-24 Installation, interconnection, and protection

2 April 24-25 Grid synchronizationk.tandby and no-load tests

3 June 6-July 29 Partial-load tests (500 kVA)

3.1 Passive resistive and reactive loads

3,2 Resistive and capacitive loads

3.3 Resistive and rotating machine loads

3.4 ASD, resistive, and various-single phase and electronic loads

4 August 6-21 Full-load tests (2 MVA)

4.1 Ten-second tests

4.2 Short-duration tests

4. ANALYSIS 4-15
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Figure 4-15. Restoration of Utility after Outage.

for the marketplace to resolve. The issues are outlined
below:

● System Design Ratings. The optimal unit size
ratings (in both power and time) remain elu-
sive. Performance ratings are somewhat conser-
vative because the field experience is still ●

limited, True ratings would couple power and

time (MW-seconds) because the design con-
straints are largely driven by component heating.

● Reconnection Logic. While the testing demon-
strated that off-line designs can support momen-
tary outages within the design performance ●

envelope, it is not clear how the system should
respond when the outage is approximately equal
to the system’s temporal rating. For example, if
the utility is restored while discharging but it
does not have adequate time to desynchronize,
should the system transfer the load back to the
utility out-of-phase in order to provide continu-
ity of power? o

e Switch-Commutation Impacts. Certain sensitive
loads tripped off-line during the transition from
the utility source because the transfer scheme
requires a momentary overvoltage condhion.

While the magnitude of the overshoot has been
reduced for subsequent designs, the manufac-
turer and customer should coordinate protection
settings as a normal activity during installation
to prevent unnecessary loss of load.

Synchronizing with Utility/Oscillations. Some

oscillations were observed during the resynchro-

nization periods before the utility was restored.
Such oscillations can genera31ybe expected with
loads that react dynamically to supply frequency
variations.

Frequency Detection. Under certain conditions,
rotating loads were observed to generate back-
emf on the load circuit during a utility outage.
The presence of voltage initially confounded the
utility-monitoring circuitry. To accommodate
this situation, frequency detection was added to
determine whether protective action is neces-
sary.

Energy Loss Savings. The off-line design
approach results in a significant cost savings to
the customer by eliminating demand and energy
charges associated with rectification and inver-
sion losses. These benefits are estimated to be
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nearly $300/kW, as much as one-third of the
total capital cost.

● Energy Management/Power Quality Multimode

Operation. While combining multiple economic

benefits is attractive, various technical and cost
hurdles will have to be overcome in a multimode
design, particularly in the case of off-line sys-
tems that incorporate short-term component rat-
ings.

● Energy Storage Technology. While the system
revealed no shortcomings in the batteV compo-
nent, the utility power source industry in general
faces enormous challenges with respect to sys-
tems requiring long-term storage. Advanced
battery technologies promise greater reliability
and consistency for these applications.

A number of follow-on research activities are sug-
gested, given the current stage of power quality technol-
O=Wand the market requirements. These include inte-
gration of an off-line system with diesel generation,
interconnection at medium voltage (e.g., 12 kV), assess-
ment of alternative storage technologies, and operation
of multiple off-line systems in parallel.

Flexible AC Transmission Systems with
Storage

ESS staff presented a seminar and toured the labo-
ratories at UMRS Electrical Engineering Department on
March 26, 1998. The seminar, which reviewed the ESS
Program and work at SNL, was attended by more than
30 faculty and students and generated many positive
comments. UMR is Missouri’s primary science and
engineering university. It has more than 25 faculty
members in the EE department alone with a specialty in
power electronics for utility and energy applications. It
has a newly enlarged and renovated facility devoted
entirely to electical engineering. The seminar was
prompted by the analytical project that was being con-
ducted at UMR for the ESS Pro.-, which is using an
EPRI model to calculate the generation cost benefits of
energy storage for specific utilities. A potential follow-
on activity was identified as a result of the seminar. One
of the professors expressed interest in exploring the
operational benefits of adding energy storage to Flexible

AC Transmission Systems (FACTS). Laboratory-scale
FACTS equipment, which can be used to determine the
impact of energy storage, such as batteries, on the per-
formance and benefits of systems, is available. This
potential project will be pursued because of the opportu-
nity for quanti~ing storage benefits with new FACTS
technology now entering into utility service.

FACTS devices offer increased flexibility in decen-
tralized control of transmission systems. As the verti-
cally integrated utility structure is phased out, central-
ized control of bulk power systems will no longer be

possible. Transmission providers will be forced to seek

a means to gain local control to address a number of
potential problems such as (1) uneven power flow
through the system (loop flows), (2) transient and
dynamic stability, (3) subsynchronous oscillations, and
(4) dynamic overvohages and under voltages. Several
FACTS topologies have been proposed to mitigate these
potential problems, but transmission service providers
have been reluctant to install them, usually because of
cost. The integration of an energy storage system into
FACTS devices, however, may lead to a more economi-
cally feasible and flexible transmission controller that
has greater appeal to transmission service providers.

Of the four types of potential problems affecting the
transmission system listed above, only the vohage-
related problems can be significantly mitigated by reac-
tive power injection. The problems of uneven power
flow, transient and dynamic stability, and sub-synchro-
nous oscillations can be addressed only by active power
control. Integrating an energy storage system into a
FACTS device would provide active power capabilities
and can give transmission service providers much

needed flexibility for mitigating transmission-level

power-flow problems.

Status

On June 30, 1998, an ESS staff member met with
faculty and students at UMRS Electrical Engineering
Department. The meeting focused on the benefits of
adding ener=q storage to the FACTS. One laboratory
houses two experimental FACTS devices that could be
used to determine the impact of energy storage on the
feasibility and performance of the system—a 1200-V,
50-A Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
and a 1200-V, 11O-A Thyristor Controlled Series Com-
pensator (TCSC). The STATCOM could be used to
determine the impact on energy storage on the feasibil-
ity and performance of the system. The STATCOM is a
solid-state synchronous voltage source that can rapidly
exchange real and reactive power with the distribution
system without the use of bulk switched capacitors or
reactors. By varying the amplitude and the phase angle

of the output of the power converter, the STATCOM can
control the terminal voltage and improve the system
power factor by variable shunt reactive compensation.
The STATCOM can provide automatic regulation of the
distribution line voltage, correction of the distribution
line power factor, and reduction in harmonics produced
by nonlinear loads.
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The STATCOM implemented in the laborato~ at
UMR consists of two six-step IGBT-based inverters
coupled by means of a three-winding (Y-A to A) trans-

former. The device is housed in a cabinet that contains
three racks. The top rack consists of voltage and current
sensors that measure the output quantities of the tram-
former. The second and third racks consist of the two
inverters. The transformer is in the base of the cabinet.
A brief description of the racks follows. The electrical
diagram of the laboratory setup is shown below in
Figure 4-16.

The top rack consists of three voltage sensors and
three current sensors. These sensors measure the output
voltages and currents of the primary windings of the
transformer. The top rack also has a DC power supply
that generates +/- voltages.

Each inverter rack consists of a 1200-V, 50-Ah
IGBT module. This module consists of six-diode-IGBT
pairs. The module is mounted on a heat sink that has an
exhaust fan. The IGBTs are switched by means of a
specially designed gate-drive circuit board. This board,
in addition to switching the IGBTs, includes logic cir-
cuitry for device protection as well as control of each
IGBT in the module. The gate-drive board also requires
six isolated 20 Vdc supplies to power the special gate
drive chips required to switch the IGBTs. There is
capacitor bank that is connected to the IGBT module.

Each rack also has three current sensors (two of them
used for IGBT output current measurement and one for

capacitor current measurement) and one voltage sensor

used to measure the capacitorvoltage. Each rack has a
front panel that provides inputs to charge the capacitor,
outputs for IGBT module, inputs for the control switch-
ing signals for the transistors, and outputs for the sen-
sors.

The STATCOM is controlled by a 120 MHz Pen-
tium-based PC with a National Instruments Lab PC+
data acquisition board. This board has three eight-pin
digital I/O ports, eight analog input channels and two
analog output channels. The output of the sensors on
the board is fed into the computer. A program then car-
ries out the computation required to implement the con-
trol algorithm and generates the switching signals for
the inverters. The STATCOM device will be investi-
gated further.

The basic theory of TCSC operation, which is typi-
cally installed in series with a transmission line, is to
control the impedance of the transmission line to either
reduce or increase the power flow through that line.
This is accomplished by switching the inductors at
appropriate times to increase or decrease the impedance
of the line. This can be accomplished without energy
storage. Since the TCSC concept requires no energy
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Figure 4-16. Electrical Diagram of the STATCOM Laboratory Setup at UMR.
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storage to implement, no further pursuit of this technol-
ogy will be preformed by SNL.

Opportunities Analysis

ESA Activities

In the first quarter of FY98, staff from the DOW
ESS Program and several contractors played key roles in
the fall meeting of the ESA. An ESS Program staff
member, as an elected member of the board, attended
and had a leadership role in the ESA Board of Directors
meeting. Attending were 52 participants representing
indusrnes and organizations includhg battery manufac-
turers, government and nonprofit organizations (e.g.,
Electric Power Research Institute, ILZRO), and electric
utilities. ESS staff or contractors made seven presenta-
tions. A special dinner session was held at which the
DOE representative presented an overview of the ESS

program. An open feedback session followed in which
attendees discussed the needs of the storage community
for technology development in a proposed ESS project
on renewable generation and storage. A panel discus-
sion, which included an SNL staff member, considered
another new initiative, called the Storage 2000 project.
A wide range of opinions were expressed on what Stor-
age 2000 should be, but the one approach with which
everyone agreed was the need for education of the
industry on the benefits and characteristics of storage.

The theme of the meeting, “The Value of Energy
Storage in a Restructured Utility Market;’ piqued the
interest of energy providers and users, technology devel-
opers, and regulators. Meeting attendees gained insights
from representatives from the UK, whose market is
already restructured, and California, the state antici-
pated to be the first to commence full retail competition.
Attendees also got answers to the question of how stor-
age will fit into the restructured utility market.

In an effort to better identify PV battery testing and
use issues, the ESA sponsored a PV Battery Storage
Workshop at SOLTECH on April 27, 1998. The work-
shop format included seven panel members from the
battery industry, PV system integrators, inverter manu-
facturers, and staff from SNL responding to questions
from the audience. The meeting was informative and
facilitated better communication between the battery
manufacturers and the battery users in the field.

A staff member of SNL’S PV Program, who was
one of seven panel members at the workshop, expressed
the view that batteries in PV systems need to be consid-
ered as part of the entire power system. PV system

design and control needs should be sensitive to the spe-
cific requirements of the particular battery used. The
SNL PV Program staff member was also of the opinion
that many battery failures result from continued under-
charging and incompatible system design and controller
function. The solutions to the battery problems are bet-
ter communication with battery manufacturers, better
and more reliable system design and controllers, and
better battery performance information for the PV appli-
cation.

Panel members from the battery industry and
ILZRO, indicated that they thought that the battery was
not the source of the problems in PV systems. They
suggestedthat& Pv indusqlooktoward better SyS-

tem design and control for the solution of batte~ prob-
lems. Two inverter manufacturers who served on the
panel suggested better system integration. One also
identified what he considered to be a more significant
problem—the over-selling of PV technology. Examples

of over-selling were that (1) a good warranty implies

high reliability, (2) PV systems require little or no mrtin-
tenance, (3) PV will extend the life of your generator,
and (4) PV will work the first time the way you want it
to without optimization.

In the second quarter, as ESA?Scontinuing promo-
tion of energy storage, the DOE/ESS Program Manager
and the ESA Executive Director were guests of the
National Public Radio (NPR) talk show Energy Matters,
which is broadcast on NPR outlets as a weekly forum on
energy issues. Technology review and policy issues
were discussed for a lay audience.

In the third quarter, the ESA’S spring meeting,
April 7 through 8, 1998, was held in Phoenix, AZ. The
focus was on customer service in competitive markets.
More than 50 delegates from the energy technology,
research, and end-use sectors attended. Because inter-
national speakers and members attended, meeting par-
ticipants learned of effective and modernized customer
service practices in the U.S. and abroad. The meeting
was enhanced by the divergence of perspectives and
interests represented. There were tours of the Salt River
Project’s transportable battery and the Arizona Public
Service Company’s STAR Project, which provided a
first hand view of Arizona’s cutting edge energy storage
facilities.

In 1997, the ESS contracted the ESA to assist in
developing communications products that included
energy storage brochures with various themes. In the
fourth quarter, the ESA published one brochure with a
focus on power quality. In FY98, the ESA published
three brochures for the ESS Program (see Appendix B).
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Copies of these brochures can be obtained upon request
from the ESS.

ILZRO RAPS Testing Activities

The ESS Program continues to coordinate with staff
from ILZRO on several ongoing collaborative projects.
Each project is being co-funded by DOEIESS and by
ILZRO, at varying levels of cost sharing ranging from
50-50 to 80-20, with ILZRO taking the lead in some
projects and DOE/ESS in others. A continuing project
with the objective of defining the international standard
test cycle regimes for RAPS systems has now begun set-
ting specific schedule goals for drafting test procedures
and reviewing the procedures.

A new project involves a system feasibility study
supported by ILZRO, the Solar Energy Industries Asso-
ciation, the government of Peru, the Energy Storage
Association, and now the DOE/ESS Program. The
study, in progress since September 1997, is determining
the best sites and designs for IU4PS systems in remote

areas of Peru for village power. Preliminary design
work has been completed and will be finalized with
DOEIESS participation.

Asia-Pacific Initiative

On October 17, 1997, ILZRO and SNL sponsored a
seminar titled “An Improved Energy Storage for ILWS7
in Jakar@ Indonesia. ‘His seminar was held in conjunc-
tion with the Asia-Pacific Initiative meeting. The
agenda encouraged participation by the renewable
experts at the meeting who were interested in storage.
Presentations were made on reliability of RAPS in field
sites and on the components critical to RAPS, including
batteries, wind turbines, PV, and power electronics.

Power electronics for lL4PS were described as
modifications of motor controllers and automotive
power supplies, which already have huge commercial
markets. Many apparently inexplicable power conver-
sion system (PCS) failures in RAPS have occurred,
some caused by a limited overload margin in the power
electronics. A failure rate of 10 PPM, typical in auto-
motive power supplies, is achievable for RAPS but will

require a significant investment in development. Cur-
rent costs are in the range of !$41VA,and an attainable
cost goal is $VVA.

ILZRO staff presented a proposal for a RAPS bat-
tery test laboratory. Test protocols representative of
RAPS applications would be used with commercially
available computer control, data acquisition, and chargel
discharge equipment. Sample sizes would be selected to

provide representative data. While testing could last a
few years for any one design, the results could be used
to validate batte~ types for RAPS duty.

During the conclusion of the seminar, several over-
all points were made. In order to fully develop test pro-
cedures for use by any laboratory, better definition of
system sizes, storage duration, and application require-
ments are needed. An overriding concern was expressed
that more battery data, specifications, and parameters
are needed by the RAPS industry. Without this informat-
ion, perhaps in an industry-standard format, RAPS sys-
tem designers will continue having difficulty designing
high-reliability, lower-cost products.

Intelec ’97

From October 19 through 23, 1997, ESS Program
staff attended Intelec ’97, presented a technical paper,
and staffed an exposition booth. Approximately 500
people from the telecommunication, vendor, and
research industries attended this meeting, which was
held in Melbourne, Australia.

The technical paper related to ESS activities that
was presented was titled “Battery Evaluation Methods
and Results for Stationary Applications.” It emphasized
VRLA battery evaluation for utili~ and renewable
applications and SLI.

Because of conclusions in the ESS paper and the
other papers presented, the battew industry is now rec-
ognizing the need for additional research on VRLA
technology. The key areas identified for further devel-
opment are charging characteristics, operating environ-
ment specifications, and manufacturing improvements
for increased product uniformity and cost reduction.
Lifetime and reliability under both float and cycling
duty cycles are a concern to the user community at this
time.

lLZRO/SNL RAPS Meeting

On October 24 through 25, 1997, ESS Program
staff attended a workshop titled “Battery Test Cycles for
RAPS Applications” in Brisbane, Australia. The Queen-
sland State Department of Mines & Energy hosted the

meeting, which was sponsored by ILZRO and SNL.
About 45 people from industry, academi% and R&D
laboratories attended.

The purpose of the meeting was to review the exist-
ing test methodology and results for batteries in RAPS
systems. Based on that review, a key objective was to
identify RAPS test regimes that could be standardized
and applied at test labs worldwide. A secondary pur-
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pose was to consider the value of a specialized test facil-
ity for R4PS batteries.

During the discussion sessions, it was concluded
that four RAPS applications suitable for standard test
regimes were as follows:

1. Small, single home (100 Wh)

2. Small community (25 kwh)

3. Village with commercial load-hybrid with die-
sel (75 kwh)

4. Telecommunications (5 kwh)

It was also concluded that to accurately evaluate
candidate RAPS products, complete systems would be
tested. Battery tests could be derived from the system
tests but would not be the focal point of a new test labo-
ratory. The ultimate objective of the facility would be
certification of complete systems.

In order to follow up on the definition of full
descriptions of the test regimes and on the concept of
establishing a RAPS system test facility, several com-
mittees were established, including a steering commit-
tee, with an ESS representative to oversee the feasibility
of a test facility. A system test committee to fully define
the four test regimes was established with a U.S- repre-
sentative associated with the ESS Program serving as
the chairperson.

In the third quarter, ESS Program staff visited
ILZRO to review several of these collaborative projects.
The projects reviewed included the International Energy
Agency (IEA) Annex on Electrical Energy Storage, the
VRLA battery reliability project, the RAPS initiative in

Pem, and the RAPS system test definition activity. A
highlight of the meeting included a review of the first
draft of the RAPS test regimes document, and a plan
was developed for its review by a working group and by
standards panels.

By the fourth quarter, work by the RAPS Test Sub-
committee was well underway. Members of the com-
mittee had encountered several obstacles, which led
them to consider previously recommended design prac-
tices as a first step for developing test practices and cer-
tification testing standards. This process would help to
resolve the many peripheral issues that would, if not
resolved, mar any certification standard that was devel-
oped without the intervening steps. Based on this
understanding, members of the committee used a rec-
ommended design practice published by Thermie (Euro-
pean Union Energy Program) for solar home systems

(SHS) as a template to develop a document for RAPS.
Industry review of the SHS standard identified areas
where improvement is needed. Therefore, the authors of
the draft RAPS report recommended that the design
practice team make every effort to address the indicated
changes in their new document as they develop it. The
draft report is near completion. However, some issues
delayed further work.

The first delay resulted from changes in the federal
contracting process, which temporarily interrupted ESS
Program funding to the project. ILZRO provided
interim support to allow for the continuation of the work
on the draft report and continuation of meetings with the
test subcommittee members. Other events that occurred

caused the test subcommittee chairperson to question
whether the continued work on the draft report was the
best possible approach to the goal of developing certifi-
cation standards.

At least two draft design standards that could
address the single-family home and village (without die-
sel) systems are at various stages of development (from
IEC and IEEE). Another design standard for RAPS was
developed by the South African Department of Energy
and Mines and is being reviewed. While none of these
documents exactly meet the needs of the RAPS certifi-
cation standard, they may eliminate the need to draft a
design practice report for multiple RAPS system types.

In addition to the discoveV of the possible need for
design practice documents, the subcommittee learned
that the IEEE now has a new industry-sponsored, fast-
track method to advance standards. Under this mecha-
nism, industry consortia can sponsor standards develop-
ment under the IEEE (using staff that industry elects to
do the work). The process can go from concept to bal-

loting in less than a year. Attempts to contact the coor-

dinators of this industry program at IEEE are underway.

Industry Users Group

status

The DOE/ESS Industry Users Group (IUG) met in
Phoenix, Arizona, on April 9, 1998. The purpose of the
meeting was to update IUG members on the 1998 ESS
program and to obtain feedback on how DOE can more
effectively respond to the needs of the energy storage
industry.

The ESS Program is evaluating T&D reliability,
which includes grid stability, asset utilization, and
increasing capacity factor, as opportunities resulting
from restructuring. Improved reliability is a priority at
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DOE, and storage, as a contributor to reliability, could
give the ESS a more defined role at DOE. Such a focus,
though, should not divert attention from what the pro-
gram already has under way.

One of the suggestions made by the JUG was that in
order to have nationwide impact, the program needed to
look at end-users rather than individual technologies.

The ESS Program has continued to develop rela-
tionships with utilities but is also forging relationships
with the telecommunications market, particularly
Lucent Technologies, for power quality telecommunica-
tions applications. Through closer coordination with the
DOE and SNL PV programs, the ESS Program has
improved relations with the PV industry and will move

to work more closely with the DOE Wind Program. The
ESS’S recent involvement in a remote power project in
Peru will impact international markets.

Another suggestion that the IUG made was for the
ESS Program to look at storage technologies that are on
the horizon. Thk has been behind the ESS motivation to
look not only at advanced batteries but also at SMES
and flywheels. Although high-power inverter and power
electronics are not fully developed technologies, they
are strategic to all energy storage systems that are being
investigated for integration and system-level issues by
the ESS.

The DOE/ESS Program manager gave an ESS Pro-
gram overview presentation and solicited input on a
number of subjects from IUG members who provided
their impressions of the program’s plans, their percep-
tions of industry’s needs for storage technology devel-
opment, and an assessment of program performance.
Comments from the participants follow.

Utilly Restructuring

● Restructuring will result in more reliance on the

market to stabilize and optimize the whole
energy delivery system. Dispatch will depend
on who buys what fkom whom. The market will
create an operating efficiency that is relatively
independent of the dispatch system. The areas
of inefficiency and weakness should be identi-
fied and studied.

“ The pressures of a competitive market offer
opportunities for improving the operation and
extending the life of the existing T&D infra-
structure. The customer for such an application
could be an independent system operator. The
DOE should become familiar with EPRI on their
technology roadmap project for the storage tech-

nologies that will have a role in the future utility
market.

Power Quality

● There is a market for high quality power, but the
size of that market is unclear. The market may
be limited to the construction of new industrial
facilities or major plant expansions. In an exist-
ing manufacturing plant, one or more UPS sys-
tems are likely to exist, and the plant manager
may not want to make another purchase beyond
existing capital costs. The benefits of installing
a power quality system can only be proven if
more attention is given to qualifying the costs of

power quality events.

= The market may be driven by the demand for
productivity and the desire to avoid power qual-
ity disturbances at all costs. If power quality
events represent a large component of product
costs for a particular customer, then solving
those disturbances has a high benefit-to-cost
ratio. Articulating how the solution reduces
total production costs will be useful in selling
the technology.

Technology Introduction

● Industry wants to know how reliable systems are
before buying them. A utility may reduce some
of the risk by offering guarantees to the cus-
tomer, but until there is more market experience,
industry will not buy a new technology. Energy
service companies may use “premium pricing”
as a method to market power quality (and alter
their rates to properly reflect quali~ power).
However, this would involve filing a tariff (a
lengthy process) and fixing a price, thereby
reducing the company’s flexibility and competi-

tive advantage.

= For a new technology to be successfully intro-
duced to the marke~ it must be cost-effective
and introduced through an efficient channel. At
one time, utilities were the distribution channel
for a technology like energy storage, but that is
not likely after restructuring. The ESS Program
should examine probable market penetration
paths, including coordination with the distribu-
tion channels for renewable energy technolo-
gies.

“ The ESS should support projects that focus on
the integration of storage technologies into
workable systems. Grid-connected applications
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for storage will be more demanding in terms of
life-cycle costs and performance.

● On the energy supply side, the more motors that
are running (rotating mass), the more stable the
system is when faced with short-term dips in
voltage. Some of the new supply-side solutions,
in particular renewable, do not have these char-
acteristics and therefore may increase system

instability. Storage can help stabilize the sup-
ply-side. As these other supply-side technolo-
gies gain in importance, there may be a role for
storage to stabilize the system.

● Consistent with its customer focus, the ESS
should concentrate on the technology that is
closest to market readiness, demonstrate success
to customers, and get additional funding to
develop other technologies. At some point, it
may be necessary to go forward and create mar-
ket pull rather than perfecting the technology.

Emerging Technologies

● There is a tremendous need for someone to track
emerging technologies. One meeting partici-
pant, San Diego Gas & Electric is looking at
storage to stabilize the grid for the scenario of
daytime electric car recharging. Which storage
technologies would be appropriate in such appli-
cations?

● The ESS needs to look at the competing technol-
ogies. By preparing cost comparisons, it might
be possible to make a case for storage based on
long-term cost advantages.

● The telecommunications industry has expressed
some concern about the lead-acid batteries and
will support flywheels as that technology
emerges. Nickel-metal hydride batteries are an
alternative to lead-acid and have a higher energy
density, but at a much greater cost. At issue is
whether the benefits of nickel-metal hydride bat-
teries outweigh its higher costs.

Program Focus

● The ESS Program’s R&D emphasis on a three-
to-five-year payback window is fair but it repre-
sents a longer time tie than most private
industry will consider. The five-year payback
needs to be shortened. The value of storage in
an application will be customer-specific.

● The ESS should aim for projects that provide
more complete solutions for niche problems

●

✎

(problems that are unique to particular custom-
ers) rather than funding projects that simply fill
in the gaps in other programs’ efforts to solve a
problem. The ESS should look to leverage other
programs by providing direction and comple-
mentary projects; be aggressive in pointing out
which gaps storage is filling; and work to further
expand its constituency.

Case studies to demonstrate that a product per-
forms its intended function will help to reduce
perceived risk. The program should give more
attention to those applications for which tech-
nologies delivered more benefits than expected.

PV manufacturers, integrators, and customers
should share their most recent experience with
integrated systems to assess issues such as cost
and reliability. This information can be used to
educate people on the performance of integrated
systems. There should be a forum created for
exchanging experience and ideas.

Program Budget

.

.

.

.

.

The ESS Program structure with three major
projects, one in each market area, is a good mid-
dle ground. The markets for reliability and pro-
ductivity are huge, but they cannot be the only
drivers for the program. The renewable market
is still emerging and still does not have a lot of
expertise.

For projects with smaller funding levels, select
those with the highest risks and longest terms
that are not funded by other sources. The fund-
ing decisions should be based on what that pro-
gram’s customers say.

The ESS should have one high-profile project
for visibility. A winner should be picked and
fimded rather than spreading funds among sev-
eral projects. If the objective is to defend the
budget, then it is safer to stay with the low-pro-
file, low-risk project. But the interest of the con-
stituency should be maintained by continuing
those activities in which the program is doing
well.

Power quality and productivity are not mutually
exclusive. Productivity includes power quality.
Nonetheless, productivity should be distin-
guished from power quality.

The productivity focus should be on energy ser-
vices, energy delivery, and energy management.
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Program Performance

● The ESS is to be complemented for getting
industry input through the IUG. All DOE pro-

grams should be using this format.

● The ESS appears to be in a good position based
on the presentation and views expressed.

Technology Assessments

One of the goals of the ESS Program is to charac-
terize and identi~ the challenges for advanced energy
storage components (flywheels, SMES, etc.) to set the
stage for component development projects in coming
years. The DOE made a commitment to participate in
the IEA Energy Conservation through Energy Storage
Implementing Agreement through the Electrical Energy
Storage Annex IX projecq which includes performing a
comprehensive state-of-the-art review of electrical
energy storage technologies worldwide. Other projects
are assessing the state of the art of PCS, SMES, and fly-
wheel technologies.

International Energy Agency
Annex IX ProjectActivities

The DOE Office of Power Technologies (OPT) is a
signatory to the Implementing Agreement for the IEA
program called Research and Development on Energy
Conservation through Energy Storage. In June 1996,
the DOE OUT made a commitment to participate in the
recently created Electrical Energy Storage Annex IX by
pledging funding in support of its activities. The pri-
mary benefits of U.S. participation are increased aware-
ness of analytical and technical developments in storage
in the international aren~ identification of projects of
mutual interest, and the ability to assess the competitive
position and market opportunities for energy storage
systems in overseas markets. ILZRO is also interested
in these objectives and has contributed funding for U.S.
participation in Annex IX.

DOE/OPT and ILZRO have designated the SNL
ESS Program as their representative for Annex IX activ-
ities. This responsibility requires attending participating
agent and experts meetings in the U.S. and abroad, coor-
dinating U.S. representation by experts for the various
storage technologies, identifying projects of common
interest to the participants, and supporting the imple-
mentation of these projects.

Throughout FY97 and FY98, both participating
agent and experts meetings were held in various loca-

tions in the U.S. and abroad. This series of meetings has
succeeded in establishing broad dialogue and promoting
the formal exchange of ideas among the U.S. storage
community and its counterparts in Europe and Canada.

In addition to these meetings, Phase 1 included the
development of two computer models intended as first-
Ievel screening tools for BESS applications. The devel-
opment of the two models, a techno-economic, costi
benefit model and an energy/emissions model, was com-
pleted in FY97. These screening models will help iden-
tify rigorous BESS applications as part of Phase 2
objectives.

Status

Phase 2 has been initiated and will follow the suc-
cessful work program that was undertaken in Phase 1.
Phase 2 aims to move storage systems toward their true
commercial market implementation. Such a move will
represent a significant advance in the application of stor-
age systems, permitting their benefits in terms of
enhanced integration of renewable, energylernissions
savings, power quality, quality of supply, and others to
be rerdized.

Specific objectives of the Phase 2 work pro.-
may be summarized as follows:

● To be strongly driven by applications and end-
user needs.

● To build on the foundation of the Phase 1 work
program.

● To move storage systemslapplications closer to
market realization.

● To provide selected opportunities to explore new
themes and concepts, as appropriate.

● To develop the Annex membership base, both in
terms of the range of participating countries and
also in terms of the individual national partici-
pants.

● To build upon the success of the 1998 EESAT
conference as the major dissemination vehicle
for storage applications and technologies and to
establish a framework for holding such confer-
ences on a biannual basis.

The Annex IX Phase 2 work program comprises the
following six subtasks:

Subtask 1: The execution and delivery of a series of

authoritative application case studies, suitable for
widespread dissemination.
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Subtask 2: The delivery of two fully costed project
definitions, to be used as the basis for any follow-on
applications demonstration schemes.

Subtask 3: The development and delivery of a stor-
age system network applications model.

Subtask 4: The ongoing collation and dissemina-
tion of applications and systems information and
data.

Subtask 5: The development of a series of comple-
mentary R&D program activities, to feed into the
parent Annex IX Phase 2 work program.

Subtask 6: Project management and reporting.

Work in the third and fourth quarters focussed pri-
marily on the initial Phase 2 activities, associated with
the retrospective applications case studies, the forward-
looking project definitions, the collation/dissemination
of information, and the identification and initiation of

complementary R&D outlined in Subtasks 1,2,4, and 5
of the Annex IX Phase 2 proposal.

The progress made in Subtasks 1, 2, and 5 is sum-
marized below.

Subtask 1: Applications Case Studies—A full
digest of candidate systems, for detailed case study anal-
ysis, was prepared and circulated to individual national
participants. Such candidate case studies include a full
range of applications and also span the majority of the
technologies themselves, of current interest.

The case studies will be structured with an applica-
tions focus, the primary applications being:

● power quality/quality of supply/voltage regula-
tion

● peak shavinglllemand Side Managementldistri-
bution capacity deferrals

● integration with renewable

● load leveling/frequency regulationhtability

Two primary mechanisms will be employed for
accumulating the data on existing storage schemes.
FirsL information will be gathered from sources in the
public domain, such as conference papers, manufac-
turer’s publicity material, magazine articles, etc. It was
felt, however, that the information available in the public
domain would not be sufficiently balanced to use as the
sole basis for defining a future storage system proposal.
It was therefore decided that the second mechanism to
be employed would be a questionnaire, which would be
sent to the operators of existing storage systems to probe

deeper into the practical issues related to putting
together a demonstration program. A copy of the ques-
tionnaire is contained in Appendix C. The first draft of
the questionnaire was reviewed at the Participating
Agents meeting in Atlanta, and a revised version was
sent out to the participating agents shortly thereafter.
The plan now is for the participating agents to circulate
the revised questionnaire to known operators of energy
storage systems within their own countries.

The introduction of the questionnaire has caused
some delay in the progress for Subtask 1, partly because
of the difficulties experienced in communicating with
the participating agents (i.e., not receiving e-mail mes-
sages or not responding to e-mail). The delay can also
be attributed to some of the Participating Agents, who
do not realize that although EA Technology as the Oper-
ating Agent has responsibility for the work program,
Participating Agents also have responsibility for coordi-
nating the activities within their own country.

Subtask 2: Project Dejnitions—A specific aim of
the present Phase 2 work program is to position the pro-
gram so as to enable the initiation of two applications
demonstration schemes for realization for the year 2000
and beyond. For initial planning purposes it may be

assumed that such schemes wilI be located in Europe
and North America.

A letter, structured as a prequalificat.ion document,
was circulated to alert potential suppliers of electrical
energy storage systems to the requirements for such sys-
tems and to provide them with a formal mechanism for
the registration of their interest in the project. The
assessment, identification, and definition of such dem-
onstration schemes will take place in a number of
stages, outlined in Table 4-5.

Having received the prequalification material from
interested parties, EA Technology will then begin the
various submissions in relation to the applications of
interest. It is anticipated that those systems on the short
list for more detailed appraisals will be identified and
the various parties notified accordingly. Following this,

and in conjunction with the Annexparticipants,the two
lead applications demonstration schemes will be
selected by the end of January 1999 and the various
interested parties advised. Appropriate funding p*er-
ships will then be developed with a view to realizing the
chosen schemes for the year 2000 and beyond.

Subtask 5: Identification and Initiation of Comple-
menta~ R&D Program Activities—The groundwork to
launch this initiative began in Session 14 (The Way For-
ward and Implementation) of the EESAT ‘98 Confer-
ence. See Appendix D for a copy of the proforma.
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Table 4-5. Scheduled Stages for the Applications Demonstration Schemes

Date Activity

September 1998 Alert suppliers to requirements

By October 23, 1998 Receive prequalification material

By November 13, 1998 Make initial assessment of supply options/ranking of potential host sites

By December 18,1998 Complete first pass project definitions promulgate Annex participants

By January 29, 1999 Select two lead application demonstration scheme candidates

By December 31, 1999 Format funding consortia, for enactment of schemes

From January 2000 on Initiate applications demonstration schemes

The strategic objectives of Annex IX Phase 2 work
were presented at the EESAT ’98 Storage Conference

held in Chester, UK, in June 1998. One of the stated
objectives was to expand the participant base from the
sound foundation of the six-member countries that par-
ticipated in Phase 1. Encouraging moves in this direc-
tion have taken place, with two additional countries
joining Phase 2 of Annex IX, making a total of eight
countries demonstrating committed support. Most of
the Phase 1 participants returned their signed agree-
ments promptly. However, two agreements were not
received until the beginning of June, just before EESAT
’98. This caused the Operating Agent to have to hold
back slightly on Subtasks 1 and 2 activities. The partic-
ipation of these individual countries is described below.

● Canada

● Finland

● Germany

● Netherlands

● Spain

● Sweden

= United Kingdom

● United States

Canada. The Canadian utility Hydro Quebec has
formally committed to the Phase 2 work program and
therefore discharges the role of the designated Canadian
participating agent. Ontario Hydro, who had previously
participated in Phase 1, is at present still unable to
recommit because of internal financial constraints. The
Canadian Executive Committee delegate is continuing

to investigate whereto find matching funds to satisfy the
full Canadianparticipationto theAnnex.

Finland. Finland is the first of the new countries to
join the Annex. Formal participation is through the Hel-
sinki University of Technolo=~, with a national team
comprised of representatives from the power utility
IVO, the technical university and the governmental lab-
oratory, VIT Energy.

Germany. The German technology services com-
pany EUS has formally committed to the Phase 2 work
program with the support of their national team.

Netherlands. The Netherlands Agency for Energy
and the Environment provides the Dutch contribution
toward the operating agent budget, with KEMA T&D
continuing to discharge the role of the Netherlands par-
ticipating agent.

Spain. The Spanish utility Iberdrola is the second
of the new countries to join the Annex. Formal contrac-
tual agreements have now been completed.

Sweden. Swedish participation continues to be
through the officesof Elforsk, the R&D companyof the
Swedishpowerutilities.

United Kingdom. EA Technology continues in its
role as the UK participating agent and has pulled
together a reconstituted national team of 12 organiza-

tions, with further companies currently considering join-
ing.

United States. The DOE and ILZRO provide the
U.S. contribution toward the operating agent budget,
while SNL/ESS continues to perform the role of the des-
ignated U.S. participating agent. In addition, the ESA
forms a very effective interface with the predominant
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utility and industry groups and has developed a good
working relationship with EA Technology, as Annex IX
Operating Agent.

PCS Assessment Project

In FY97, the ESS Pro=grambegan evaluating state-
of-the-art PCS technologies. FY98 included assessing
the design architecture of and providing cost structures
for the various types of PCSS required for storage utility
applications. Also, the report generated from these eval-

uations outlined the state-of-the-art PCS when inte-
~-ted with various storage technologies, e.g., batteries,
Iiywheels, SMES, and supercapacitors. The resulting
report also identified standards relevant to PCS use
within the utility industry. Ultimately, the study
includes recommendations for an R&D plan on PCS
component and subsystem development.

The likely objective of possible future PCS devel-
opment will be to advance a multitechnology, low-cost,
and low-footprint PCS. At present, PCS cost is approxi-
mately $200 to $300/kW for utility-grid-connected sys-
tems and constitutes about 30% of the overall system
costs. GNB and GE have made remarkable progress in
improving the PCS design and functionality, as demon-
strated by the Vernon facility PCS, but cost and footprint
are still not optimized. As new storage technologies are
integrated into energy storage systems, it will be desir-
able to have a single PCS that can serve the needs of bat-
teries, flywheels, and SMES, as well as renewable gen-
eration sources. The ultimate goal of this activity will
be to develop a PCS that can serve all of these technolo-
gies, that has an installed cost of approximately $80/kW
for utility-=tid-connected systems, and that has a foot-

print one-third the size of existing PCS designs.

status

Based on discussions with representatives from
industry, academia, and the national laboratones, and
extensive analysis, a strategy for an R&D plan on PCS
component and subsystem development has been estab-
lished. This strategy and the findings from this analysis
were documented in the SNL Report Sumrnmy of State-
of-the-a~ Power Conversion systems for Energy Storage
Applications, SAND98-2019, published in September
1998. The report provides a general overview of PCS
technology, a description of several state-of-the-art
PCSS and how they are used in specific applications, and
a summary of four basic configurations of PCSS used in
energy storage applications. The report also provides a
discussion of PCS costs and potential cost reductions,
and a summary of the standards and codes relevant to
the technology, as well as recommendations for future

research and development, which are summarized
below.

.

0
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Explore near-term development of higher-rated
power semiconductor switches.

Explore the availability of cheaper, lighter, and
smaller magnetics and explore the possibility of
reducing the cost of filter inductors and line-fre-
quency transformers.

Research advances in PCS controllers for hybrid
energy storage systems, including reducing soft-

ware development time and cost.

Encourage industry R&D in advanced converter
concepts specifically for energy storage applica-
tions.

Support the development of standards and codes--
specifically related to the PCS used with energy
storage systems and renewable.

Publishing the PCS report represents the end of the
PCS Assessment Project and the beginning of several
initiatives that are the dkect result of these activities.

In pursuit of the outlined recommendations, two
contracts were placed in the thkd quarter of FY98.’ One
contract was placed with Wginia Polytechnic Institute
(Virginia Tech) and the other with EECI.

ETO Switch Development for PCS

The contract with V]rginia Tech was placed on
April 1, 1998, and development of a high-power semi-
conductor switch began. The PCS, a vital part of the
energy storage system, is used to interface between the
storage component (battery, SMES, FES, etc.) and the
generation and T&D equipment. At the heart of the PCS
are the topological connections of high-power semicon-
ductor devices. To meet the demand of these devices,
efforts were made in the past few years to improve the
gate turn-off thyristor (GTO) device. The emitter tur-
noffthyristor (ETO) is a type of GTO device that could
substantially benefit high-power applications. Based on
the mature technology of the GTO and the power capa-
bility of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect tran-
sistor (MOSFET), the ETO could provide a low cost,
superior solution to MW applications. The contract
called for the design, fabrication, and prototype testing
of the high-power semiconductor switch (ETO) for use
in a high-power PCS. Generating a quarterly and final
report was also included in the contract.

After the ETO development contract was placed,
SNL staff participated on April 15, 1998, in a project
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kickoff meeting at the Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Vir-
ginia. Vkginia Tech faculty provided an overview of
their power electronics program, also known as the Vir-
ginia Power Electronics Center (VPEC). The center
gives students the opportunity to gain hands-on experi-
ence through sponsored research. VPEC’S research cov-
ers the areas of power semiconductor devices, power

integrated circuits, magnetics, inverters, converters,
power-processing systems, power quality, modeling,
control, and distributed power. The VPEC team consists

of five core and nine affiliate faculty members, two

research associates, six support staff members, 60 grad-
uates students, and 10 visiting scholars and professors
from industry and academia. The center is involved in
all aspects of power electronics research and develop-
ment, from power supplies and motor drives, to space
and industrial power systems. Faculty expertise
includes high-fi-equency power conversion, modeling,
analysis, motor drives, electronic devices, MOS-gated
power switching devices, and high-power applications.
An overview of the energy storage program at SNL was
also presented at this meeting.

status

The Virginia Tech work is one of the resulting initi-
atives and is categorized by the ESS as the ETO Switch
Developmentfor PCS Project. The VPEC Teamdeliv-
ered three major reports (listed below) along with an
ETO prototype in the fourth quarter of FY98. Summa-
ries of the reports are discussed below.

1. Preliminary Design Report

2. Final design and Test Report

3. ETO Analysis Report

Report No. l—Preliminary Design Report

The preliminary design report reviews some previ-
ous ETO research and basic design considerations, and
the new design including material selection and layout.
In the third quarter, VPEC ordered GTOS and MOS-
FETS for this project. VPEC’S ETO tester was also
upgraded from a 2-kA to 6-kA capability in the fourth
quarter. For the purpose of clarity, it is important to pro-
vide background information on the ETO as well as the
preliminary results of the report.

The ETO is a hybrid semiconductor device that

combines the advantages of the GTO device and the
MOSFET device, having the GTO’S high current/volt-
age ratings and the MOSFET’S easy control features. In
the past year, several kinds of ETO samples have been

developed and tested at VPEC. Those samples included
2-kAJ4.5-kV-, 1.2-kAll .3-kV-, and l-kA/4-kV-rated
devices. These samples demonstrated the basic features
expected in an ETO, hence the promising overall perfor-
mance that is strongly competitive in very high-power
applications.

The objectiveof the ETO developmentproject is to

fabricate and demonstrate the most powerful MOS
semiconductor switch in the world, rated at 4-6 kA/
4-6 kV. To successfully fabricate these devices, layout,
design, and packaging technique are critical. The design
of the ET04045 was based on the previous design of
ETO1O4OS.A photo of l-kA/4-kV ETO1O4OSis shown
in Figure 4-17. The disc layout of the ET04045
(4.O-kA/4.5-kV) device is similar to that of the
ETOI040S. The final result of the disc layout is shown
in Figure 4-18 and the cross-section layout is shown in
Figure 4-19.

Repoti No. 2—Final Design and Testing Report

During the fourth quarter, the proposed 4-kA/6-kV
ETO device was designed, fabricated and tested. The
device demonstrated all the basic features that the ETO
theory predicted. These include voltage-control .tum-
off, faster switching speed, and smaller switching loss.
Whh the development of the device, the ETO tester has

also beenupgradedto a higher pulse-powerlevel and is
now capable of testing at 6 kA and 6 kV. Report No. 2

presents the final design of the ETO and the preliminary
testing results.

Two types of GTOS were used to make the 4-kA
ETO. One is a GTO made by Mitel Semiconductor, a
4.5- kV device with maximum turn-off current of 4 kA.
Another one is a GTO made by Toshiba, a 6-kV device
with a maximum turn-off current of 4 kA. Both of these
GTOS have the same diameter, package dimension and
current rating. Because the voltage does not affect the
design of the emitter and the gate MOSFET switches, a
single ETO MOSFET disc design was made that was
used for the ET04045 (4.O-kA and 4.5-kV device) and
ET04060 (4.O-kA and 6.O-kV device) design. One of
the key design features of this ETO is in the reduction of
stray inductance in the circuit. To minimize stray induc-
tance and maximize performance, a circular design was
established as shown in Figure 4-20. The final design
required 63 MOSFETS to optimize the ETO perfor-
mance. Figures 4-20 and 4-21 show the ET04060 final
layout design and a photograph of the ET04060 and its

gate driver.

A comparison was made between the Toshiba GTO
and ET04060 devices. Table 4-6 lists four basic switch-
ing times for both the GTO and ETO.
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ETOI040S

Figure 4-17. Photograph of l-kA/4-kV ETO1O4OS.

.

Figure 4-18. Upper and Lower Disc Layout of ET04045 (GTO located in center).
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Figure 4-19. The Cross-Sectional Layout of ET04045.

Gate switch area

Emitter switch area

Figure 4-20. ET04060 Layout Design.

The conclusions on the GTO and ETO comparison “ ETO has better current-fall time from 2 to
follow: 0.7 msec.

● ETO greatly reduces the turn-off storage time ● ETO has better turn-on voltage fall time from
from 25 to 1.5 msec. 4.3 to 1 msec.

● ETO has better (both turn-ordo~ switching loss.
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Figure 4-21. 4-kA/6-kV ET04060 and its Gate Driver (GTO by Toshiba).

Table 4-6. Switching Parameters Comparison for Both GTO and ETO

Turn-off storage Turn-off fall time Turn-on delay time Turn-on voltage fall
Device Type time t~ (psec)’ tf (psec)2 td @ec)3 time tfi (psec)4

GTO SG4000JX26 25 2 0.7 4.3

EToET04060 1.5 0.7 0.7 1

1

2

3

4

~: time interval between a specified point at the beginning of the gate pulse and the instant when the current has dropped to
0.9 of its initial value.
tf: time interval between the instant when the current has dropped from 0.9 of the initial current, and the instent when it drops
to 0.1 of its initial current.
~: time interval between a specified point at the beginning of the gate pulse and the instant when the voltage has dropped to
0.9 of its initial value.
tti : time interval between the instant when the voltage has dropped from a 0.9 of the initial voltage, and the instant when it
drops to 0.1 of its initial voltage.

Based on the test results, and comparison with the ●

GTO, the following was concluded for the ET04060
device:

●

o ET04060 has voltage-controlled turn-off capa- ~
bility.

0 Unity turn-off gain exists up to 6 kA.
●

Turn-off storage time is significantly less than
that of GTOS.

Turn-off current fall time is also less.

Turn-on voltage fall time is less.

Overall switching 10ssis lower.
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Report No. 3-ETO Analysis Report

In the third report, additional parameters of the
ETO and GTO were gathered, ETO power conversion in

terms of cost and size was analyzed,and a list of irtdus-
try partners interested in the ETO device was generated.
For the purpose of clarity, background information is
provided along with key highlights and a summary of
results.

The semiconductor switch is the core of the power-
conversion system. The system’s architecture is gener-
ally based on the performance of the main switch. The
operating frequency, the system protection strategy, and
the system-control strategy are determined over a wide
range by the switch instead of the requirement of the
system. The preliminmy findings of the analysis of the
ETO device indicate that the ETO can benefit the power
conversion system in several ways: higher operating
frequency, better protection, smaller gate driver, and
smaller snubber circuits. Snubber circuits are electron-
ics circuits that protect the semiconductor switch from
rapid rise in voltage and cument that could destroy them.

The ETO can operate at higher frequency. This
conclusion comes from the higher switching speed and
lower switching loss. The turn-off storage time of the
ETO is 2 psec, which constitutessignificantsavings to
the transienttime. And becauseof the lowerturn-onand
lower turn-off 10SS,the ETO’S operating frequency can
be much higher keeping the same switching loss as that
of the GTO. The targeted operation frequency for the
ET04060 can be as high as 1 kHz.

Device protection is a serious problem for the GTO
because of a low maximum turn-off current. If the
device tried to turn off over its current rating, the device

would be destroyed. The protection circuitry for the
GTO is vexy complex; the ETO protection strategy, on
the other hand, is much less complex. Once over-cur-
rent or some other phenomenon is detected, the ETO
can simply be turned off. Two parameters are crucial
here. The 2 j.lsec turn-off storage time guarantees
almost instant reaction to the control command; and the
much higher maximum turn-off cument makes it safe to
shut down the device even in a short-circuit situation.
The ETO has a MOSFET in series with the GTO, thus
allowing a faster turn-off of the ETO device. The ETO
gate driver board can trigger turn-off of the device auto-

matically.

The gate driver size is a burden for the GTO but is

quhe manageable for the ETO. The experimental ETO

gate driver for the ET04060 has a size of 3.6x 3.4 in2.
This gate driver has on-boa-d isolated power supply,
fiber-optical control input. The power required for the

gate driver is mainly for turn-on and maintaining the on-
state of the device.

The dv/dt (change in voltage of the device during

turn-off) is crucial for the GTO. Because of the non-
uniform turn-off process of the GTO chip, the dv/dt
snubber is used to decrease the change in voltage on the
device during the transient. Theoretically, a dv/dt snub-
ber is not necessary for the ETO because of the uniform
turn-off process. A smaller snubber circuit can be used
for the ETO. Since the last report submitted to Sandia,
further refinement of the ETO design has shown that the
ETO can operate without any dv/dt snubber. Table 4-7
highlights additional parameters of the GTO and ETO.

Along with testing the ETO, a typical PCS was
studied to demonstrate the expected reduction in size
and cost of the PCS as a result of the ETO development.
In particular, a comparison was made between the insu-
lated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), GTO, integrated
gate commutated thyristor (IGCT), and ETO for the
same power conversion system. A typical PCS consists
of a turn-on snubber, six main switches and their gate
drivers, six anti-parallel diodes, six turn-off snubbers,
and three output inductors. For the purpose of compari-
son, a 5-MW system was considered using the devices
outlined in Table 4-8.

The system, for comparison, is assumed to be a
two-level, three-phase inverter. The assumed DC input
voltage is 3000 V so that the IGCT can be used. The
system assumes the IGBTs to be connected in series and
parallel so each switch is implemented by four devices
as shown in Figure 4-22. The output voltage of this sys-
tem will be 2000 V (RMS) and the output current is
1500 A. This gives a three-phase output power of
5.2 MW. Higher power systems would use a different
topology such as full bridges for each phase or a three-
level inverter stmcture. Table 4-9 summarizes the key
findings. The GTO is used as a baseline. Figure 4-23
shows the resistive-capacitive-diode (RCD) voltage
clamp employed by high-power systems with no dv/dt
snubber.

Potential industry partners for the future ETO
development were identified. Currently, five industry
partners expressed interest in the ETO technology.
Westcode has initiated a 6-month review program to
evaluate the feasibility of the ETO device as a potential
commercial product. On the basis of the plan, the com-
mercial product could be introduced in one and half
years. The General Electric (GE) in Salem, Massachu-

setts, which works on the very high-powermotor drive
systems up to 15 MW, is turning their efforts to the
IGCT-based PCS. The IGCT offers almost the same
performance as that of the ETO. By using the IGCT,
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Table 4-7. Comparison of Key Characteristics of a 4-kA/6-kV GTO and ETO

Parameters TOSHIBA GTO ET04060

Device diameter (inch) 4.8 6.4

Blocking voltage (V) 6000 6000

Maximum turn-off current @ 3wF snubber (A) 3000 3700 (tested) may be up to 6000

Forward voltage drop @ 3000A (V) 4.0 4.5

Turn-on delay time (psec) 0.7 0.7

Turn-on voltage fall time (psec) 4.3 2

Turn-off current delay time 4000 A (psec) 25 1.5

Turn-off current fall time 4000 A (psec) 2 1

Gate driver turn-off output power @ 200Hz 4000A (W) -60 -o

Total gate driver output power @ 200Hz 1600A (RMS) 100 20

(w

di/dt snubber 500 A@sec 500 A@sec
dvldt snubber below 3000A 3f-LF Can be less

dvldt snubber @ 4000A 6p.F <=3p.F

Possible operation frequency (Hz) <500Hz Up to lkHz

Protection No over-current On-board
shut-down over-current turn-off

they gain a lot on their system perfommnce. Currently
they are investigating the possibility of using the ETO
for their drive systems. PEMCO, a Virginia company
located in Bluefield, V@inia, is investigating the possi-
bility of the ETO as their power circuit breaker. Their
applications are at a 2.5-W DC level, and they need
over-current protection. Not only will the ETO handle
high DC curren~ it also has high over current turn-off
capability. Combined with the current detection feature,
the ETO can construct a very compact circuit breaker at

lower cost and size. YorkInternational,one of the larg-
est makers of air conditioning equipment, is very inter-
ested in the ETO for their very high power systems.
Another company that has expressed interest in using
the ETO is Power Paragon, located in Anaheim, Califor-
nia. Power Paragon’s application is also in high-cument
DC breaker. SNL will continue to seek collaborative
opportunities with these interested parties.

The above three reports highlight results of the ETO
tests performed under pulse (turn-on or turn-off) condi-

tions, hence continuous power cycling has not been
demonstrated in order to answer questions related to
long- and short-term reliability. The objective of the
next phase of development is to build and demonstrate
the ETO in a high power converter, with thermal and
electric control and reliability all being demonstrated
and tested in one unit.

Alternative System Configuration of

Batteries for RGS
Another one of the initiatives resulting from the

PCS project is the Alternative System Configuration of
Batteries for RGS Project. As a result of the PCS work,
a contract with EECI was placed on May 1, 1998. The
purpose of this contract was to devise alternative config-
urations for solar hybrid systems that would allow more
optimal charging of the lead-acid batteries contained in
them. The term “configuration” refers to the electrical
arrangement of the major components of hybrid systems
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Table 4-8. Semiconductor Devices Used for 5-MW Comparison

GTO ETo IGBT IGCT
Manufacturer Toshiba VPEC1 Mitsubishi Mitsubishi

Part Number SG4000JX26 ET04060 CM1200HB-66H FGC4000BX-
90DS

Peak Voltage (V) 6000 6000 3300 4500

DC Working Voltage 3600 3600 1650 3000

Peak Controllable Current (A) 4000 4000 2400 4000

RMS On-State Current (A) 1600 TBD 800 1880

Allowed Power Dissipation (W) 4000 TBD 15630 4500

Mounting Size2 Dia.=125 mm Dia.=152 mm 140mmx190mm Dia.=160 mm

1 The HO 4060 usesToshibaGTO and HarrisMOSFH HRF3205L.

2 This is a measurementof the sizeof the devicethat mustbemountedon a heatsink.This measurementdoesnot include
the gate drivers. It does include the clearance required within the mounting clamp for the IGCT gate driver board but not
the gate driver itself.

IGBT Equivalent

Single Switch

Figure 4=22. IGBTs Connected to Match Thyristor Ratings.

(i.e., PV and/or wind generator, diesel generator, storage status
device, and PCS). “Optimal charging;’ refers to charg-
ing that (1) maximizes the performance as well as the The contractor conceived several practical altema-

life of the lead-acid battery and (2) minimizes the sys- tive configurations based on discussions held with a

tern life-cycle cost that relates to the batteries. selected group of system integrators, users, component
developers, and SNL personnel. The contractor mod-

eled some of the alternative configurations and made
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Table 4-9. Summary of Semiconductor Switch Comparison

Typical Operation Frequency

Turn-Off Snubber Capacitor Size

Turn-Off Snubber Power Dissipation

Turn-Off Snubber Cost2

Gate Drive Size

Gate Drive Cost

Output Inductor Size3

Output Inductor Cost

Number of devices

Turn-On Snubber Size4

Turn-On Snubber Cost

Turn-On Power Loss

Overall Size

Overall Cost

GTO

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

ET04060

2

113 + o’

1/100

115

1/4

1/2

1/2

1/2

6

1

1

0.5

3/4

3/4

IGBT [?]

3

0

1/100

1/5

1/10

1/10

1/3

1/3

24

0

05

35

2

2

IGCT [?]

2

0

1/100

1/5

1/2

1.5

1/2

112

6

1

1

0.5

3/4

314

1 Small ETOS (1 000 A) have demonstrated snubberfess capability. Work is ongoing to determine the snubber requirement of
the 4000A ETO.

2 High-power systems with no dv/dt snubber employ an RCD voltage clamp as shown in Figure 4-24. This clamp’s power dis-
sipation and cost are included in the snubber section for snubberless devices.

3 For motor drive applications, there is no discrete output inducto~ the motor inductance is used.
4 Wtih faster devices such as the ETO and IGCT, the slow diodes designed to match GTOS are a limiting factor at turn-on.

These slow diodes must be protected by the turn-on snubber so no improvement is seen here despite the fact that the ETO
and IGCT have high di/dt ratings at turn-on.

5 IGBTs can limit the turn-on dtidt by slowing down the rate that they transition through the linear active region. This elimi-
nates the di/dt snubber but greatly increases the power dissipation in the IGBT.

economic estimates that indicated some of the configu-
rations could be beneficial. Because of the patentable
nature of the alternative configurations, detailed results
from this work will not be presented at this time. The
following provides background information on solar
hybrids and the “smart” battery concept.

Solar-hybrid systems are being increasingly used to
provide power to electricity end-users that are remote
from the transmission and distribution systems of utili-
ties. In order for solar hybrid systems to be cost-com-
petitive with a utility distribution line, it is necessary to
minimize the size of each of the components and to

make sure the system operates so as to maximize com-
ponent life and to minimize operating costs. Solar
hybrid systems generally consist of a PV array, a pro-
pane- or diesel-fueled engine-generator, an energy stor-
age element, and a combination power conversion unit
(PCU) and system controller. The conceptual design of
solar-hybrid systems is shown in Figure 4-24. Lead-
acid batteries are currently the most commonly used
energy storage element of solar-hybrid systems. For a
solar-hybrid system on a sunny day, DC electricity from
the solar PV array(s) is used to supply AC power to the
load with a DC-to-AC converter (the PCU), and to
charge the batteries with any power not needed for the
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dvldt Snubber

I

Figure 4-23. dv/dt Snubber and RCD Voltage Clamp.
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loads. Sometimes the DC from the PV arrays is passed
into the system by way of a maximum power tracker (a
DC-to-DC converter), in which case the inverter and the
maximum power tracker are collectively called the
PCU. At night or during periods of cloudiness, the

electricity for the loads is supplied by the batteries,
ag~n by way of the pcu, until it is determined that the
batteries need recharging, when the generator is turned
on. The generator then supplies the loads, while the
power-flow through the PCU is reversed, so that any
electricity from the generator that is not consumed by
the load is used to charge the batteries. The generator
stays on until the battery is charged. The controls within
the PCU govern all the actions by the PCU and the gen-
erator to ensure that the loads are supplied according to
the customer’s requirements and that the batteries are
charged at appropriate times. In the past, the PCU con-
trols have also been programmed to handle any condi-
tioning cycles, such as equalization, that the battery
manufacturer may have indicated are necessary to
ensure good battery performance and life.

Historically, a lack of collaboration between the dif-
ferent parties involved in making solar-hybrid systems
has existed. System integrators, renewable resource
suppliers, energy storage suppliers, PCU manufacturers,
and end users must work together to make these systems

reliable and economically competitive. Specifically,

PCU/controller developers and battery suppliers have in
the past communicated poorly. As a result, many solar-
hybrid systems are not at this time configured for
optimal utilization of lead-acid batteries. Current con-
figurations force the componentstooperate in ways that

do not properly charge the battery. Equalization of bat-

teries is often accomplished by running the engine-gen-
erator for the period of equalization. This results in high
operating and maintenance (O&M) costs and tempts the
system designer to program inadequate equalization
cycles. In many operating solar-hybrid systems,
improper charging has resulted in reductions in the per-
formance and life of the lead-acid battery within the
ESS. Consequently, the life-cycle-cost (or total cost of
ownership) for the hybrid systems has been higher than
expected.

The design of an alternative configuration devel-
oped under study is shown in Figure 4-25. The figure
shows that the addition of an “alternative configuration
unit” could in essence make the battery “smart,” so that
the solar hybrid system PCU might be able to operate
without regard to any special charging requirements of
the lead-acid batteries used for energy storage. The
costs for the additional hardware and/or software using
the alternative configuration unit must of course be bal-
anced against the economic benefits that might result

from longer battery life or lower O&M costs. It is total

I

Pcu

Controls

?

ma
Battery

1--+++
Figure 4-25. Conceptual Design of Solar Hybrid System with “Smart” Battery.
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life-cycle cost that includes battery life and O&M costs,
and other items, as inputs that will be the primary mea-
sure against which the various alternative configurations

will ultimately be evaluated.

Full evaluations and validation of the alternative
configurations would require hardware implementa-
tion. Prototype development of the alternative configu-
ration and testing will be considered as a future project.

Performance and Economic Analysis of
SMES, Flywheels, and Compressed Air
Energy Storage Systems Project

The scope of the ESS Program includes a portfolio
of energy storage technologies for electric utility appli-
cations. The program approach has been to apply exper-
tise gained from work with battery energy storage to the
development of storage media PCSS, peripheral
devices, and advanced storage systems that depend on
similar components. The ESS Program initiated this
analysis project with Energetic, Inc., in FY97 to iden-
tify the areas in which program expertise directly
applies to this expanded range of technologies and
where such program expertise must be developed.

Over the past several years, many organizations
have conducted research and development on energy
storage systems and components, and they have gath-
ered a vast amount of information. However, much of
the information is proprietary and not available to the
public. Information in the public domain is often scat-
tered in discrete reports. Therefore, literature searches
that precede new research projects easily miss informa-
tion, and new projects can duplicate work that other
researchers have done. In addition, research projects
that do not have the benefit of reports from previous
work are likely to pursue avenues that have already been
shown less fruitful than others. Energetic has compiled
a comprehensive library of information on the state of
storage system technologies and developed an analytic
tool to assess their economic and technical viability for
electric power applications.

Status

In the fourth quarter, a draft report from this project
was delivered to and is being reviewed by SNLIESS
Program staff. A summary of the report is outlined
below.

The scope of the study was limited to three technol-
ogies: superconducting magnetic energy storage
(SMES), flywheel energy storage (FES), and com-
pressed air energy storage (CAES) systems.5 The

project compiled a comprehensive data source on cost,
performance, potential markets, and availability of
information for all three technologies. The data include

a bibliography of relevant literature, a contact database
of manufacturers and researchers, and a primer on the
three storage system technologies.

For SMES and FES systems, the project also
included development and use of a spreadsheet analytic
model that details cost and performance of system com-
ponents, and calculates a measure of performance for
SMES and FES systems. The project included sensitiv-
ity analysis of the measure-of-performance to identify
R&D that has potentially high value to the development
of technically and economically viable SMES and FES
systems.

Approach and Methodology

The project consisted of four thrusts: identify and
survey manufacturers and researchers; characterize sub-
systems and components; develop spreadsheet analytic
models; and conduct technical and economic analyses.
Lherature and Internet searches identified manufacturers
and researchers with whom the ESS proe~ was not
already affiliated. It also identified literature concerning
SMES, F’ES,and CAES technologies. Interviews with
selected manufacturers and researchers provided infor-
mation about the current state of the technologies and a
basis for projections of cost and performance for the
next decade. From this information, the project team
characterized subsystems and components in terms of
key performance parameters and correlated technology
characteristics with applications requirements.

Analysts developed spreadsheet models that used
system and application characteristics to calculate a
measure-of-performance for SMES and FES systems.
Sensitivity analyses of the calculated parameter indi-
cated whether specific characteristics strongly affected
system cost and performance. The models included
component technology characteristics and the value of
electric power applications for storage systems.6 The
project team selected the internal rate of return (IRR)
that would result from the purchase and operation of a
SMES or FES system in a specific electtic power appli-
cation as the calculated measure-of-performance for the
technologies. Sensitivity analysis of the IRR to specific

5 ~l~ting ~m~tic exyae in batteryenergysto~geSYs@ms
precludedthe needfor detaitedinvestigation.Budgetandtime
constraintsprecludedtheinclusionofotherstoragetechnologiesin
thisphaseof theproject.

6 ~ofier =S ~w activity, the PhaseII OpportunitiesA~Ysis.

will refinethe ‘vatue’of specificapplications. Thesenew vatues,
insertedinto the SMES and FES models,will focus the results of
the modelsoutputevenmoretightly.
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inputs identified areas in which targeted R&D could
accelerate development of technically and economically
viable SMES and FES systems. From the identified
areas, this report suggests priorities and recommends
potentially high-impact R&D for the ESS Program.

Results – Summary

A comprehensive data source on cost, performance,
markets, and availability for SMES, FES, and CAES
systems was compiled. Spreadsheet analytic models for
SMES and FES systems were developed as a tool for the
ESS Program to identify high-impact R&D. The mod-
els are structured so that analysts can enter new eco-
nomic and technical information as it becomes available
and continuously update the results. The models use
cost and technical attributes of system components to
calculate IRR as a measure of performance for the sys-
tems. Sensitivity analysis of the IRR to specific model
inputs identifies areas in which R&D has significant
potential to accelerate development of technically and
economically viable SMES and FES systems. Results
of the sensitivity studies support recommendations for
R&D.

Results – Comprehensive Data Source for SMES,
FES, & CAES

Literature searches in the library and on the intemet
and interviews with representatives of industry/aca-
demia produced a bibliography of technical papers, text-

books, and product-literature pieces on SMES, FES, and
CAES components and systems. A library at the head-
quarters of Energetic in Columbia, Maryland, houses
documents to which analysts could gain access.

The literature searches and interviews also contrib-
uted to a set of primers that are appendices to the final
project report. The primers address the physics of stor-
age mediw components of the system; and cost, perfor-
mance, and availability of specific components of
SMES, FES, and CAES systems. The primers also
present summary overviews on supporting technologies
and engineering concepts including cryogenics (for the
superconductors in SMES coils and FES bearings and
motor/generators), power conditioning systems, high-
temperature and low-temperature superconductivity
(HTS and LTS), and strength of materials/engineering
mechanics.

Summaries of interviews with industry and aca-
demia are in the appendices of the final project report.
The summaries reflect researchers’ and manufacturers’
perspectives on SMES, FES, and CAES systems, and on
their research needs. The organizations listed in
Table 4-10 have had the opportunity to review the sum-
maries.

The project team constructed and maintained an

electronic database of contacts made during the project
and of other energy-storage stakeholders. The database
can be searched for information about corporate interest
areas, company names and addresses, names of individ-

Table 4-10. Organizations Visited During the SMES/FES Study

Company/f nstitution Location Date Visited Technology

University of Texas, Center for Electrome-
chanics

Active Power

American Superconductor

Penn State University, Applied Research
Laboratory

Beacon Power

US Flywheel Systems

Boeing Corporation

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Trinity Flywheel Corporation

Austin, Texas

Austin, Texas

Middleton, Wisconson

University Park, Pennsylvania

Woburn, Massachusetts

Los Angeles, California

Seattle, Washington

Livermore, California

Livermore, California

1/6/98

117198

118198

2/1 8198

2/1 9198

411/98

912198

9/3/98

FES

FES

SMES

FES

FES

FES

FES

FES, SMES

FES
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uals, telephone/FAX numbers, e-mail addresses, and
notes of interest. A hard copy of the database is an
appendix in the final project report. Electronic copies of
the database are maintained at headquarters of Energet-
ic in Columbia, Maryland, and at Sandia National Lab-
oratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Results - Spreadsheet Models of SMES and FES
Systems

The project team produced spreadsheet analytic
models of specific SMES and FES systems. The SMES-
model allows the user to define the power and energy of
the device, the type of superconducting material in the
SMES coil, and a number of other inputs defined in
more detail in the full project report. From these inputs,
the model selects the appropriate cryogen and calculates
the size of the cryostat, as well as the size of the area
around the coil from which personnel must be excluded.
Users can also select the type of current leads to the coil,
and the cryogenic and electrical losses associated with
the system operation. They can also define characteris-
tics of equipment for connection to the electric utility
grid. Whh a complete set of user inputs, the model cal-
culates an IRR for a specific SMES system that is suited
to and used in a specific electric power application. To
enable the sensitivity studies of the IRR, the model
accepts user-selected modifications to the unit-cost of
materials and components, terms and interest rates for
financing options, and the dollar value of several appli-

cations. Table 4-11 shows the application that the analy-
sis determined to be most appropriate for the SMES in
the near- and long-term.

The FES model allows the user to define the power
and energy of the device by way of the speed, size, con-
figuration and material (steel or fiber-reinforced epoxy

options) and manufacturingprocess for the rotor. From
these inputs, the model determinesthe most appropriate
containment system, vacuum system, and need for cryo-

genics. Users can also select the type of bearing and
motor/generator. As in the SMES model, user selections
define the parameters by which the model calculates an
IRR for a specific FES system. To enable sensitivity
studies, the model permits user modifications of the unit
cost of materials and components, terms and interest
rates for financing options, and the dollar value for the
system selected. Table 4-12 shows the applications that
this analysis determined to be the most appropriate for
the FES systems in the near- and long-term.

Figure 4-26 shows the flowchart that illustrates the
input functions and output of both models. Use of a
model identifies areas in which technical and economic
information is sparse and areas in which the state of the
technology must advance before systems for electric
power applications will gain widespread acceptance and
adoption. Therefore, the models identify R&D that
could help advance the technologies in electric power
applications.

Table 4-11. SMES Applications

Current Use Future Use

Power Quality Power Quality

Table 4-12. FES Applications

Current Use Future Use

Power Quality
Power Quality Telecommunications

Renewable Hybrids
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Figure 4-26. Flowchart of SMES and FES Models.

With the models, project analysts identified cost
goals that SMES and FES technologies must achieve in
order to gain widespread acceptance. Figure 4-27
shows total system cost thresholds that will permit
acceptance and adoption of SMES and FES in specific
electric power applications. The solid portion of each of
the bars spans the range from the lowest to the highest
threshold costs. The low end of the bars represents
commercial applications that are not critical or for
which alternative technologies already compete. The
high end of the bars represents critical applications in
which service problems involve either tremendous cost
or physical risk (for example, defense applications,
semiconductor manufacturer).

Further exercise of the models determined the
present cost of SMES and FES systems and the cost
break-down of the systems at present, in the near- and in

the long-tern. Given the cost thresholds and technical
capabilities of SMES and FES systems, both are appli-
cable to short-duration peak shaving, power quality, and
serve as a means to extend the life of batteries in UPS.
Long-duration peak shaving and remote power-supply
applications will be feasible only when SMES and FES
systems can supply several hours of energy in a cost-

competitive manner. Active Power Inc., of Houston,
Texas, is currently marketing its flywheel product to
extend the life of batteries in UPS, and is considering its
product as a future batte~ replacement system,

For both SMES and FES, system cost reductions
will be necessag to promote widespread acceptance and
adoption. From the fist generation of SMES to the cur-
rent generation, one can see that the greatest cost
improvements are most likely in the area of cryostats.
Improvements for the next generation include Iiulher
technical advances in cryogenics and reduced cryogenic
demands from the use of more high-temperature super-
conducting materials as well as magnet improvements.
Figure 4-28 shows the relative cost distributions of com-
ponents for SMES.

Figure 4-29 illustrates percentages of cost contribu-
tions of components for FES systems. Researchers
emphasized the need for R&D on advanced bearings
which account for only about 9% of the total system

cost. The emphasis is based, instead, on the reduced
operating and maintenance costs for advanced bearings
(less friction, greater efficiency, long bearing life, fewer

replacements).
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Figure 4-28. Costs of Components as a Percentage of Total Cost of Several Generations of SMES.
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Figure 4-29. Percentage of Total Cost of FES Components in Present Systems.

Conclusions

This analysis has confirmed that increased dis-
charge time does not affect the cost of the power elec-

tronics for the FES system. Therefore, a unit that can
discharge power for an hour as opposed to several sec-
onds has a lower relative cost of power electronics.
However, as shown in Figure 4-30, increased discharge
duration does substantially increase the cost of the rotor
relative to the system cost. This increase is the result of
the large amount of expensive carbon fiber that is neces-
sary in long-discharge, composite rotor FES systems.
As a result, most developers are focusing on rotor R&D
and not on power electronics.

Whh the information from industxy and academia
interviews and exercise of the models, analysts deter-
mined the number of R&D areas that have the potential
to advance SMES and FES systems in electric power
applications. Figure 4-31 identifies areas for SMES
R&D that were identified in the study. The R&D goals
plotted at the left side of the graph are expected to be
easy to achieve relative to those on the right. The objec-
tives plotted at the top of the graph have potentially high
impact on SMES cost and performance relative to those
at the bottom. Therefore, SMES would benefit most
from activities such as improving coil materials and

winding processes in which the difficultyis moderate
and the potential impact is high.

At present, flywheel developers are conducting

R&D on fiber-winding processes, the use of low-cost
and high-strength fibers in composite rotors, and
advanced bearings to reduce operating and maintenance
costs of the systems. FES developers identified R&D
needs in the areas of continued study into rotor failure,
codification of the rotor manufacturing process, firther
advancement of the fiber-winding process, and continu-
ed research into advanced motor. Figure 4-32 presents
a graph of potential R&D in terms of likely FES
advancement, and it shows the difficulty of achieving
the goal. The goals in the upper left quadrant of the
graph have the highest likelihood of improving cost and
performance of FES and are relatively easy to achieve.

Recommendations

Given the cost thresholds identified for various
applications of SMES and FES that are shown in Figure
4-27, and the impact versus the difficulty of specific
R&D activities shown in Figures 4-31 and 4-32, several
areas of R&D have more promise to advance SMES and
FES in electric power applications than others. For
SMES, the most significant advances would result from
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Figure 4-31. Potential Areas of R&D for SMES Based on Impact vs. Difficulty.

improvements in the coil material and winding to reduce
the demands on the cryogenics and power electronics,
development of power electronics that are specifically
suited to SMES devices, and development of an
advanced-isolation switch or “cold switch” that operates
inside of the cryogenic area and improves system effi-
ciency and performance in the power quality applica-
tions that it is likely to address the near- and mid-term.

The risks associated with pursuing these relatively dh?fi-
cult R&D tasks are high. Therefore, the R&D is
unlikely to be performed in the private sector without
federal involvement.

For FES, the high-risk high-impact R&D areas
include development of advanced bearings and HTS
motor/generators. However, the pressing need for rotor
failure data and codes and standards for manufacturing
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Figure 4-32. Flowchart of SMES and FES Models.

and operating composite-rotor FES also make those
R&D activities appropriate federal activities. Unlike
development of advance sensors, improvements of
power electronics specific to FES and development of
thermal management, R&D of bearings, HTS motors,
and a uniform set of codes and standards are outside of
the near-term reach of the private sector, and are neces-
sary for FES to perform cost-effectively in any applica-
tion that requires more than a few minutes of dkcharge
duration.

Therefore, the results of industry interviews,litera-
ture searches, and iterative techno-economic modeling
suggests that the ESS Program place priority on the
R&D activities for SMES and FES as shown in
Table 4-13.

Industry, Academic, and Laboratory
Interfaces

Status

Lucent Technologies. ESS staff participated in the
Lucent Technologies Premium Power Forum at Bell
Labs in Murray Hill, New Jersey, on January 13, 1998.
Lucent has been organizing these meetings for more
than a year to bring together developers and manufactur-

ers of advanced generation and storage technologies
with their telecommunications users of these technolo-
gies. The ESS Program staff has participated and has
made numerous presentations at these meetings, which
are held about every two months. Lucent’s objectives in
premium power have many things in common with
those of the ESS Program to develop advanced energy

Table 4-13. High-Priority R&D for SMES and FES Systems

● Improve coil material and winding process ● Develop advanced bearings to improve system effi-
to increase power and energy ciency and reduce O&M costs
to reduce demands of power electronics - HTS materials
to increase efficiency active and passive magnetic types

multi-incident touch down types

● Improve power electronics ● Assist in development of codes and standards (and
. Develop advanced isolation switch failure data) for composite rotors

to reduce system thermal losses manufacture
to eliminate transients caused by ambient - operation
cryogenicinterface
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systems for renewable, power quality, and productivity

applications.

At this premium power forum, presentationswere
made by:

.

.

.

●

✎

✎

Bell Labs on global warming,

MIT Energy Laboratory of global warming and
deregulation on the utility industry,

NIST on its premium power advanced technol-
ogy request for proposal,

GPU International on photovoltics in Europe,

SNL on its lithium battery activities, and

Maxwell on ultracapacitors.

On April 30, 1998, ESS Program staff presented a
paper on testing results for improved energy storage
technologies at Lucent Technologies’ Premium Power
Forum. The forum, held at Bell Labs, is a continuing
series of meetings for discussion of distributed genera-
tion and storage technologies for telecommunication
applications. This forum was highlighted by talks on
fuel cells, photovoltaics, and microturbines, in addition
to the ESS presentation. Of interest was the discussion
of a 10-kW (peak), Proton Exchange Membrane fuel
cell that included a 3-kW (continuous) fuel cell and a
6-kW/l-hour battery for peaking output. This 10-kW
fuel cell system was projected to cost $6,000 in produc-
tion quantities of 1000 units per year. Of this cost, 47%
was attributed to the fuel processor, 21% to the PEM
fuel cell stack, 18% to the PCS (including battery), and
13% to the controller. Also, as a result of the ESS pre-
sentation, several contacts were made for additional
interactions with ESS projects to better include telecom
needs in the program.

On August 27, 1998, the ESS Program presented
the results of research on power quality to the Lucent
Premium Power Forum at Bell Labs. The forum pro-
vides an exchange of information on evolving and envi-
ronmentally conscious energy technologies for what
Lucent calls premium powen power at the point of use.
The ESS Program has been an active participant for sev-
eral years, along with photovoltic, wind, flywheel, and
many other advanced technology companies. mls
forum focused on power quality with the ESS presenta-
tion on its just-completed study, which estimated the
impact of poor power quality on the US economy at
$150B annually. In a surprise announcement the Direc-
tor of Enron’s new Power Quality Solutions group pre-
sented a summary of its new business venture to market
advanced technologies for power quali~ applications.
This initiative was approved by Enron upper manage-

ment two weeks ago and could lead to strong validation
of the ESS Program’s work on PQ technologies. Later
during the forum, Lucent presented its plans to reduce

energyuse and associatedgreenhousegas emissionsby
about 5% from 1990 levels by 2005. The ESS Program
will continue collaborating with Lucent through these
forums and other venues.

MIT Energy Lab. The ESS Program staff met
with several persons from the MIT energy laboratory on

February 20, 1998, to familiarize representatives of both

organizations with their respective activities related to

energy storage and the deregulation of the electric utility

industry. The energy laboratory is conducting numerous
analytical and policy studies on the different scenarios

for the future with a deregulated electric utility industry.
It has developed sophisticated codes and models with
which to carry out these assessments. Many of these
models relate to distributed resources such as renewable
generation, and could be used to evaluate storage as a
technology to address utility grid reliability and stabil-
ity. Other work is underway, including modeling of
advanced integrated energy research, researching stor-
age technologies such as flywheels and lithiumfion bat-
teries, developing fuel cells, and continuing work on
geothermalenergy. A presentation of an overview of the
ESS Program was attended by the laboratory director,
Professor Jeff Tester. The presentation generated many
questions on storage technologies, on the role of storage
in future electricity supply, and on the economics of
storage. CAES was a topic of discussion for long-term
storage applications. Opportunities for future collabora-
tion of the energy laboratory and the ESS Program were
considered and could be very productive.

PEPCO. ESS staff met with personnel from Poto-
mac Electric Power Company (PEPCO) on March 2,
1998, to discuss technologies and applications for utility
energy storage. PEPCO has developed exciting, propri-
etary concepts for state-of-the-art energy systems that
include storage. There is the potential for PEPCO and
the ESS Program to work as a team to filly develop,
evaluate, and monitor these concepts during the next
year. Successful implementation of these concepts
could result in novel new products in the electricity sup-
ply and storage technology area. Teaming mechanisms
and task definitions will be considered in the next few
months.

ORNL. ESS Program staff visited Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) to review the preliminary
analysis that has begun on utility T&D in a deregulated
market. ORNL has extensive experience in analyses of
deregulated utilities, having published a series of reports
on ancillary services and other emerging issues. One

member of the ORNL team has been involved with wind
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analysis and is working with the i) OE/HQ Wind Pro- sorne time in the future. There is interest in studying
gram Manager the National Renewable Energy Labora- spot-market electricity prices and in reviewing how
tory. In addition, ORNL is participating with the Sharp renewable and storage could interact.
Task Force on electric system reliability. The Task
Force is currently focusing on federaI legislation and Coordination issues were reviewe~ it was agreed

regulatory issues and will address R&D issues at the that exchanging technical reports and maintaining open
communication are essential.
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Appendix A:
Renewable and Energy Storage Project Lists

Table A-1. Existing Photovoltaic Systems in the Bureau of Land Management

Number of Existing Number of Potential
Application PV Systems PV Systems

Remote Auto Weather Stations 337 .-

Communications 88 10

Monitoring !56 .-

Power 34 18, 24*

Water Pumping 26 92

Electric Fences 8 .-

Other 3 46

Lighting -- 20

‘ 18 systems for facility power and 24 systems for portable power.

Table A-2. Existing Photovoltaic Applications in the USDA Forest Service*

Percent of Existing Percent of Potential
Application PV Systems (%) PV Systems (%)

Communications 62 21

Other 10 1

Remote Monitoring 9 1

Restroom Power 9 .-

Water Pumping 6 29

Lighting 3 7

Remote Facilities Power 1 33

Recreation -- 8

* This breakdown represents the applications for over 500 systems currently installed.
Existing power needs have identified at least 200 potential PV systems.
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Table A-3. Existing Photovoltaic Applications in the National Park Service

Number of Existing
Application PV Systems

Facilities Power 20

Other 5

Water Pumping 3

Restroom Power 2

Communications 2

Table A-4. World Bank Projects: Photovoltaic
Home Systems in Selected Countries

Country Year Size (Wp)

Kenya 1993 53

China 1994 10
20
20

Indonesia 06
12
40
53

53

100

1994

Philippines

Sri Lanka

1993

1995

48
53

20
30
40
50

Brazil 1994 50
100

Dominican Republic 1993 25
35
48

Mexico 1994 50

USA - Navajo Housing 1994 1,000
Services Dept.
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Table A-5. PVUSA Utility Demonstration Systems at Davis and Kerman, California

Completion AC Power
System Technology Supplier Date Rating (kW)

Davis Systems

Amorphous silicon, fixed tilt, APS PCU Advanced PV Systems 9/92 479

Ribbon silicon (MSEC EFG), one-axis active-tracking, Integrated Power Corp. 6193 196
WI Pcu

Single-crystal silicon, one-axis passive-tracking, Siemens Solar 5194 67
Bluepoint PCU

Kerman System

Single-crystal silicon, one-axis passive-tracking, Siemens Solar 6/93 498
Omnion PCU

Table A-6. PVUSA Emerging Technologies Tested

Supplier Technology
DC Power Rating Completion

(kW) Date

Siemens Solar (ARCO) Micro-gridded s~ngle-crystal silicon 18.7 1/89

Ovonics Tandem-junction amorphous silicon 17.3 6/89

Utility Power Group Tandem-junction amorphous silicon 15.7 12/89

Solarex Bifacial polycrystalline silicon 15.7 10/90

ENTECH 22x linear concentrator, crystalline silicon 16.5 3/91

AstroPower Thin-film polycrystalline silicon on ceramic 17.1 3/91

Solar Cells Cadmium telluride 12.0 12/95

Amonix 260x point-focus concentrator, crystalline 19.0 12/95
silicon
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Table A-7. PVUSA Host Utility Demonstration Systems

Completion Power

System Technology Host Utility Sponsor Supplier Date Rating (kW)

Tandem-junction amorphous
silicon, fixed tilt, DECC PCU

Ribbon silicon (MSEC EFG),
one-axis active tracking,
Omnion PCU

Tandem-junction amorphous
silicon (USSC) fixed tilt, Omnion
Pcu

Ribbonsilicon (MSECEFG),
one-axis active tracking,
Omnion PCU

Single-crystal silicon (SS1),
one-axis active tracking,
Omnion PCU

Single-crystal silicon (SS1),
one-axis active tracking,
Omnion PCU

21 x linear concentrator,
crystalline silicon, Omnion PCU

Singks-cxystal silicon (SS1),
fixed-tilt, Kenetech PCU

Single-crystal silicon
(AstroPower), one-axis active-
tracking, Omnion PCU

Maui Electric (Hi)

City of Austin (TX)

NREL, New York Power
Authority (NY)

NewYorkState Energy
Research & Development
Administration (NY)

Sacramento Municipal
Utility District (CA)

Central & Southwest (TX)

Central & Southwest (TX)

Dept. of Defense (AZ)

Public Service of Colo-
rado (CO)

Ovonics

IPC

IPC

IPC

UPG

UPG

ENTECH

UPG

New World
Power

10/89

7/92

7/93

8/93

4/94

11/94

9195

12/96

6/96

18.5 DC

17.9 AC

12.9 AC

17.9AC

207 AC

98 AC

83 AC

375 AC

22 AC
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Table A-8. UPVG Team-Up Ventures, 1995

AC Power Rating
Lead Utility (kVV) Key Objectives

Niagara Mohawk 100 Power quality correction

Hawaii Electric 15 Evaluate attachment of modules to roofing insula-
tion

Sacramento Utility District and 1,400 Rooftop, building-integrated, and transmission
eight other utilities and distribution support

Arizona PublicService

Arizona Public Service

Arizona Public Service, Nevada
Power, Central & Southwest

Eight utilities

Public Service of Colorado

Northern States Power

UtiliCorp United, Nevada Power

Gainesville Regional Utility

50

125

72

350

22

2

40

10

Standardize rooftop systems for covered parking
garages

Tracking systems for transmission and distribution
support

High concentration (230x) systems

Validate green pricing programs

Transmission and distribution support

Dual-axis tracker, 22x concentration in a cold cli-
mate

Power quality

Uninterruptible power supply, green pricing
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i The U.S. cleerric uriliry indusrry, a rcgularcd monopoly since its inccptiors at rhe mm of?:,

{ the century, is undergoing a massive resrmcturing that will result in signifieam &urges 3s:,.:

“;:. ,,;,,,,.

~k

well as opporrunicies for emerging reehno]ogies.23c creation of eomperirion in wholesale

and remilelectsiciry markers will result in ncw producrs and scmiecs such as premium
&$__9

u

,“ power, energy supply conwacra, ekxrricity commodi~ ii.mrres, and gmerr power.
.Y;--.?

sz-

D~trilmted energy sromgc oxhnologies Imvemamred m rhc point of gaining industry and

investor mnfidence. Morc than 70 megawarts (MW) of battery sr&Igc (enough power m

rmsrrhalf all of the ears in the US each day) have bwrs in.sralkxlby utilities and rheir cus-

rome.rs ro provide ancillary rmnsmisskm smvi% prcmirsm power qrxdiry, and to firm

iuterrrrirrenrrcncwablc resourees. Superconducting magnetic energy stomge (SMES)

Awiecs arc being leased or sold around rhe world m provide insmrsuneous premium

power qwsliryfor ekrriary borh domestically and internationally As developing counrries

continue m upgrade and expand cktric supply, energy storage systems are being used to

faeilkarc ecnnomic dc.elopmcnr. At km four U.S. fisY&me developing flywheel (elecrm-

mcchanical) storage pmduets whtch iniriatiywill be markewd for power quality and unin-

rerruprible power supply appliearions.
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gy Horagt Appli(atiou

Mra$i!lgPowforall Mamibii!rny

The PurxsoRICOEkcrric Power.Authorky(PREPA), the iskmfs

urifiry,determinedthato batreryenergysmragesysmmwouldbe

rhe most casr-eflkriw optionm meetthe island’suniquecimlm-

starrces.Four400-MW oil-fircslunirswereaddedtrseadydoubliug

PREPAk~cncmioncapaeiry)duringrhc 1960s and 1970s \vhmr

Pucr-roRico expcrienwdrapiddemandgrowrh.when growth

stagnatedafter the 1979 oil tisis, PREPA rwogrrizedrhacan

udddedshutdo\vn ofa400-&1V' pu\\,crplantatielwtti4 overloadofgenemrorsdvursmainedon

line.Asa rcsuh, srandbygenerationcould not mxh Ml sped duringthe criricd ilar seconds.The only

orhcroption,loadshedding,cmsesfblaclax.rtsarrdnt~rcd sheeconomy ofamle chatoriginallyjustifiedcon-

srrsscrionof largegcnerarirrgpkms.Afrma thoroughanalysis.PREPA insrakd 20 NW of Ixxtcry storageat

SabarraLlana,a 115-kV subwation.PREPA isplanuingmrodrer20 MW energysroragcsystemwhichwill

allow the W@ to make the most efficient use of missing~enwatingcap~cityand ptrrvidcrcliiblcsctviceto

theircustnmms.

[(onomiQiMIiw rlrrYlhy ilwr

Asm\,millarrrsrinrtcsa largeporrionof shedemandfor

the 8.0 MW combinedhydromtddieselgrmerarioncrpac-

iry Ofhfedakada(Ah&a) Powerand Light. Orher dhgc
cusromeraincluderesidencesarrdmmmsrcid loads.The

mill’sheavymoror loadscmrsedsubstantialfluctuationsin

boshsystemvoltageand frequencyand a 3.3 MW diesel

genemmrwasmqsriredIOsatisfyrrsponrerare require-

ments. The recent addirionof a 1 MW bmreryam-g sIorages.ysremallowsMddrada Powerand Lightto

adjustco fmtpowerswingswishour,usingd-sedieselgencramr.~c bat-mysroragesystema!so meansless

nmnw asrcntfor dieselfueland lessrisksassociwd wirh&el handlkrgand txwimnmcrmdcleanup.. .

Mlainii !MkalMy afidhtiroM~l Opt

criricd loadsare mm orrc oilhe mosseriricalpmcr.sscsis the.

option of the plant’sem’k.rioncontrolsysrcsns.The 5romgg.

Milm

!
Wrry industrialand commweial users fisx snb.srantia!kxses

due to momcrrmryor susminedpowerinrerruprions.The GNB

‘” LeadllrxlarnarionFaciliryin \%rnon,Califbmia.recently./
.

insmlleda bmrcrysncrgy srorage.syxemrsr.cdat 5.5 MW for.-
-. one hour to supplyuninremrptiblcpowerro errsuce.rhepkmr’s

systemallowsGI$B somore thar possibleemissionsareavoidedevenifcketrical pmverk interrupted
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Diirribured enwgy storage k becomean impormrrcally

withsrmc~o~-rhwwrrerrewrblcenrrgy technology.

DmJing Rope kiarinaon rhenordxm shoreof Urdt’s

LakePowellws powertdsol+ byditielgenerators

opmwd by sheGlen Cmyon NtIioIIalRccrwion Arm

at an wrmge cots of 5.5 S/klX% In 1996, a srkr pbnor-

vokaicsystem,twopropmre-liseledengineyxremtws, a

batterysystemof 2.4 MWlr, zrrda hybridpnwerum-

verrcr\\weinstalledto repkieethedieselsywem.The rrstrkis a swingsof S.1OO,OOOperyearas wdl as a sig-

nificant reduction in noiseand air pollution.

Lighmingisa tiiquentYisitorto HOm~+lle. GO@Z

okt cursing powerdiirbarrccs ro rhc lord Iitho-

.vph pkmc.a majoremployerin thissrmd[curd crsm.

murtity.The .%.shPineEIcctricMsr&msbip

Caopemrive(SPEMC~and OglechorpePower

Corpmarion,the localpowerproviders.nxognimrlrh.rr

the ownrrenm of fietpsemshorscircuit faulrson d]e

urilitykrmmmissionand distributionvstcms cauwd

]

1f-i //
/i

by storms, fidling linesand smallanimals were imp~aing rheir customer’s operminn. The search for sohs- /“

tions to theseproblemsresultedin a collaborationlx~\wxrSPIWC, Oglcrhorpe,and the Eleerric

Po\verResewch Instimre.& a foHo\v-msto a US Deplrrrrwrrtof Errer#andi* INariomd

Ldssmrrork resrxcb and developmentfiorr, rhey purchasedand irrsrdlrda bmterystomgc systmn

from AC 13mtcryCmpmmion in 1996 thar has improvedpower qualitytesulringin increasedpro-

dnaivi~ and sirfitytbr the plant-This pmdncci\,ityenhancemerrcis helpingto tm.mrrerhe plant’s /
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What

syxcm when cltxtricicyis incxpmsive.Urilii its cm i nrsqxmtc Iargc-dc cncqy swmgc m hA

kiitl~ f&iiitiLhs t<> n~~~imi~fid~~if’r~[urn [)11inV&!tm~lltby illlpI’(WiIIgpklt C“.lp#Cit~fa~t{>r$

Special applications for tmcrgy storage arc either gricl-tied or b~id-in+endcnt rcuewwhle energy

systems. ‘k emergence of renewablecmqy, especially wind and pharovohaics, has cre:lted

Imvmler mmkct- npportwnities for energy smragc. Whethm IA&ing and firming rftc rcsmwm

vtsritrtion, m by matching rlw resource ~vaiktbility m the p(xk kud and obrainthe highcsr prkc
for Awtriciry encrgv sttrmge can enable greater u.c of rcutwahk twrrgy.

6fIItr311y fo~rf$mpoaenr{art iIIrltt!e$ \n a tyyitii ffifrfy It$ragf ty$itIn

● Smrabrgdwicc suchx a bxwV. supwqrwitor, mp+xxmduciing rrrqpw coil, or rormillg

mass(flywhwl)
. Powerefectrunicsto convcrzurili~electricity (AC) into stored energy and hack aggin

- Control sy.wm m rcccrw sigrxrls[mm tht user.mddircm theckrronics when m tum on

md off
. Building or structure m house rhc compommts d prrmxt rhcm from the wmthcr

These cmnponw)ts togcthtx arc ofkd a.. a p++ck,lgedsysrcm and xc rekwi m as an encr~ strrr.ge

.sYsreIn. Joinc eftk bcrwwn k U, S. Dqxwt rmmt nf Enqy/SAia Natiumd l.aburatoric~ and k

priwwt sector arc primwily fmxscd on optimizing the output xmf cm]qxsdbilicyrrfindividudcom

pmvmtsinro packagedsysrcuw.Fullyinteg.yaw<i,rcli&lc ,mcrgy storage .sy.wcmsarc cririul co Inwt

the utxds of energycmnsumcrsandprosidaxin a nmvclecwia”tycm.

..

w
Ihdldk,g&%lCtOtC)

. ---- . ----------- ” -- .”------ - . . -:. . . . . . . . . . . . *I

“ It]----.-.----”---:~---.~ .-, ”. .-- . . -.. - .--- .-..--4

lx” i .-AC ‘1
.:,’ .-..
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fkrgy Swagc offerswiring
opportunities for resa-chcrs,

product manufactures. electricity
providers, ad tkwcricity

customers. To learn mote about
these oppommirim pkse corxacc

Energy StomgeAssociation

4733 &thrsda Avenue

SuiteG08

Berhmda,MD 20814

Phone 301-951-3223

Fax: 301-951-3235
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Energy storage
fncftdesa broad range of technologies from

very large pumped hydrcelecfrfc dams to

compact ultracqcrcftors. Their cOmmon

denominator fs that they can take available

electricity generated from any source and

store it for a periwt of We. What

dfstfngufshes the varfous technakgfe5 fs

storage capacity and &charge ttme.

Selecting a storage technology for an

applfcaffon requfres an understanding 0!

needs. such cm o~mtfon and maintenance

fssu~ cosL required lifetime; and sfze

constraints.

Most storage systems can prforrn muftfple

dufiesresulffngin multiplebenefits. For
example, the same storage @em fnsfalled

by a ufffityfor deferrfng a transmission

upgrade may cdsaprovide volfage area

regulation (VAR)SUp@Itto stabilizethe @d.
Themmultiple benefits add to the strutegx

value of a *rage system for almost any -r.

Hybrid systems that integrate energy

storage with renewable generaffon such as

photovoltafcsand a kack-up generafor
greatly increasethe Crvaflabmtyand

convenience of ?ernote pwer systems. In

some remote applications, hybrid systems

have virtuaffy eliminated the use of dresel

generatars and the crssrxiated emissions, fuel

use, and nofse.

Technology Ove~”ew
‘Rre most wetf known and well developed

storage tedmolcgy is the battery which

❑
converts electridy into chemfcal

* energy for storage and operates in

reverse to detiver electrfdy to a

Iacrcf. Beums—ebatferfes cue mcdular they can

be connected tcgether to provide incmasfng

storage capacity for many different

applications.

Pumped hydro. already in use fn many

B

utffty system-s, and compressed aft

J ~’ eIIeIW starage (CAES).siore

pctenficrl energy eifkr as water

‘~

behind a dam or atr compressed fn
+ a large, underground Ieservof?.

Beaus-e of longer re5ponse :mfiu@

: tfmes, these mefhcds of energy storage are

tiadftfonally used for supplementing pxver

~ generahan.

Newer storage tecbnolcgies include

superconducting magnetfc energy storage

E

GIvES), flywheels and

ulfra~citors. SMESsfore5 energy

m a magnetfc field that k prcduced

by th= flow of electric cunent tn cofls of

su.perconductfng wfre. SME5 wires are

superconducting whtch meuns a current can

circulate through them indefinitelywithout
resfsffvelosses.

E@wheelsare dynamic starage systems
~ which store energy fn a rotaffngdtslr.

B

Dtsclmge takes place when the
.-,~ rotational ene:gy fs translated fnto

electrfccdenergy m a motox
generator. The steel rotorscommon in today’s
flywheelsystemsrotate at thousands of
revolutionsper minute (RPM.)SystemsWM

corn@te materials wtltspfn much faster.
: from 10.OCOto 100.000RPM. givtng flywheel

‘ systems higher energy density.

UlfMCOpUCitOISwctk by similar @Xi@eS

: as the capacitors found fn electronic circuitry.

M

They slore energy at a hfgii yrwer

density and curt have

charge@sclxrrge cycles upward of

50W300. They maybe used alone or in

combination with bcrkries and @vAeels m

energy storage systems.
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m Pewer GkIu!~ ad Rdddii-y SiOWIIKJ du~ing a -@W~r diskxtxmce h~KJy

Count on it all the time.... storage rs tks key comfmnerx, net only in the

m

To ‘he rrvrxcrge ektrfrity rxxmurner. smcrL ccnuucnly rx+.xf)xrftery-lxrcked I-IFSsystem5.

tlucknEo.ns in power quality me rno~e 0! an IXIt also in *heneweI alternative to fhe U=

anrro-fance ~mna

hardship. Sags irr the

pcwe; dehvered kom h.

Utuftycan Cau.% fights to

tlicker or VCR clccks 10

leset tc 1ZOO Howevez.

m

h

LiIJ

h

b large u?ciuslnat and cormmemal eleetdciiy ?

consumers. any disrapuon in ele-ctdchy

supply, even ones ‘W2t last a fraction al a

eXKX@. can ccst mittiins Of ddtcas in lcet

p:cchrtzkity due to machrrsery malfunction or ~

shutdown. ‘S% rcrydly expanding tele- :

commumccrkons industry &a detxmds on :

rdrable mad high cpmlity pcr.vu to keep ciata

systems and control mni~xs in o~ation.

Eekxe restmcturing, elecxic utilm~ were

re~e.ct to er-w..Ee~ level of reliable electric

serance to all customers. In the tukrre. those

cw51Gme.=wantiog greater relraMi~ .m~gh!

have to pay cr pretnf~m for such seMce from

the ut3ity. However. industrial and

commercial faatitie.. with crmcaf systems

r_9 ~~ghCSUcrhfy.rekrble power beyond
Whd k D~I,ued by the ufiify or to ~.roid

pqing She high price for reliaiile prover, have

been taking therr mm preccn.moncq

measures. Facfitses such as rncmufactufng,

plank and hcspitcrls have rmtalled

uninterruptible ~ver supply (W%) systems

CUV3tick-up generators io keep the ehxt?icity

The Economics of Power Quality

mclticing tljxvheel-L%S systems and SMES that

wil! be designed to proviie ride-tkough

power dazing a pwer interzuptlon and to

ccrrect voltage sags and o-her onorrmks.

The Solution

%mmisskm and
Disfrilsuticm
Mmraging time...

i&StOICtlX-SlgOi the ded7k uhhty izzdumy

is forck.g energy prowdets tc find ways to

rninkmizecads w-lute improving setices. One

way to reduce eleczicify prices and gain a

con]fAitive edge is to txmder elecfrxity from

IegforE with cheap genertion such as

NoAhvwst hydropawez, and mcde cmcdable

to recjons with high electdity Iates.

The z2serve margins no:-matly maintained

b? Utflitieson the kmsmkdon and &afkXS+MSI

sysk?m to absorb kid sv.@E will be wduced

wfth ‘We increase in bulk power transfers.

Although the Iesulk+ .nxry be less expsnsve

T assess the value of an energy storage system in a power quality application, daia

from two independent studies hos been cambined. The N@.onal Power laboratory

conducted a survey of the frequency of power quality events at a number of differenf

sites, and Duke Power coliectedinfarmcttiorrfrom its large industrialand commercial

Cwtomer$on tbe cost of several power disruption condfions.

Extrapolating the data from the two stadies, the annuaI ~.ma!ed cost af power

qtdify disturbances from voltage sags and momentary avtages is $509,000 from facility

downtime and lost productivity. The instdation of a $?,000,000 energy storage system

with a 20-year I& span wauid eliminate the power quality disturbancestherefore
avoiding the $509,000 in iost productivity. The payback on the energy storage system

wouid be 1ss than two years but the benefits would accrue far many more.

WuK=Nz>.x .hwz lcbwtxr, i??ws<JAW W.N,.M F.,,,=~.echrr~. b:
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of 1~6 can be caused by over Iaadmg the

transrnkfon and cfktribution sysrem and

reducing the system’s ability to respond to

lard swings.

A stomge qmtem can help suppxf the

tmnsmkdon system by giving utfhtfes the

abiffty to increase ccqxrdty and stcfbflire

voltage levels on ‘W &ansmEion tines as

needed.

Storage can & extend the fife of

generation units by resfmnding to kud swings

fhcrl would ofherwfse require a more rfgorous

duty-cycle from the unit.

At the drsfdbution level, ffghtning srdkes,

nesting anfrncrfs, and human accidents “hat

interfere with overhead frees can resutt in

voltage drops or other efechfc perturkrtions.

Storage can help protect and prolong +&Me

of exfstsng equrprnent or other physrccrl assets

by Crfxorbii]g red power and regulating

voltages. Storage has the added fxmcfit of

affowing utiffties to incrementally add

ccfpacity whencrnclwhereitrsneededto

solve spedfic cqxrcity

Eotffenecks.

Renewabies
When the time is right.,.

Renewable resources

such as wind and sunffght

are domestic energy

resources available f. lmge

enough quantities to supply

most of the U.S. elecbidty

Making Elections from ‘Green” Resources

Energy production is not always a clean process. Coal,

oil and gas-fired power plants emit air pollution as a

by-product of the combu~-on processes used to produce

energy. This pollution is sometimes visibleos a brown

haze hovering over power plants. When renewoble

energy such as wind, solar or hydra power is used to

produce electticiiy,there is no resulting air pollution.

These “green” technologies (named for their negligible

impact on the enw”ronmerrt) offer a cleaner and more

sustainable oltemative to traditional energy production

methods.

Energy storage will play an important rule in the

Iarge-scaie successof renewable energy. Storage allows

energy produced from intermittent renewable resources

to be stored and then defiiered to meet demand.

According to the President’s Council of Advisors on

Scienceand Technology “wind ~eneration] with

compressed air energy storage in the plains could one

day replace retiring baseload coal-fired plants.”
%uceRq%x o! L% &6fqy k?csmxh and rk.w&m6rz lak% b .~~.r.! $ Coura!

d Ad.ms W. SC7XIe? 7s Ted- Navunbx lW

necesscdy fit ekirfcxy demand pcrfterrs. In

Combinahon with renewable resmrcs,

enerW storage can rncxecrss the value of

photovolta.ic and wiidgenercrted electricity

by making supply coincxle wtith demand.

Accordng to the Presfdent’s Commr‘ttee of

Advisors on kience and Technofcgy. ‘J

inkmnfttent renewable energy ttihnologies

demand. But a major &rrner to utflizing ~

renewable energy on a large scale k

fntermfknce, the avakrbffity of the resource

rekrtfve to demand. The sun E only avaifcrble :

during dayffght hours and the wfnd when

weather conditions perrntf, neither of which

are to make very farge

contributions to ekctrkify

mPP~~ @ the long=r term...,

technologies are needed that

would make ff possfbfe to store

energy for many hours @

attractive ccefs.-

Hybnd renew-able systems

f.%@fW Pf@ovoltcrics (PV) or

wfnd with storage and;or

generator sets are gaining

popularity for off-grid and ~emote

power applications. It rs anticipated ‘hat

hybrid renewable systems witf also become

more widely used fozgrfd-trect appffcations.

Larger systems may be used at uttfity sftes to

generate excess capacity and sm.alIer systems

in resicfmtiat appfic@ons.
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PROW-EM:POWERFI.UCTUATIONSANDLOAD SWINGS

SOLUTtON: BAITERIES HANDUNG PEAK SHAVING

MeUakatla Power and Lfght serves 800 customers on a srxrll island 25 rmfes off-shore from

Ke:chikaa, Afaska. Ifs largest customer. a scawrniffwfth a heavy motor Wrd. wca muting 400-

900 kW bad swingson the utility’s system. To salve problems of voltage cmd frequency

fluctucrficns on & d~tnbuticms, @em, MeUakafla P & L instat!ed CT1.0 MW. 1.4 T@Vhbattery

en%.gy starage sysiern with its exrsrrrrg 5.0 MN hycko and 3.3 MW

dreseI genemtion. The rewlts were imrredrate. The .ixrttery comected

trequenzy and voltage fluckmticns and accarnrncdared lead swngs.

the rcot cause cf the wwer fluckrcdixs. Tm EcrRery storage system

also prov!des the spinning :eserve o’herwfse supplied by the 3.3 h4W

cW4 engine. = Wth t2\ebattery to hanck puk-s!xnnng. the I@ro

plans have L&?errable to supply crLwst @l of the krnrfk krsekud

prove:: and use of the diesel generator has been cjrecrtJy reduced. For +3x?first eight mordh.s of

opemnon, ctiesel fuel ‘utthrtion has beer? reduced by 180.000 gallons. transfcning into a .SOV4WS

of crimut $20.OW per rmnth in avcrded &te] casts. The dsk of diesel spills during trcrm@rf and

stomge has L%.a?gmcrtly reducxA. . In acfdftfon-to providing reliable PWWI to the rnrll, rncrny of

the Urfity’s customers nerve :epoded fmproved power qucrtity and have noted how much quieter

it is withcct the diesel gefierator. The ‘ufthty rs eqpying additional spinnrng reserve and

frequency control +Atis to the battery sto~age system

PRo6LsM VOLTAGE SAGS co= CUSTOMER bOWN-TIME

SOLUTION SMES RIDES THROUGH VOLTAGE DIPS AND CORRECTSVOLTAGS LSVSL

Stanger Milf, lccated m the Kwa-Zulti Nakrl Iegion of South Africa, is o~tiLed by SAPPI

Ltnuted, a manufacturer of high quality wcmcl-keecccrted paper and tissue pqxr from iwally

grown sugm arne. The tnfli t?mpioys a high-sped process wkh continuously feeds a ~r

web ti%ocgh swercrt mciependcnfty driven, steed-synchroirized umfs. The synchronized

prccei$es are eu<iy ckrupted by voitage sags. even as sho:t us 200 mflkxa rids, in ‘he powsx

de!tvered trom the utilffy Toe restitrmg lass oi prcduct and prcxhrctian down-tfme ‘was fmpxtirig

the milk econorrms as well as its abrtity to com~te in the glokd

-nxrrket. = The p.swe] quality prcblem. at “&eMilt was tmced to voltage

SaGS on tk cf!strikxrtfonline. Att~m@s by the urihty to mftigtie the

problem krslee. % X furned to “best-fit-technology- to solve the

p[oblem at the customer site. The teenalcgy oi choke was a

Supercorx5ucfmg Magnetic Energy Storage Sysfern (SMES system.) The

= sywem provfdcs cme Megawatt ot ektrkal energy for more

tkan cne second to ride thrcugh fk C@ w’bite the system inverter bcosts the voltage to the mill’s

p:escnbed level. = The Sh4ESunit WOS spckrtly designed fo[ the mill wfth a ‘dip protectof

corXiqw@on that allows It:0 sXry carrrected to the ufifify line while the voltage is bccsted,

tke:eby using energy available kcm the ritzlftyalong W-h the stored energy for the ridrAhrough.

This perrrutted an appropriate suing of t& SMESunit for ‘he particukrr application. , Mtlt

a~r~crs re~fia Wat the system has achieved a 103”Asuccess rate. protecting against 45 dips
of vrtiich over halt would have ski down the plant.

PROBLEM POWER DISRUPTIONS IMPERIL SENSITIVEELECTRONICEQUIPMENT

SOLUTION. FLYWHEEL-UPSSYSTEM PROWDSS SUFFICIENTRIDE-THROUGH

Greefey. Colorado rs home to HewIett Packards Hard Copy, Home Irrmgfrrgand Storage

Systems Drm’’ons ‘$.at are respnsrble fcr *&eprcducticm of opticaf storage libraries. irrrage;texti
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scanners and high-end ~compute: subsystems. The fcrcilih;’s sensfhve mamr!ccturing and testing

systems aad processes rely on clean, wdf Iegutafed AC pwer. But its location at the end 0:0

long rrrdral d@riiution tine expo%+ ‘he facility to frequerit power dfsruptrons, many of whtch are

ccruss by tb areds frequent figintmmgs:orrns ● Hew”lettFuckccd in~fialleda UFS sysrem vrrth a

kutterybzck-up to protect crilicd lcctdsin the pkrnt. However.thfsUFSsystem was not capble

of provfdfngthe necessmy ndAhro@r tokmtel totheauxikry dieselgHWcrforduringrnaiol
dfsm@ions.rn 1996. Me UFS was replaced wrfh an exterrded nde-

fMCUgh rotary power system ftzrf consrsfs cf a flywheel and a U%

s+vtem. s Energy is s~ore+ Lnfha rlywt’ii whfcii sprns ot about 22~

rpm. The llywneetk EC output rs ted dkedy to the UPSsystem and

CQti prO\ide 15 SeCOndSof nds+dlrcugh whfch B sufficient tc sit&r

transfer to the fxrck-up generators or, i! neeesary. to atfow fcr an

orderly shut-down of systems. * lrr the rim seven months at operation.

the flywheel-UPSsystem smcdhly frans:erred pwrer to the engrne genemtors more than 30

times, and, in 10.000 hours of operation, 30s performed retfcsblyand trouble free. The facility fs

now experiencing a degree ot power protedfox1for cnticai Iccrds never befcze known. The local

ufftiiyalso benefits from the new system. Ii no longer needs io notify tiE facilhy of pkrnrred lcad-

shfffsor area mafniencffrce that pr-evrous]y caus-sd .problerrs in the !aciiify.

PROBLEM UNCERTAIN PEAK CAPACfTY FROM THE LOCAL UTILITY

SOLUTION: PHOTOVOLTAIC-STORAGE SYSTEM HYBRID PROVIDES PEAK CAPACIYY AND

EMERGENCY POWER

fn SKUlySpring 199?, the U.S. Arr@s Yuma Provfng Ground in scdhwest Arizona becxrme

owner~cpemtor of a 825-M*” phoiovoltaic Wfbrid pwer plant. lhe system was buflt for two

prfmary functions-to offset peak demand and to pravfde emergency IXIWer for the site’s water

treutment plant during utility outages. ~ Tke Dsparfrnent of Defense. with crsisfance from the

Dqmrtment of Energy and othez agences, unaerfcck ‘&.ep!annrng and design of a photovoltmc

power systemfnIespnse toa newpotfcyinstftutteby ‘M WesteIn Area Fowez Adminfskcrtkn

that requiredlarge customerstoformulatean IntegratedResource Plan whichLXIUCM
developing renewable energy resources. The Froving Ground was
anficigxrtk~g a 40’%rncrease tn electricity<use as a result of the transler

of activities to the !acttity from of!her militcuy - sch~ukd to *

closed. Faced wrth buyrng eqxmsive ~wer frczn the local ufflity to

cover additional lard growth, base plonrrers decided that a new,

mdependeni powe: supply was needed ~ The 44 I-kW (p)

photovdtatc crmy was designer5 with a on~ I hacking system to

fallowthe sun and maximize the benefits of photovoltafcs. A 5.6 MWn Mrttery load-levelfng

system was fnfegrafed to provide a ‘Qtcrlof 825-kW capacrfy with a guarantc- mfnirnwm of 45Q

kW pecrkhaving capacity cm overazst days. T& baffety is charged when the output from the

photovoltafcs exceeds the demand for electdcfty. other.vfse it k charged at nfght when Power is

less expensive from the ufflity grid to ensure a fuff recharge at the end of eUCh day. ● The

battery also provicfes &r&-up power to the wast~vmter treufment pkmt and emergency

cornmunfca&JrLs in the event of a ufffify power cutage. The system fs able to op3r@e whfle

isolated from Uie Wit@ grid. So when power from the utffiry fs rntemrpted, the system

mrfomaffcally swkhes to stand-alone mcde. When utility powe: lb restored, the system

automatically resumes ifs gid-camedwi made. ■ In addffmn to tbe direct benefits of the system

(.ncrrndy excess cqxrcity and reffabhfy) the Depadmmt of Dsfense wfll be gainfng valuable

experience with Ienewable power systems.
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Energy %rage Association
TheEnergyStorageAssociationisa
memberdu “ptrade associationestaM@3“ edto
fester development and cmnrnercfalfzation of

energy storage technologies, Its mission fs Vo

promote the development and

commercialization of com@itive and reliable

energy tiamge delnrery systems for use by

electricity suppliers and thefr cu?kxmers.”

For fnforrnation regcrding membership or

~9Y stora9e uses. czmtact the ESA at

4733 % thesda Avenue

Sutte 608

Bethesda, MD 20814

Phone 301-951-3223

Fax 301-951-3235

Web www.energystorage.org

lltsd ccument wos Wepmed by tbe Mergy Stomge
& WithCimston@fromthe 3oJ3rEnergy
ReseambondSduc@QnFom&&n. Supportforthis
dmunerrt wos provkled by tire EnergystorageSystems
FT(&rramof Scu@aNalior@ Lobnotories.

—.. .—
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he advanced

electronic

@pment found
in the modern

workplace requires
an un~allel~

...

level of elecbicity reliability.
While microcomputers,

ad~tile-z tives, md
robotic devices are setting the
standad for manufatig

and com~cations, they are

* n6vessit*g innovative
products and services from
electricity suppliers to meet the
demcmd for qucility power.
When power quality is
degraded, large industrial and
mmrnercial customers can lose
valuable pnxiuct, suffer costly
production setbacks, or waste
resources due to corrupt data
systems.

Energy storage devices that
include batteries, flywheels,
capacitors, or superconducthg
magnetic energy storage, can
solve power quality problems
and save industry rnillons of
dolkm each yecu, adding to
their 123ttom line,

‘knsients, fiequexy distur~. and vmkrtbns fn
steady state of the elecfric suppfy are the brcud
cxttories ofpxrer qualfLyproblems. Voltagesag
onciswellsIasffngonly a &actfonofa secnndare
Iypfcallythe mcst damaging to ssnsitiw prcxxs
~t 0~kwe mm =w=i=.

Accordingtoan analysis ci U.S.pwer quality
prciiems conductedby %nkzh. Inc. for %rndfcf
Ncrtmrml Ldmcitoris. the natfongl l= wpertenced by
large indwirfcrlcompmke due to justvoltage sags
and Undemmlfkxgecondikms fsan estimated$114
MlfOnannually.

Frequency of Disturbances

The El@ric power Resecmch I@itute canducred a two year

(1993-1S95] sfudy of power quality Ievds Gn U.S. distib@”on
systems. lhrec hundwd sites were monitared on !24 uiilhy

spent+ ?he fhdii reveal that 0 ~-ml disirii.iian system
custamer exp”ences &a@ 50 wcnts pcr pm’ Where tie

vcdiage drops Maw WY/. af narmcd, and ibere are about 20
~ per yew where the voltage drops below 70% of normol,
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Energy Storage May Be the Answer

Howysvrerqualityproblem are solvd willdep?nd
on thesource,the duraifomthe frequaxy and the
fn-qxrcton endmse~t. A ml~n moY~ cs
stmpfeas improvfngthe Wing fna facilfty. A larger
problem may require rmre 03m@ex solutions. In the
emerging mrnpetftfve elechfcity rnacketplac12.
electricity suppliers Will b? Worlmlg closely Wfth W
customers to developaskffedive mlutiorxito IXXVeI
qualityproblems.

‘1’hueafeavcnietyoftcdsavailabletdayfox
IIIU@IWP’-- CIUCIWe=~and @ mcw~
applfedat dffferentlevels of irkventiorx

■ AtthesuMaWn“ leveltoelfminateornxditythe
scurceof the Cfisturlxmcee;

■ Atthefacility level toelimhat eormcMythe@h
torthe cfkiurkcmces&_ the sourceand the
affectedquiprrk and

■ Atthe cievfmlevel toprotectthe affected
=1-@-=nt

Solutions to Powez Quality Problems

M&h may be requkci by large manufrxkuhg or
commercialiacdftiee.A devke level crppnxichcan be
used to shfelda single.highlysensitivepiece of
=r-@-J=t.

Energy storagesystemsmea flexibledution topwer
qualityproblems. Unljkeother pxver qualitysolutions,
storagedevicesme able ta addressmore than one
problemat a &, such G voltage sag protectionand
proverfactorcxxrection(see akave). I&muse they
crime IKIa varietyofsks ond cqabilities stage
SYstemscankeus=id at-lyti-m, hm
device to suMa-bn. %xrge systemsare often
maiularrndesignon dcankesbxlfor aspedtc
Opplkclticn.Theycanak3Wepup wfthfCCility
~m

muny downstreamcustomersare ● PcwsrQ4ily
cdfected. At the focflity level on eniire -*
plant or prccess Ifne can b prot@ed *

●“Ftywflds!c4c&

O-*
Sitcdatrhepoint

ihatdarray
enlersrhe fncrOry.

Possible Storage Pbcements
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FLYWHEEL
A cnn@cz mxrging facility’s sensitive manufacturing
andte4rngsystems andprceessej rely on high quality

and Akrble pwer. But,
ffskxxftion attheendofa
cMri?xWn line expses
the facititytop-wer
dkllptions, muny rxms.ed
by the area’s frequent
lightning storms. A 1(M
HA extencfsdrids+

through rotarypowersystembuiltby International
ComputerFwwer(Cm ofIndustry,CA)and canskfmg
ofa ftywhed and an unfntermpfibkPwer supply.
wasrnstall edtopcwideamtnfmurnof 15 secondsof
full-]cxldrid&lrrou@. Therfck+throughprOtSCtS

ser@ve qu@menf from *-term Wwer &fup@ls
and for longer c&m@cms allows for frcmsfer to back-up
generatm. SimX? instaucrtk)n, the fcrcility has
exp?rkncecl cm unpr~fsd ck?gree of pawer
protection for its cztikml lards.

BATTERY

A 2CCX3kW pwer qualify
!xdferyenergy storage system
fromOmnionPower
Engineering@. (E5t Troy,
Wl),was fmtalkdcrta
-@ Plant toprotect
againsf faultson ‘* utility
trcmmSon and dfskibution system that were cawing
Pkmt Qmfdown and r~ting k of PtiUCf. The hf@

~~. @k cfkchcage system reqxr-idswithin
qoxirmkly 1/4 cycle to mmect voltage q and
SweUScrnd rlxmerltary intenuptions. T1-leimproved
pwer qualify has increasxl pfant pr ddfvify and
the safety of itsworkers.Thisproductivity

enhcrnementishdpingtoensure the @ant’s
amtinud existene and enable ils future exfxrnsion.
The pkrnt manager credits the kaftery energy storage
system with an 18% fncrecrse in prc&&vffy crrxf a
30%Isductionins crcrp.DUrirlgfl-tef frsttwoysclrsof
ssrvice, it b protectedthe plant frommore than 150
voltqe sqi and briefoutages-

SUP EFt CONDUCTING
MAGNETIC ENERGY
STORAGE ~SM ES)
Events onthepnvergicffeeding avinylskiing

v~ “ fcdify were causing voltage drop of
twentv-rxrcent or more and Iastfncr for one second or
IEss.Wkvirtudyevery -
voltage dropthe fadtty’s
sensitivesynchronized
extrusionprcxesss shut
downkmdfngtotime
intensiveclean upand
rsuriibratfon.Aoxuding
totheprcxxlction
mcma~. mch outmre
was CGffrlg cm tk cr&r of $2,9Cll in Icstprczhlct. The
facility’sIcxxrlUtifitycontactedArnerialn
SuperconductorGxPmtbn (Mddlefm-LWI)’
manufacturerofa micr&MES pve.r qunlitysystem,
and tcgetherthey determinedthat itwas the motors
thatdrivetheextrmon“ lfne5thatneeded ~okxiion.
Thesolutionio the facdity3proverqualifyproblemwas
the installationof a 14(DkV4 sqercnndudng
rncgnetic energy storagesyskxn(SMES).TheSfvfFS
unitdetaztsvoltage sags andrqxmds withinM
Mlisecmds to provklethe KX3wertoavert shutdown.
In the firstyea ofopsxatfon,the SMEShas protected
the fadffy’sprcducfmnlimsfrommore than 139
voltage sags.

~~~ FcrfnbrrrmlbregczdrgmmbeshpcrenergystMogeLEEs,
axbcrtimot

- %-qe JISticxl
4733 Mhssckr Avsnw
SUfleas

Thef%gy km> AS$xMcnLSG ‘TentdipI!O&?cS$xbli31 B5tlESkr-Mom14

d.. la f.&$ &e!qxr13 (A O.xrmy&.liiw C ~~
Flmlle 3014S1-3223
Fox 2Q1-951-3235
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since 1995. swell of the’
hottest ywxsonrecordhczve

Occumclint hisdecade.=

*official xelexie from&

U.S. Ndcm.cil krcmcmh ‘Cs
and Space Adn@@rdion

kwdasik1998datawcs

m= skxted “El Nine,

by itself, cannot account for
either We 03XaV&d long-term
gk21Xii Wm?lhlg trendor’the
@Wr@mewcrmti of 1998.”

FmdId mnkk IX pmvdcdby&c,&m+krmc%
/u$OiOhQl; nu&rtirQwAl!Q.migr Kk!mlmk
CG@I b %w’OlsO i!lqy E&dial.

,.

electridyardhcqddon urekiyfar”2w:,;,..’
rncetpolMing. ‘. .’ “ ‘.,

AsalinationsstnQ@eindMdually&d
collectivelywifhfheproblems&glolml
clfmclwchcrnge,m&lc6tSgr&uut&sue
seems.fohetheccst ofchcmge.Alrncef
everyoneagreesU@ clecmer *, Wafer, and
eil wouldke -KEI@WII; but dekzde iinges on
wl’iither or not those Eer@is are affordable.
This fssueof-fs -~ ir-npr’kmt to the
energy sector, 03 the as! of energy Cffreciiy
irnpztstheccetof ollothergccdsondss@ces
prmhrced!

GuMcfe cf the de’knfe cm gbl.mf chmate
change. cmofkr workiwkfetrend is underway
i~t @ fUI&X @M~ hOWeIWI~ fS
~ticrndwlvXfiwi!fa?s f.Thcrttrendis

----. ;
-,.;’:,,,,
,,..,,

.,

.,

,.
.,
.,,..:

.,,’

;
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tig’.%%%?!f%%yE%iwxR%%%%t
izoilotlmcietemned Pcm Wherethewedges
Whii represenl Iww deanerk?drnalagii) meetthelrarizantal,hneaxisiktdledmtia~-
dallaromauntsfhalare.@nated b *WI*
bring.drterll.logyto - -
=a~yti~dfiesl.,..-- -.—-.- .. ..–.—..

. .,.r x,, -<..,_-.. -. - .-r
-. -,.. ,-”$..<-....-’ .: .<. ~g magnds ~,=;-” .“aki&i&iiXve three ntbibutesmoxnmcn

● they provide t!! mcessmy fkohiwy to

o-p=~ati
cnnventbna! fuels

= they enable the fntrcductbn of new-.
*r khnc@es.

= thev irnmove rehubihii of electdc networks.

EWWJNG
RENEWABLEENERGY

)Cwoku,wind,&3hemaL--
Mxnergy, ate farless polhlingMm

Ifcssil-kmwifuels.Nmrlyemyrqion-,,.”s.,
Iwlta

)funca
orncdimoffheworkihasW@enou5s3urozs

mm13cMii The.M&+dAll+. hi.l+mn ofIenevlci3kener~ &it @d P:ovkk wzne

R
enewcrkie
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Hcw EPa&:a&TcwkGE

T
hreereusntp@ctsCkarfy
demonstratehow energy stcxoge is
stmuifal?ecmsiy helping make
renewable projscis more cc6t-

.efixfive, hefping ~diers rna2i ewr-growrng
~ .d$ for energy, and improving the
enwronmen?.

IXergy eiigrneers at the us. Army’s
Yrrma I%xr@&cxrndrecenUy tiacr&trl

WrxrGaO. T&y pojscted a rapid 40% inczecise

,,, ,:”,. .

.’ ..,,-
-., ,,
,’,;
.,,,,,,......
..,:! :., ~

..

“+’+=-w@w+ix:s+-j
Waultikykjigresql’fkd, :. ..-’.

qoncerm d strffqltgrid “, .,. L.c ,

“reffle.p2jkr[&@.a?r@L:,
:cfe5&&:flijiIyicrtq::.-”’“

2FtrG&ig7
w.&.’ti

integrat(+fikiii&ystcxcrge
was de@led’oiidinskrlled

. ,.: ‘“.-<

torncrareti-~-~ ~*m&e

Sofarenergy wheriu-!esmwmshfnrrlgarld
then store ha =~ errergy h deiivery

-e*gamO~ tdays.Itcrk
assured suffickmt &&-up pxver to oprcrie
the site’s water treatment fadlitt cfWng uuuty

~-.
Two olher instaliatiorM are signttfmntly

Hfua71g iilee em&ions, The Dangf@r Rcp
Marirrain Utahisoperatsd byt&N~
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c~m, Clnlost75”4of~ .~~ en= storageqstsmswfthpredickdde.
.~ isV?ithcuteledmily. P=fQm==. ~ ~ proven*-e
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Appendix C:

Electrical Energy Storage Applications
Case History Questionnaire

for

Annex IX

of the

International Energy Agency

program:

Electrical Energy Storage Technologies

for

Utility Network Optimization

20 October 1998
Rev: D

Office use only
Date received

I Ref no I I
PA I I

I Company I I
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International EnergyAgency (IEA)

IMPLEMENTING AGREEMENT ON

“ENERGY CONSERVATION THROUGH ENERGY STORAGE”

Please could you take the time to complete this questionnaire?

The information obtained will be used to compile a set of comprehensive case studies of existing electrical
energy storage systems and their applications. The case studies will be published in a report, which may eventually

appear in the public domain.

At this stage, however, the information provided is intended to be confidential to participating agents, and will
not be attributable. It will not be placed in the public domain without further discussion and due notice.

The questionnaire has been compiled by

EA Technology (UK), in collaboration with...

Hydro Quebec (Canada),
EUS (Germany),

KEMA (Netherlands),
Elforsk (Sweden),
Sandia National Laboratories (USA),
Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) (Finland), and
Iberdrola (Spain)

The questionnaire is part of a study examining applications of electrical energy storage. The focus of the study is
on the application of energy storage rather than particular energy storage technologies, in order better to understand
the market drivers for such storage systems.

This is in turn part of a larger study being carried out under the auspices of the International Energy Agency. It is
entitled “Electrical Energy Storage Technologies for Utility Network Optimization,” (more generally referred to as

“Annex IX, Phase 2“ within the energy storage community). More information about Annex IX can be found in the
two accompanying data sheets.
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The company details given on this page will be entered in our existing directory of energy storage users and sys-
tems suppliers. If you do not want this information entered into the directory, please indicate this by ticking the
appropriatebox.

Please do not enter this information into any contact database c1

1. Organization Details

Vameof Organization

qddress:

Vo. of employees:

~ontactname:

Job tit/e:

Telephone:

Fax:

e-mail:

NATURE 0FCIRGAMZ4TDV

Research & development services

Electricityutility

Industry

Other (please specify)

Mea of Business:

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

Industry (please speci@)

D
c1
c1
c1

c1
c1
c1
c1
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2. General Questions on the Storage Application

Should you have more than one storage installation and application to describe, please copy the relevant pages
and fill in one set of questions for each individual case.

2.1. Name of project

2.2. Who was the customer?

2.3. Into which of these broad categories does/did the application fall?

1 power quality/quality of supply/voltage regulation

2 peak shaving/DSM/distribution capacity deferrals

3 integration with renewable

4 Other (please specify)

2.4. Into which detailed category or categories does/did it fall?

If more than one entry, please rank in order of importance: l=most important

1 Load leveling

2 Spinning reserve

3 Frequency regulation

4 Voltage regulation

5 Network stability

6 Integration with renewable

7 Deferral of capacity/network reinforcement

I 8 I Improved asset management I I

9 Demand-side management

10 Energy efficiency benefits

11 Emissions/environmental benefits

12 Quality of supply improvements

13 Power quality improvements

14 Other (please specify)

1 t , t
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2.5. Additional motives for development of the application

(Please attach any relevant documents if desired.)

2.6. Performance specification

Storagecapacityof the installation(MWh)

Power rating (MVA for specified time)

MVA: Tim=

Storage technology/technologies used

1 Batteries (please specify chemical system used)

2 Flywheels

3 SMES

4 Supercapacitors

5 Other (please specify)

I I

Hybrid (i.e., combination of above)

Converter Unit (Power Electronics)

Power Device Type

I Thyristor II
GTO

I
I IGBT II
I Other (please specify) II
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Building

[ Stationary II
Mobile (moveable occasionally)

Containerized (moveable easily or frequently)

Modularity

I Number of modules

Module power rating (kVA)

Total power rating (kVA)

I Any controls in hands of the utility? II
I Any remote monitoring? I I

Any remote control?

Was the system reconfigurable?

Grid connection

Was a protection relay required?

Was protection installed against...

I Loss of mains II

I Overvoltage II
I Undervoltage II
I Overfrequency II
I Underfrequency II,

Was permission to connect required from the utility (Y/N)?

What were the switchgear requirements for connection? I

Please add any other important connection information . . .
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Was it an ‘experimental’ system?

For example,did it haveextramonitoringaiming to optimizefuturesystems? Please classi~ as...

Experimental

Precommercial

I Commercial I
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3. Project Preliminaries and Construction

3.1. TImescaIes

Please fill in the following chart to indicate both time spent and total elapsed time. If possible, please include

information on . . .

● Duration of the planning process;

● Time from approval to start of construction work;

● Duration of construction work and

● llrne from commissioning to customer acceptance.

Start date Finish date

(or weeks from (or weeks from
Task Name start) start)

3.2. Duration

For how long has the system operated or did it operate?

What is the project’s current status?

Working time

usedl
weeks

Elapsed
time/ weeks
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3.3. Partners

Did you have partners collaborating in the project?

If you wish, please name the partners . . .

3.4. Project Funding

Where did the financing come from for the project?

(Pleasetick boxesfor all sources.)

Source Y. Contribution Value Current Unit

1 Your own company

2 Government grant

3 International agency grant

4 Electricity supply industry

5 Energy storage industry

6 Other (please specify)

Total

How were the project costs distributed?

(Headings based on Sandia report SAND98-1905.)

I Item I cost

Capitai
Equipment load interface

1
Power conversion system
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Item I
Storage device I I
Monitors and controls I I,
Facilities i

Financing costs

Transportation

Taxes

Project management

Start-up and initial maintenance
1

Other (please specify if possible) I

Item cost
I

I Operation and maintenance I I

Manpower

Transportation I
I Maintenance I I

Consumables

Electricity and water

I Consumables I I
I Storage device spares and replacements I I

Other (please specify if possible)

,
Total running cost I I
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4. During Operation of the

4.1 ● Monitoring

4.1.1. What was monitored?

I Parameter I Measurement Interval I
Voltage

Current

Power

Switch/breaker status

Temperature

Transients

kWh in

kWh out

Water consumption

Battery electrolyte level

Air conditioningstatus

Auxiliaw Dower consumption

Others

4.1.2. Who did the monitoring?

Supplier

Customer

4.1.3. Was sufficient monitoring done?
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4.1.4. What alarm states were monitored?

Parameter

I Fire I I
Hydrogen

I
] Loss of mains I I

Others

I

4.2. Reliability

4.2.1. Was reliability an important issue?

4.2.2. Which elements were least reliable?

4.2.3. What failures occurred?

Item Routine? Repair? Man-hours cost

4.3. Maintenance

4.3.1. Was maintenance an important issue?
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4.3.2. Which items required maintenance? - How much?

Item Routine? Repair? Man-hours cost

4*4. Operation

4.4.1. What did the system cost to operate?

Task Man-hours cost

4.4.2. What experimentation was performed (if any)?

Type of Experiment No. of Experiments Man-hours cost

4.4.3. What limitations were encountered?

Inherent in Determined
Limitation Technology by Experiment

1
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5. Benefits of the system

Please outline the benefits the system provided to the utility and its network . . .
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6. Conclusions and Reporting

6.1. Reportingof results

6.1.1. How were the results disseminated?

6.1.2. Please provide references to relevant publications

6.2. What were the principal lessons learned?

6.3. What was the biggest problem encountered?

6.4. What was the biggest achievement; greatest success?

6.5. Plannedbudgetsvs. real costs

How did they compare?
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Appendix D:

R&D Partnerships

1. Introduction

The conference has floated the idea of using the IEA Annex IX electrical energy storage work program as a cost-
effectiveand independent ‘vehicle’ for the stimulation of a series of strategic R&D partnerships, as, for example,
shown in the diagrammatic representation below:

Annex IX
Phase 2

Utility Applications Systems R&D Modeling
R&D Requirements Requirements R&D Requirements

R&D E R&D
Suppliers 4 Funding Agencies

$
ECU etc.

Proposed R&D Enabling Mechanism

Interested parties are now invited to register their preliminary interest in thisconcept, on an entirely non-obliga-
tory basis. EA Technology will then collate such information and revert to respondents, beginning in Fall 1998.
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2. Contact Details

Name:

Organization:

Address

Country:

Telephone

Fax

e-mail:

3. Organization Details

Do you consider yourself to be primarily a:

Utility/end user of storage systems
a systems deveIoper/supplier

an R&D supplier
an R&D funding agency

4. R&D Requirements

From your individual perspective, where do you see the primary needfapplication of targeted R&D:

end use applications of storage modeling

systems development energy and environmental aspects

Additional comments:
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5. R&D Partnerships

Would you, in principle, recognize the ‘added value’ of entering into suitable strategic R&D partnerships?

YEs NO

Comments:

Signed: Dated:

Please return to: Dr. Alan Collinson
EA Technology,
Capenhurst
Chester
CH1 6ES
England
Fax: +44 1513472570
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Appendix E:

Presentations and Publications

Presentations

P. C. Butler, “An Improved Energy Storage for RAPS;’
presented at the Asia-Pacific Initiative and ILZRO
RAPS Meeting, Jakarta, Indonesia, October 17,
1997.

P. C. Butler and P. A. Taylor, “Battery Test Cycles for
RAPS Applications;’ presented at the Workshop on
RAPS Battery Testing, Brisbane, Australi~ October
24-25, 1997.

A. A. Akhil, “Energy Storage Systems Program Over-
view,” G. C. Corey, “Design and Performance of
Modular Battery Systems~’ presented at the Electric
Utility Battery Energy Storage–Seminar II, Anchor-
age, AK, November 4-5, 1997.

P. C. Butler, “Renewable Generation and Storage
Project: presented at the Energy Storage Associa-
tion Fall Meeting, Sacramento, CA, November 17,
1997.

P. C. Butler, “Overview of Energy Storage Systems and
PV Programs; presented at the Lucent Technolo-
gies Premium Power Forum, Mesquite, TX, Febru-
ary 5, 1998.

P. C. Butler, “Overview of Energy Storage Systems Pro-
gram;’ presented at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA, February 20,
1998.

P. C. Butler, “Overview of Energy Storage Systems Pro-
gram~’ presented at the University of Missouri,
Rolls, MO, March 26, 1998.

C. Platt and P. C. Butler, “Energy Storage Systems Pro-
gram Overview: presented to the Industry Users

Group at the Energy Storage Association Spring
Meeting, Phoenix, AZ, April 7-8,1998.

T. D. Hund and G. C. Corey, “Energy Storage Informa-
tion Needs for PV–Inte=mted Systems: presented
at the SOLTECH, IREC, and UPVG Annual Meet-
ing, Orlando, FL, April 27, 1998.

P. C. Butler, “Energy Storage Systems Cost Study Over-
view: presented at the Lucent Technologies Pre-
mium Power Forum, Bell Labs, Murray Hill, NJ,
April 30, 1998.

P. C. Butler, “Performance and
Superconducting Magnetic
wheel, and Compressed

Economic Analysis of
Energy Storage, Fly-
Air Energy Storage

Schemes for Elec&c Power Applications:’ pre-
sented at the Electrical Energy Storage Systems
Applications and Technologies @ESA~ 98 Con-
ference–ESS Program Overview, Chester, UK, June
16, 1998.

P. C. Butler, “RAPS Testing Overview: presented to the
IEEE Standards Committee, Winter Park, CO,
hdy 20, 1998.

P. C. Butler, “SMES/FES Study Status Report: pre-
sented to the Department of Energy, Washington,
DC, August 6, 1998.

P. C. Butler, “Result of Research on Power Quality
Issues: presented at the Lucent Technologies Pre-
mium Power Forum, Bell Labs, Murray Hill, NJ,
August 27, 1998.

Publications

S. Atcitty, S. Ranade, and A. Gray-Fenner, September
1998, Summary of State-of-the-Art Power Conver-
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sion Systems for Energy Storage Applications,
SAND98-2019. Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM.

P. C. Butler, J. F. Cole, and P.A. Taylor, Test Profiles for
Stationaq Energy Storage Applications, 6th Euro-
pean Lead Battery Conference, Prague, Czech
Republic, September 24-25, 1998.

P. A. Taylor, P. T. Moseley, and P. C. Butler, I.LZRO-

Sponsored Field Data Collection and Analysis to
Determine Relationships Between Service Condi-
tions and Reliability of VRLA Batteries in Station-
ary Applications, 6th European Lead Battery
Conference, September 24-25,1998.

P. C. Butler, T. Crow, and P. A. Taylor, Batte~ Evalua-
tion Methods And Results For Stationary Applica-
tions, Intelec 97 (19tb International Telecom-
munications and Energy Conference), Melbourne,
Australia, October 19-23, 1997.

G. P. Corey, Don’t Scapegoat the Battery – Shoot the
System Designer, in Batteries International Edito-
rial Magazine, October 1997.

G. A. Buckingham and G. P. Corey, Dataloggitzg and
Control Through a Remote lnte~ace for a Power
Quality System, International Telemetering Confer-
ence/USA, Las Vegas, NV, October 27-30, 1997.

R. L. Hammond, J. F. Turpin, G. P. Corey, T. D. Hund,
and S. R. Barrington, October 1997, Photovohaic
Batteq and Charge Controller Market and Appli-
cations Study, SAND96-2900. Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.

C. Platt, P. A. Taylor, L. Charles, and P. C. Butler,
November 1997, Repoti on the Energy Storage Sys-
tems Program Executive Meetings Project,

SAND97-2700. Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM.

S. Swaminathan, W. T. Flynn, and R. K. Sen, December
1997, Modeling of Battery Energy Storage in the
National Energy Modeling System, SAND97-2926.
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.

N. H. Clark, P. C. Butler, and C. P. Cameron, March
1998, Renewable Generation and Storage Project
Industry and Luboratoq Recommendations,

SAND98-0591. Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM.

G. P. Corey, W. Nerbun, and D. Porter, August 1998,
Final Report on the Development of a 250-kWMod-
ulag Factory-Assembled Battery Energy Storage
System, SAND97-1276. Sandia National Laborato-
ries, Albuquerque, NM.

P. C. Butler, August 1998, Energy Storage Systems Pro-
gram Report 1997, SAND98-1733. Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.

H. W. Zaininger,August 1998,Analysis of the Value of
Batte~ Storage with Wnd and Photovoltaic Gener-
ation to the Sacramento Municipal Utility District,
SAND98-1904. Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Guy Chagnon
107 Beaver Court
Cockeysville, MD 21030

Salt River Project
H. Lundstrom

P.O. BOX 52025
MS PAB 357
Phoenix, AZ 85072-2025

Santa Clara University
Dr. Charles Feinstein
Dept. of Dec. & Info. Sciences
Leavey School of Bus. & Admin.
Santa Clar~ CA 95053

Sentec~ Inc.
Robert Reeves
9 Eaton Road
Troy, NY 12180

Sentec~ Inc.
Nicole Miller
4733 Bethesda Avenue
Suite 608
Bethesda, MD 20814



Siemens Solar
Clay Aldrich

4650AdohnLane
P.O. BOX6032
Camarillo, CA 93011

Solar Electric Specialists Co.
Jim Trotter
232-Anacapa Street
Santa Barbar~ CA 93101

Solarex
Gerald W. Braun
630 Solarex Court

Frederick MD 21701

Southern California Edison
Naum Pinsky
2244 Walnut Grove Ave.
P.O. Box 800, Room 418
Rosemead, CA 91770

Southern Company Services, Inc.
K. Vakhshoorzadeh
600 North 18th Street
P.O. Box 2625
Birmingham AL 35202-2625

Soft Switching Technologies
Deepak Divan

2224 Evergreen Road
Suite 6
Middleto~ WI 53562

Solar Energy Ind. Assoc. (SEIA)
Scott Sklar
122 C Street NW
4th Floor
Washingto~ DC 20001-2104

Southern Company Services, Inc.
Bruce R. Rauhe, Jr.

600 North 18th Street

P.O. Box 2625

Birmingham AL 35202-2625

Southern California Edison
Richard N. Schweinberg
6070 N. Ewindale Avenue
Suite I
Irwindale, CA 91702

SRI International
C. Seitz
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park CA 94025
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Stored Ener=~ Engineering
Bob Bish
7601 E. 88th Place
Indianapolis, IN 46256

Switch Technologies
Jon Hurwitch
4733 Bethesda Avenue

Suite 608
Bethesda, MD 20814

The Brattle Group
Thomas J. Jenkin
44 Brattle Street
Cambridge, MA 02138-3736

ThePennsylvaniaStateUniversity
CharlesE. Bakis
227 Hammond Building
University Park, PA 16802

The Technology Group, Inc.
Tom Anyos
63 Linden Avenue
Atherton, CA 94027-2161

Stored Energy Engineering
George Zink
7601 E. 88th Place
Indianapolis, IN 46256

Tampa Electric Company
Terri Hensley

P.O. Box 111

Tampa, FL 33601-0111

The Detroit Edison Company
Haukur Asgeirsson
2000 2nd Ave.
435 SB
Detroit, Ml 48226-1279

The SolarConnection
MichaelOrians
P.O. BOX 1138
Morro Bay, CA 93443

TRACE Engineering Division
Bill Roppenecker
5916 195th Northeast
Arlington, WA 98223



Trace Technologies
Michael Behnke
6952 Preston Ave.
Livermore, CA 94550

Trinity Flywheel Power

Donald A, Bender

6724D Preston Avenue
Lhermore, CA 94550

TU Electric
James Fangue
R&D Programs
P.O. Box 970
Fort Worth, TX 76101

U.S.DepartmentofEnergy
Paul Mau@
19901 Germantown Rd

ER-14 E-422

Germanto~ MD 20874-1290

U.S. Department of Energy
J. P. Archibald
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-90 FORSTL
Washingto~ DC 20585

Trace Technologies
Bill Erdman
6952 Preston Avenue
Livermore, CA 94550

Trojan Batte~ Company

Jim Drizos

12380-Clark Street
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

U.S. Agency for Intn’1Development
Paul C. Klimas
Center for Environment
Washingto~ DC 20523-3800

U.S.Departmentof Commerce
Dr. Gerald P. Ceasar
NIST/ATP
Bldg 101, Room 623
CMthersburg, MD 20899

U.S. Department of Energy
Tien Q. Duong
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-32 FORSTL, Rm. 5G-030
Washingto~ DC 20585
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U.S. Department of Energy
R. Eynon
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EI-821 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Pandit G. Patil
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-32 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Alex G. Crawley
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-90 FORSTL
Washingto~ DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
All an Jelacic
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-12 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Dan T. Ton
1000 Independence Ave. SW

EE-11 FORSTL

Washington, DC 20585

—.. —.—

U.S. Department of Energy
Mark B. Ginsberg
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-90 FORSTL 5E-052

Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Neal Rossmeissl
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-13 FORSTL
Washingto~ DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Allan Hoffman
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-10 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Alex O. Bulawka
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-11 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Jack Cadogan
1000 Independence Ave. SW

EE-11 FORSTL

Washington, DC 20585



U.S. Department of Energy U.S. Department of Energy

J. A. Mazer Jim Daley

1000 Independence Ave. SW 1000 Independence Ave. SW

EE-11 FORSTL EE-12 FORSTL

Washington, DC 20585 Washington DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Joe Galdo

1000 Independence Ave. SW

EE-10 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Philip N. Overholt

1000 Independence Ave. SW

EE-11 FORSTL
Washington, DC 20585-0121

U.S.DepartmentofEnergy
RichardJ, King
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-11 FORSTL, 5H-095

Washingto~ DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
James E. Rannels
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-11 FORSTL
Washington DC 20585-0121

U.S. Department of Energy
Kenneth L. Heitner

1000 Independence Ave. SW

EE-32 FC)RSTL
Washington DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Russ Eaton

Golden Field OffIce

1617 Cole Blvd., Bldg. 17
Golde~ CO 80401

U.S.DepartmentofEnergy
W. Butler
1000 Independence Ave. SW
PA-3 FORSTL
Washingto~ DC 20585

U.S. Department of Energy
Gary A. Buckingham
Albuquerque Operations OffIce
P.O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, NM 87185
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U.S. Department of Energy
Imre Gyuk
1000 Independence Ave. SW
EE-14 FORSTL
Washingto~ DC 20585

U.S. Navy
Wayne Taylor
Code 83BOOOD,NAWS
China Lake, CA 93555

University of Missouri - Rolls
Max Anderson
112 Electrical Eng. Bldg.

Rolls, MO 65401-0249

Urenco (Capenhurst) Ltd.
G. Alan Palin
Capenhurst, Chester, CH1 6ER
UNITED KINGDOM

Utility Power Group

Mike Stern
941 O-G DeSoto Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311-4947

U.S. Flywheel Systems
Steve Bitterly
1125 Business Center Circle
Newbury Park CA 91320

UFTO
Edward Beardsworth
951 Lincoln Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301-3041

University of Texas at Austin
John H. Price
J.J. Pickel Research Campus
Mail Code R7000

Austin, TX 78712

Utility Photo Voltaic Group
Steve Hester
1800 M Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-5802

VEDCOEnergy
RickUbaldi
12 Agatha Lane
Wayne, NJ 07470
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Walt Disney World
Randy Bevin
Design and Eng’g
P.O. Box 10,000
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830-1000

Westinghouse
Tom Matty
P.O. BOX 17230
Maryland, MD 21023

Yuasa, Inc.
Frank Tarantino
2366 Bemville Road
P.O. Box 14145
Reading, PA 19612-4145

Yuasa, Inc.
Nicholas J. Magnani
2366 Bemville Road
P.O. Box 14145
Reading, PA 19612-4145

Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Gerald J. Keane
Energy Management Division
4400 Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32826-2399

Westinghouse STC
Howard Saunders
1310 Beulah Road
Pittsburg~ PA 15235

Yuas~ Inc.
Gene Cook
2366 Bemville Road
P-O. Box 14145
Reading, PA 19612-4145

Yuasa-Exide, Inc.
R. K.ristiansen
35 Loch Lomond Lane
Middleto~ NY 10941-1421

Virginia Power Virginia Polytechnic Instit. & State Uni

Gary Verno Alex Q. Huang

Innsbrook Technical Center Virginia Power Electronics Center

5000 Dominion Blvd. 672 Whittemore Hall

Glen Ellen, VA 23233 Blacksburg, VA 24061
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ZBB Technologies, Ltd.
Robert J. Parry
11607 West Dearbourn Ave.
Wauwatosa, WI 53226-3961

MS-05 13, Robert Eagan (1000)
MS-0212, Andrew Phillips (10230)
MS-0619, Review & Approval For DOE/OSTl (001 11) (1)
MS-0953, William E. Alzheimer (1500)
MS-0953, Thomas J. Cutchen (1 500)
MS-0613, Daniel H. Doughty (1521)
MS-0613, Rudy G. Jungst (1521)
MS-0613, Terry Unkelhaeuser (1521)
MS-06 14, Dennis E. Mitchell (1 522)
MS-061 4, Robert W. Bickes (1523)
MS-0613, John D. Boyes (1525)
MS-061 3, Paul C. Butler (1525) (10)
MS-0613, Nancy H. Clark (1525)
MS-061 3, Garth P. Corey (1525)
MS-0613, Terry Crow (1525)
MS-0613, Imelda Francis (1525)

MS-0613, Gus P. Rodriguez (1525)

MS-0340, Jeff W. Braithwaite (1832)
MS-0537, Stan Atcitty (23 14)
MS-0899, Technical Library (491 6) (2)
MS-0741, Sam Vamado (6200)
MS-0704, Abbas A. Akhil (6201)
MS-0708, Henry M. Dodd (6214)
MS-0753, Russell H. Bonn (6218)
MS-0753, Ward I. Bower (6218)
MS-0753, Christopher Cameron (6218)
MS-0753, Tom Hund (6218)
MS-0753, John W. Stevens (6218)
MS-0455, Marjorie L. Tatro (6231)
MS-9403, Jim Wang (8713)
MS-901 8, Central Technical Files (8940-2)
MS-1 193, Dean C. Rovang (953 1)

ZBB Technologies, Inc.
Phillip A. Eldler
11607 West Dearboum Ave.
Wauwatosa, WI 53226-3961


